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Editor's Introduction
Stephen D. Ricks
Since its initial publication in 1830, the Book of Mormon
has played a key role in the life and thought of members of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Many have noted
an increased interest in the Book of Mormon in recent years,
doubtless due to the stress that has been placed upon its study by
President Ezra Taft Benson and other General Authorities.
In light of this increased interest, we have thought it
appropriate that there be a journal dedicated solely to the serious
and faithful study of the Book of Mormon in its historical,
linguistic, cultural, and theological context. The Journal of Book
of Mormon Studies is just such a periodical. We are pleased to
present here the first issue of this Journal. The Journal is itself
divided into two sections. The first section contains articles of
greater length. The second section contains "Notes and Communications," shorter pieces varying in length from a single
paragraph up to a few pages. Here, especially, we wish to
include ideas and insights too short for a full-length article but
still deserving circulation and critical examination. As is the case
with most scholarly publications, the Journal will have no
"Letters to the Editor" section. However, responses by readers
to specific ideas presented either in the "Articles" or "Notes and
Communications" sections may be deemed appropriate in the
"Notes and Communications" of a subsequent issue.
The editors of the Journal of Book of Mormon Studies
intend to be "no respecter of persons" in their selection of papers
to be included in forthcoming issues. We claim no privileged
access to the Book of Mormon through specific academic
training-the Book of Mormon is a volume that should be
accessible to all-nor do we insist that those publishing in it
have certain academic credentials. We only insist that the work
be rigorous, carefully thought out, and well presented. We hope
that the Journal will represent the work of serious students of the
Book of Mormon from a wide variety of backgrounds, and not
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merely the product of established scholars. We wish to encourage all of those who may have articles or notes that they
wish to submit for a forthcoming issue of the Journal to do so
(the proper style for submitting these papers is given at the end
of this issue). As is the case with most academic journals, each
submission to the Journal will be refereed. Forthcoming
volumes of the Journal will appear in two issues, one in the
spring and the other in the fall.
The best test of new ideas is, of course, in the marketplace
- of ideas. The Journal of Book of Mormon Studies will provide
just such a marketplace for serious, faithful ideas and insights
about the Book of Mormon.
We wish to thank all those who have assisted in the
preparation of this premiere issue of the Journal. In particular,
we wish to thank Brent Hall for expediting the production of the
Journal, Karl Pope for technical help, and Melvin J. Thome and
Jennifer Wadsack-Stewart for timely editorial assistance.

JOURNAL OF BOOK OF MORMON STUDIES III (1992): 1-34

When Lehi's Party Arrived in the Land,
Did They Find Others There?
John L. Sorenson
Abstract: A number of statements in the Book of
Mormon text are examined, which indicate the presence in
Lehi's "promised land" of peoples other than those
descended from Lehi's party. Reasons are considered why
the topic is not addressed more explicitly in the record. It
is concluded that there is clear evidence for the presence
of "others."
Several puzzles about the history of the Nephites and
Lamanites are linked to the question of whether they found
others already living in their promised land. It seems important
enough to call for serious examination of the text of the Book of
Mormon for all possible evidence. Let us first look at what the
Nephite writers say about their own group. Then we will see
what we can learn about other groups described or mentioned in
the record. In each case we will not only look for direct data on
population size, ethnicity, language, and culture but also will
draw plausible inferences about those matters.

Population Growth among the Nephites
Two questions about Nephite population size are of major
concern. First, how fast did the Nephite group grow as a result
of the natural fertility and mortality of the original party? We
need to examine whether the numbers attributed to them at
various points in their history can be accounted for in terms of
natural increase by the Nephite portion of Lehi's group. If the
numbers cannot be explained by that means, then recourse to
"others" is required to account for the apparent excess. The
second question concerns the relative size of the Lamanites and
other groups compared with the Nephites.
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An analysis has already been published of the age and
gender of the personnel in Lehi's party) Nephite demographic
history obviously begins with that information. My reading of
the text puts about eleven adults and thirteen children in Nephi's
group when they split with the faction of Laman and Lemuel.
However, the adults included only three couples. None of the
unmarried persons, including Nephi's brothers Jacob and Joseph and, probably, their sisters, would have had marriage
partners available until nieces or nephews came of age, so for
some interval the group's reproduction rate would have been
even lower' than those numbers seem to suggest. The Lamanite
faction I estimate to have included four couples with the
likelihood that the oldest grandchildren of Ishmael were just
coming into the age of reproduction. 2 Within a few years the
Lamanites should have had on the order of half again as many
persons as the Nephites, and that size advantage should have
continued thereafter.
Within a few years Nephi reports that his people "began to
prosper exceedingly, and to multiply in the land" (2 Nephi
5:13). When about fifteen years had passed, he says that Jacob
and Joseph had been made priests and teachers "over the land of
my people" (2 Nephi 5:26, 28). After another ten years, they
"had already had wars and contentions" with the Lamanites (2
Nephi 5:34). After the Nephites had existed as an entity for
about forty years (see Jacob 1:1), their men began "desiring
many wives and concubines" (Jacob 1: 15). How many
John L. Sorenson, "The Composition of Lehi's Family," in
John M. Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks, eds., By Study and Also by
Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W. Nibley, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1990),2:174-96.
2 The numbers are in question particularly because we are not told
how many years elapsed between the party's arrival in Bountiful and their
splitting apart in the land of first inheritance in America. Before his death,
Lehi said of his son Jacob, "thou hast beheld in thy youth his glory" (2
Nephi 2:4). The probable Hebrew expression translated to English as
"youth" indicates an age between ten or twelve at the low end ranging into
the twenties. Given the fact that Lehi was already "aged" aboard ship, during
which time Jacob was still a child needing to be "nourished" (1 Nephi
18:19), it seems unlikely that Lehi's statement to Jacob in 2 Nephi 2 would
have been many years later. Supposing two years aboard ship and two at the
original landing site-they planted and harvested at least one crop-then
Jacob could plausibly have been about twelve in Lehi's reference to his
"youth."
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descendants of the original party would there have been by that
time?

We can safely suppose that adaptation to foods, climate,
disease, and natural hazards would have posed some problems,
although we cannot quantify those effects. Let us at least start to
bracket the possible growth in numbers by setting an upper limit
that is at the edge of absurdity. Assume a birth rate twice as high
as in today's "less developed countries," a rate perhaps not even
attainable by any population. Let us also suppose no deaths at
all! Under those conditions, if the initial Nephite group was
-comprised of twenty-four persons, as I calculate generously, by
the time of Jacob 2, they would have reached a population of
330, of whom perhaps seventy would be adult males and the
same number adult females. Of course the unreality of that
number means we must work downward. Using a more
reasonable figure for the birth rate and factoring in deaths, we
see that the actual number of adults would be unlikely to exceed
half of what we first calculated-say, thirty-five males and
thirty-five females. Even that is far too large to satisfy experts on
the history of population growth.3 With such limited numbers as
these, the group's cultural preference for "many wives and
concubines" would be puzzling. The fact that the plural marriage
preference for the early Nephites is reported as a cultural fact
3 Compare, for example, George Cowgill, "On Causes and
Consequences of Ancient and Modem Population Changes," American
Anthropologist 77 (1975): 505-25: "Surges implying rates of natural
increase of from 3 to 7 per 1000 per year over regions up to some tens of
thousands of square kilometers, sustained over two or three centuries ...
have not been uncommon during the past few thousand years, but they are
interspersed with periods of very slow growth or decline. Overall regional
trends spanning a millennium or more show net population gains that are
rarely more than what would have resulted from a steady rate of increase of 1
or 2 per 1000 per year. ... It seems that rates of natural increase greater
than about 6 or 7 per 1000 per year have occurred only very briefly and
locally." At a rate of natural increase (births minus deaths) of a phenomenal
7 per 1000 population, the original 24 in the Nephite group would have
doubled to 48 in 100 years, long after Jacob's death. Using the same rate, by
the time of Jacob's encounter with Sherem the total number of adult
Nephite males would not have exceeded ten-all of whom would have been
relatives and all of whom would have known each other intimately. Of
course Cowgill's numbers could be wrong, but where are the historical cases
for colonizing groups under similar conditions tbat might contradict his
findings? Without such cases we are left to pluck numbers out of the air.

4
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seems to call for a larger population of females. If so, it could
only have come about by incorporating "other" people.
The account of Sherem's encounter with Jacob reiterates
the question. "Some [ten more?] years had passed away," and
Jacob was now verging on "old" (cf. Jacob 7:1, 20-26). At that
time "there came a man among the people of Nephi whose name
was Sherem" (Jacob 1:1). Upon first meeting Jacob, he said,
"Brother Jacob, I have sought much opportunity that I might
-speak unto you; for I have heard . . . that thou goest about
much, preaching" (Jacob 7:6). Now, the population of adult
males descended from the original group could not have
exceeded fifty at that time. This would have been only enough to
populate one modest-sized village. Thus Sherem's is a strange
statement. Jacob, as head priest and religious teacher, would
routinely have been around the Nephite temple in the cultural
center at least on all holy days (see Jacob 2:2). How then could
Sherem never have seen him, and why would he have had to
seek "much opportunity" to speak to him in such a tiny
settlement? And where would Jacob have had to go on the
preaching travels Sherem refers to, if only such a tiny group
were involved. Moreover, from where was it that Sherem "came
... among the people of Nephi" (Jacob 1:1)? The text and
context of this incident would make little sense if the Nephite
population had resulted only from natural demographic increase.
The reports of intergroup fighting in these early generations also seem to refer to larger forces than growth by births
alone would have allowed. At the twenty-five-year mark of their
history, Nephi already reported that they had had "wars" with
the Lamanites (see 2 Nephi 5:34), yet the male descendants of
the original Nephites could not reasonably have numbered more
than a score by the time these "wars" are mentioned. Later, in
Jacob's old age, the "wars" mentioned in Jacob 7:26 would have
been fought with a maximum of fifty on his side and not
dramatically more for the attackers. Either the expression "war"
was being used loosely at this point in the account or else the
population springing from the original Lehites had already been
augmented by "others," it appears to me.

Cultural Adaptation and "Others"
The point about "war" opens up the larger issue of cultural
learning and adaptation in the new land by both Nephites and
Lamanites. A pair of telling passages in the book of Mosiah lets
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us know that some "native" New World people or other had to
have provided at least one direct, crucial cultural input to the
immigrants. Not long after 200 B.C., Zeniffite King Limhi
reminded his people in the land of Nephi that "we at this time do
pay tribute to the king of the Lamanites, to the amount of one
half of our com, and our barley, and even all our grain of every
kind" (Mosiah 7:22). Note that Limhi mentions "com" first in
the list of tribute crops. In Mosiah 9: 14 it is the only crop
mentioned at all: "Lamanites . . . began to . . . take off ...
the ~om of their fields."
.
Now, "com" is clearly maize, the native American plant
that was the mainstay of the diet of many native American
peoples for thousands of years. There is no possibility that
Lehi's party brought this key American crop with them or that
they discovered it wild upon their arrival. Maize is so totally
domesticated a plant that it will not reproduce without human
care. In other words, the Zeniffites or any other of Lehi' s
descendants could only be growing com/maize because people
already familiar with the complex of techniques for its successful
cultivation had passed on the knowledge, and the seed, to the
newcomers. Notice too that these passages in Mosiah indicate
that corn had become the grain of preference among the
Lamanites, and perhaps among the Zeniffites. That is, they had
apparently integrated it into their system of taste preferences and
nutrition as a primary food, for which cooks and diners in tum
would have had familiar recipes, utensils, and so on. This
situation reminds us of how crucial the natives of Massachusetts
were in helping the Puritan settlers in the 1600s survive in the
unfamiliar environment they found upon landing. The traditional
American Thanksgiving cuisine of turkey, pumpkin, and com
dishes-all native to the New World-is an unconscious tribute
to the gift of survival conferred by the Amerindians by sharing
those local foods with the confused and hungry Europeans. Did
an equivalent cultural exchange and unacknowledged thanksgiving process take place for Lehi's descendants in the Book of
Mormon land of first inheritance or land of Nephi?
Since it is certain that "others" passed on knowledge about
and a taste for com to the Nephites and Lamanites, it becomes
likely that other cultural features also came from them. The
keeping of "flocks," for example (Mosiah 9: 14; cf. Enos 1:21),
was not a pattern which Lehi's folks are said to have brought
with them; no animals are mentioned in Nephi's Old World
record (it is purely speculation that they utilized camels or any

6
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other animals in their trek from Jerusalem to Bountiful). Even if
they started out with animals, these would not have survived the
party's famine-plagued journey through western Arabia (note,
for example, 1 Nephi 16:18-32). Moreover, no hint is given that
any were taken aboard Nephi's boat (in specific contrast to the
Jaredite case-see Ether 6:4). So how would they have obtained
native American fowls or other animals to keep in "flocks," or,
more importantly, how would they have discovered techniques
for successfully caring for them? Discovery or invention of a
major cultural feature like the domestication of animals is rare
enough in human history that it is highly unlikely that these
-newcomers could simply have pulled themselves up culturally
"by their bootstraps" in this way in a generation or two.
We will see below that significant, specific cultural
features of obvious Jaredite origin appeared later among the
Nephites without any explanation of how their transmission was
accomplished down through time. It is a safe presumption,
however, that some groups existing at the time when the Jaredite
armies referred to in Ether 15 were destroyed simply refused to
participate in the suicidal madness of Coriantumr and Shiz. They
would have ensured their own survival by staying home and
minding their meek business in this or that comer of the land.
Such minor peoples might hardly even have noted the distant
slaughter of the Jaredite dynasts, so absorbed would they have
been in their local affairs. The likelihood is that more than a few
such groups continued past the time of the "final destruction" of
the Jaredite armies at the hill Ramah, and some could well have
been living in the land southward as Nephi and Laman built up
their small colonies.
Lehi's final prophecy to his children foreshadowed this
happening. He said,
It is wisdom that this land should be kept as yet
from the knowledge of other nations; for behold,
many nations would overrun the land, that there
would be no place for an inheritance. Wherefore, I,
Lehi, have obtained a promise, that inasmuch as those
whom the Lord God shall bring out of the land of
Jerusalem shall keep his commandments, they shall
prosper upon the face of this land; and they shall be
kept from all other nations, that they may possess this
land unto themselves. And if it so be that they shall
keep his commandments they shall be blessed upon
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the face of this land, and there shall be none to molest
them, nor to take away the land of their inheritance .
. . . But behold, when the time cometh that they
shall dwindle in unbelief, after they have received so
great blessings from the hand of the Lord, ... I say,
if the day shall come that they will reject the Holy One
of Israel, the true Messiah, their Redeemer and their
God, behold, the judgments of him that is just shall
rest upon them. Yea, he will bring other nations unto
them, and he will give unto them power, and he will
take away from them the lands of their possessions,
and he will cause them to be scattered and smitten.
Yea, as one generation passeth to another there shall
be bloodsheds, and great visitations among them. (2
Nephi 1:8-12)
How much time can we suppose elapsed between the time
when Lehi's descendants "dwindle[d] in unbelief' and when the
Lord brought "other nations unto them"? How distant were
those "other nations" at the time Lehi spoke? Latter-day Saints
generally have supposed that the "other nations" were the
Gentile (Christian) nations of Europe who began to reach the
New World only 500 years ago. To believe so requires limited
imagination.
As for the Lamanites, they dwindled in unbelief within a
few years. Alma said that "the Lamanites have been cut off from
his presence, from the beginning of their transgressions in the
land" (Alma 9:14). How then could Lehi's prophecy about
"other nations" being brought in have been kept long in
abeyance after that? Furthermore, the early Nephites generally
did the same thing within a few centuries. Their wickedness and
apostasy culminated in the escape of Mosiah and his group from
the land of Nephi to the land of Zarahemla (see Omni 1:13-14).
And if the Lord somehow did not at those times bring in "other
nations," then surely he would have done so after Cumorah,
1100 years prior to Columbus. Even if there were no massive
armed invasions of strange groups to be reported, we need not
be surprised if relatively small groups of strange peoples who
were neither so numerous nor so organized as to be rivals for
control of the land could have been scattered or infiltrated among
both Nephites and Lamanites without their constituting the
"other nations" in the threatening sense of Lehi' s prophecy.
Thus in ' the terms of Lehi's prophecy, "others" could and

8
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probably even should have been close at hand and available for
the Lord to use as instruments against the straying covenant
peoples any time after the arrival of Nephi's boat.
Archaeology, linguistics, and related areas of study have
established · beyond doubt that a variety of peoples inhabited
virtually every place in the Western Hemisphere a long time ago
(with the possible exception of limited regions which may have
been more or less unpopulated for the period of a few generations at certain times). The presence of almost 1500 different
languages belonging to dozens of major groupings which were
found in the Americas when the Europeans arrived can be
explained only by supposing that speakers of the ancestral
tongues had been in America for thousands of years. The notion
that "the Indians" constituted a single ethnic entity is a totally
outdated one which neither scholars nor lay people can
justifiably believe nowadays. Abundant facts are completely
contrary to the idea. The most that is possible is that in some
limited territory in a part of America Lehi' s people and those
who came with Mulek had their chance to establish their own
niches where they could control their own fate. But they were
not given thousands of years of isolation to play with. (The
Latter-day Saint pioneers in Deseret were allowed only a single
generation, from 1847 until the railroad came in 1869, to do the
same. After that, competing economic, social, political, and
ideological systems directly challenged them, and nearly
swallowed them up.)
It seems unavoidable that other peoples were in the land,
somewhere, when Nephi's boat landed on the shore ofthe "west
sea," and quite certainly some of them were survivors from the
Jaredite people, as indicated in the book of Ether.

Internal Variety among the Nephites
We are not left only to supposition and inference in this
matter. There are statements in the Nephite record that positively
inform us that "others" were on the scene and further passages
that hint at the same thing. One of these statements occurs during
the visit by Alma and his seven companions to the Zoramites.
"Now the Zoramites were dissenters from the Nephites" (Alma
31:8). As Alma prayed about this group, he said, "0 Lord, their
souls are precious, and many of them are our brethren" (Alma
31:35). We may wonder about those whom they considered not
their "brethren." Apparently he was speaking of those who were
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neither Nephites, Lamanites, nor "Mulekites." People in all
those three categories are referred to in the text by Nephites as
"brethren" (see, for example, Mosiah 1:5 and 7:2, 13 and Alma
24:7-8).
Another statement indicates that even the Jaredites were
counted as "brethren." In Alma 46:22, captain Moroni has his
followers "covenant with our God, that we shall be destroyed,
even as our brethren in the land northward, if we shall fall into
transgression." Unquestionably, the reference is to the Jaredites.
The only reason apparent to me why the term "brethren" would
be applied by Nephites to J aredites is because the former
recognized that some of the people living with them were
descended from the Jaredites. Interestingly, Anthony W. Ivins,
who later became a counselor in the First Presidency of the
Church, speculated ninety years ago that Coriantumr, the final
Jaredite king, survived among the people of Zarahemla long
enough to sire descendants. 4 (Incidentally, in Hebrew the name
Moroni means "one from Moron," which was the Jaredite
capital.)
An odd bit of behavior involving the younger Alma on his
teaching tour seems to alert us to the presence of "others" at the
city of Ammonihah. At that time this was a rather remote part of
the land of Zarahemla in the direction of the west sea and the
narrow neck of land. At first discouraged at the hostile reception
he received, Alma departed, only to be ordered back by an angel
(see Alma 8:14-17). When he returned he asked food of a
stranger. This proved to be Amulek, whose odd reply was, "I
am a Nephite" (Alma 8:20). Why would he say that? Wasn't it
obvious? Clearly Amulek had recognized Alma as a Nephite,
either by his speech, his appearance, or perhaps the way he had
referred to God when he opened the conversation. But to what
other social or ethnic category might Amulek have belonged?
His abrupt statement makes sense only if most of the people of
the place were not Nephites and also if Am ulek , s characteristics
did not make it already apparent to Alma that he was a Nephite.
The incompleteness of our picture of social and population
history is further shown in the story of the entry of Ammon's
party to Zeniffite King Limhi's territory. The Nephite explorers
stumbled upon the king outside the walls of his beleaguered city,
Lehi-Nephi, and were rudely seized and thrown into prison.
4

Anthony W. Ivins, "Are the Jaredites an Extinct People?"

Improvement Era 6 (November 1902): 43-44; cf. Omni 1:21.
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Only after two days did they get a chance to identify themselves
and explain their presence. We might have supposed that their
cultural status as Nephites and strangers, if not their protestations (was there a language problem?) would have alerted
Limhi and his guards as to their identity-Nephites from
Zarahemla. Had the initial encounter gone as we might have
thought, Ammon's belated explanation (see Mosiah 7:13) and
Limhi's surprise when Ammon finally got through to him (see
Mosiah 7:14) would both have been short-circuited. Why were
Ammon and company not recognized immediately as Nephites?
Was their costume and tongue or accent so much different than
what Limhi's people expected of a Nephite that this put them
off? Ammon was a "descendant of Zarahemla" (Mosiah 7: 13), a
point that he emphasized in his introduction to the king. Does
this mean that he somehow looked different than a "typical"
Nephite? Or had the Zeniffites had encounters with other nonNephite types in their area which might have prompted Limhi's
cautious reception? And what personal relationship had Ammon
to the Zeniffites, after all? As a person descended from
Zarahemla, that is, a "Mulekite," why did he refer to Zeniff's
presumably Nephite party as "our brethren" and show them so
much concern that he would lead this arduous expedition to find
out their fate? The social, political, ethnic, and language
relationships involved in this business are not straightforward,
to say the least.
An analysis of the terminology applied to peoples in the
Book of Mormon could reveal useful information on this
subject. This is not the place to do that fully, but the approach
can be sketched and some of the results anticipated. References
to the key people of the record vary: (1) "Nephite(s)" or "the
Nephites" occurs 339 times; (2) "people of the Nephites," 18
times; (3) "people of Nephi," 4 times; (4) "children of Nephi,"
twice, and (5) "descendants of Nephi," twice. Usage of the
second and third expressions gives us something to ponder
about the composition of the people referred to.
The meaning of the first expression is made clear early by
Jacob when he says, "those who are friendly to Nephi I shall
call Nephites." Then he continues the definition in an interesting
way: " ... or the people of Nephi, according to the reigns of the
kings" (Jacob 1:14). A few lines earlier Jacob had reported that
when Nephi anticipated his own death, he had designated "a
[successor] king and a ruler over his people ... according to
the reigns of the kings.... And whoso should reign in his stead
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were called by the people, second Nephi, third Nephi, and so
forth, according to the reigns of the kings; and thus they were
called by the people, let them be of whatever [personal] name
they would" (Jacob 1:9, 11). Jacob here makes clear that his
definition of "Nephites, or the people of Nephi" hinges on
political allegiance to a king, a king who always bore the title
"Nephi." This definition does not depend at all on whether
"Nephites" were or were not literal descendants from Nephi, nor
whether they had Sam, Jacob, Joseph, or Zoram, the founding
fathers of the group, among their ancestors. In fact Jacob's
terminology may refer to the original father Nephi only
indirectly. What he says in verse 11, where the term "Nephites"
is first used, is that those classified under that term were simply
all who were ruled by the existing monarch, the current
"Nephi." No reason is evident to me to believe that in the 338
usages after Jacob begins the practice that "Nephite(s)" means
anything else. It is essentially a sociopolitical, not an ethnic or
linguistic, label.
Cases where the text reports that political allegiance
changed are consistent with this notion. Thus the children who
had been fathered, then abandoned, by the renegade priests of
Noah chose to "be numbered among those who were called
Nephites" (Mosiah 25:12). That is, when they came under the
sovereignty of the current head of the Nephite government, they
both gave their allegiance to him and changed their group label to
"Nephites." In a parallel case earlier, "all the people of ZarahernIa were numbered with the Nephites, and this because the
kingdom had been conferred upon none but those who were
descendants of Nephi" (Mosiah 25:13). Conversely, when
Arhlici and his followers rebelled against Nephite rule and "did
consecrate Amlici to be their king," they took a unique group
name to mark the political rebellion, "being called Amlicites"
(Alma 2:9). Meanwhile "the remainder"-those loyal to Alma,
the continuing official ruler-"were [still] called Nephites"
(Mosiah 25:11). Again, when the Zoramites transferred allegiance from the Nephite government to the Lamanite side, they
"became Lamanites" (Alma 43:4, 6). We see, then, that the
Nephites constituted those governed by the ruling "Nephi," who
was always a direct descendant of the original Nephi. But the
label does not of itself convey information about the ethnic,
linguistic, or physical characteristics or origin of those called
Nephites.
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It is true that the name "Nephites" sometimes connotes
those who shared culture, religion, and ethnicity or biology.5
But every rule-of-thumb we construct that treats the Nephites as
a thoroughly homogeneous unit ends up violated by details in
the text. Variety shows through the common label, culturally
(e.g., Mosiah 7:15; Alma 8:11-12), religiously (e.g., Mosiah
26:4-5 and 27:1; Alma 8:11), linguistically (e.g., Omni 1:1718), and biologically (e.g., Alma 3:17, note the statement
concerning Nephi's seed "and whomsoever shall be called thy
seed"; Alma 55:4). "Nephites" should then be read as the generic
name designating the nation (see Alma 9:20) ideally unified in a
political structure headed by one direct descendant of Nephi at a
time. 6
Even more indicative of social and cultural variation among
the Nephites is the usage by their historians of the expression
"people of the Nephites." It connotes that there existed a social
stratum called "the Nephites" while another category was
"people" who were "of," that is, subordinate to, those
"Nephites," even while they all were under the same central
government and within the same broad society. Limhi was ready
to accept such a second-class status for his people, the
Zeniffites, and assumed that the dependent category still existed
as it apparently had when his grandfather had left Zarahemla (see
Mosiah 7:15). The Amulonites operated a similar system in the
land of Helam, where they held Alma's group in effective
serfdom (see Mosiah 23:36-39 and 24:8-15). (At the same time
the privileges of the Amulonites themselves were at the
sufferance of the Lamanite king, as shown in Mosiah 23:39;
power in Lamanite society was also heavily stratified.)
Generally, similar stratification is evident in the account of the
Zoramites where the powerful segment succeeded in expelling
5 See John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting for the
Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1985),
54.
6 The position of chief judge no doubt continued many of the key
political functions of the former kings and perhaps in some form even the
regal title "NephL" Note that the chief judge was said to "reign" (Alma 7:2),
and as head of state he personally led the Nephite armies (cf. Alma 2:16
with Words of Mormon 1:13). Some of the trappings of the monarchy
likely also continued under the system of judges, considering the reference to
"thrones" (reflected in Alma 60:7, 11, and 21, and likely Helaman 6:19).
Consider also the telling title applied in Alma 60:24 to the chief judge: "the
great head of our government."
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those of the deprived poorer element who did not toe the line
(see Alma 32:2-5; 35:3-7). The dominance of a powerful
Nephite establishment over subordinate groups is shown
dramatically in Mormon 2:4. There we read that Nephite armies
under Mormon "did take possession of the city" of Angola,
obviously against the resistance of the local, nominally
"Nephite" inhabitants. Hence, some were more Nephite than
others, in a sense. A socially complex society is also reflected in
Alma's expression, "all [God's] people who are called the
people of Nephi" (Alma 9: 19). This subordination and potential
variety within the society seem to me plainer.in the expression
"the people of the Nephites" than in the more usual "Nephites."
If we look closely, then, it seems that we can detect in the
"nation" centered at Zarahemla an ability to incorporate social
and ethnic variety greater than the title "Nephites" may suggest
on surface reading.
Also of interest is a statement by the judges in Zarahemla
to Nephi when he prophesied the destruction of the Nephites
because of wickedness. At Helaman 8:6 they reply, "we are
powerful, and our cities great, therefore our enemies can have
no power over us." The surprising thing is that nominally the
Nephites and Lamanites were at this time in an unprecedented
condition of peace (see Helaman 6:34--37). So who were the
"enemies" those Gadianton-linked judges had in mind? Could
they have been non-Lamanites (rival secret groups?), some of
whose descendants in the final period of Nephite history
constituted a third, non-Lamanite force (see Mormon 2:10, 27)?
The People of Zarahemla

The people of Zarahemla keep turning up when we
consider possible "others." Characterizing them adequately is
difficult because of the brevity of the Nephite-kept record, which
is, of course, our only source about them. Elsewhere I have
presented a rather comprehensive body of data and inference
about them. 7 But my special concern now is the question of
unity or variety in the composition of this element within
Nephite society.
How uniform a group was that immigrating party? It is
very likely that non-Jews were in the crew of the vessel that
brought Zedekiah's son Mulek to the New World (see Omni
7

6-22.

John L. Sorenson, "The 'Mulekites,' " BYU Studies 30 (1990):
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1:15-16). A purely Israelite crew recruited in the Palestine
homeland would have been possible during some periods, but at
the time Mulek's party left, all the Mediterranean ports of the
kingdom of Judah were in Babylonian hands. Most likely the
crew of the ship (there could have been more than one, of
course) were "Phoenician," itself a historical category that was
by no means homogeneous. Significant cultural, linguistic, and
biological variety could have been introduced into American
Book of Mormon populations through such a mixed crew, about
which, unfortunately, the text tells us nothing.
Our cryptic record tells of only one segment, those
descendants from that shipload who ended up centuries after the
landing under one Zarahemla. When Mosiah, the leader of the
Nephites who had come from the land of Nephi, reached
Zarahemla's city, he is not reported to have stood in the way of
Mosiah's becoming king over the combined people. He put up
no claim to royal descent himself, nor was he ever called a king.
The name "the people of Zarahemla" carries their political
standing no farther back than this living man. The fact that no
ancestral name was applied to their city except that of the current
leader, Zarahemla, indicates that they had no long history as a
political entity. Probably they had not arrived in the area of the
city of Zarahemla long before Mosiah found them, or at least the
place had been insignificant enough that no one earlier than
Zarahemla had named it. (Later Nephite custom named settlements after "him who first possessed them"; Alma 8:7.) They or
their ancestors had come "up" the river to that spot from the
eastern lowland area where they had earlier lived (see Alma
22:30-31). Furthermore, this area they now inhabited was
small. When King Benjamin later called the assembly where he
named his son as his successor, the call reached the entire area
concerned in a single day (see Mosiah 1:10,18).
Zarahemla's group could only have been one part of those
descended from Mulek's party. No single ethnic label is applied
in the record to everybody from the original ship, one hint of
their diversity or disunity. Had all descendants of the immigrant
party remained together as a single society, they would probably
have been referred to by a single name, something like
"Mulekites." (Latter-day Saints use that term as equivalent to the
people of Zarahemla although it never occurs in the text; I
usually put it in quotation marks to make clear that it is not an
ancient term.) The statement that there had been "many wars and
serious contentions" among those descendants underlines the
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lack of a unified history for them which is evident from the lack
of a single name.
Another statement in the record impinges on this matter.
When Mosiah 25:2 speaks of the subjects ruled by Mosiah, it
contrasts two categories of the population. The first is, of
course, "the children of Nephi ... who were descendants of
Nephi," that is, apparently, those who had arrived in the land of
Zarahemla guided by the first King Mosiah. The second
category is itself composite: "the people of Zarahemla, who was
a descendant of Mulek, and those who came with him into the
wilderness" (Omni 1:13-14). Two readings of this statement
make equal sense. If the comma after "Mulek" was inserted
correctly (initially by the printing crew, who did most of the
punctuation for the first English edition), then the meaning
would be that the "Mulekites" consisted of people whose
ancestors included both Mulek and others, "those who came
with him." But an alternative reading would be possible if the
comma after "Mulek" should be omitted; in that case, Zarahemla
himself would be represented as descended from both Mulek
and others of Mulek's party. I take the former meaning and
suppose that other groups than Zarahemla's coexisted with them
(though apparently not at the capital, the city of Zarahemla). This
may be part of the reason the man Zarahemla is nowhere called
king-because he had political authority only over one of those
groups springing from the Mulek party and that one very
localized. Consequently a lesser title-something like "chief'would have fitted him better. But the Nephite kings proceeded to
extend their rule over a greater area. At least by the day of
Mosiah2, the borders of the greater land of Zarahemla had been
greatly expanded compared with Benjamin's time. 8 I consider it
likely that the expansion of their domain over the territory
between the city of Zarahemla and the original settlement spot of
the "Mulekites," probably the city of Mulek located near the east
coast, came to incorporate additional settlements of "those who
came with him into the wilderness" but who had had no political
connection with chief Zarahemla. 9
8 The argument and citations are in the section called "The
Expansion of Zarahemla," in Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting, 19097.
9 The Nephites had "taken possession of all the northern parts of
the land ... even until they came to the land which they called Bountiful"
and then had "inhabited" that area as a strategic measure (see Alma 22:29,
33). But some remnants of the "Mulekites," though not of "the people of
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More evidence that the people of Zarahemla were not a
unified group who followed a single cultural tradition can be
seen in Ammon's encounter with Limhi. The Zeniffite king
reported to Ammon that not long before, he had sent an
exploring party to locate Zarahemla, but, it turned out, they
reached the Jaredite final battleground instead. At the point when
Limhi told about that expedition, Ammon was oddly silent on
one related point. Since he was himself "a descendant of
Zarahemla" (Mosiah 7:13), we might have anticipated that he
would recall-Coriantumr, the final Jaredite king as described for
us in Omni 1:20-22. Why did Ammon not remember that chief
Zarahemla's ancestors had this dramatic tradition of an earlier
people, the Jaredites, who occupied the land of Desolation and
who became extinct except for this wounded alien ruler who
lived among the Jewish newcomers for nine months? Surely he
would immediately have related the twenty-four gold plates and
the corroded artifacts to the tradition to which Limhi referred.
Instead, Ammon seems as ignorant of Coriantumr as Limhi was.
This suggests that different segments of the "Mulekite"
population did not all share the same traditions.
Further reason to see variety among the "Mulekites" is
provided by the Amlicites (see Alma 2). In their rebellion against
being ruled by the Nephites, they mustered a large rebel force,
about the same size as the loyal Nephite army. They "came"
from some distinct settlement locality of their own (surely from
downriver) to challenge Alma's army.10 There can be little
question, it seems to me, that they constituted a numerous
population with their own history and cultural features whom the
intruding Nephite elite ruled only with difficulty. These
Amlicites may have been broadly categorized together with "the

Zarahemla," must already have lived there, for that would be the general area
where they encountered the wounded Jaredite ruler, Coriantumr. See
Sorenson, "The 'Mulekites,' " 13-14. The city Bountiful, like the cities of
Mulek, Gid, and Omner, was in existence before the Nephites cleared out the
Lamanite squatters in that section of wilderness and fortified the zone (see
Alma 50:13-15). They founded garrison cities which the text names, but
Bountiful, Mulek, Gid, and Omner, the cities nearest to the land northward,
were evidently already in place, for their founding is not mentioned. Instead
"the land Bountiful" was already a fact in Nephite geography (Alma 50: 11).
10 See Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting, 196--97, and my
"The Geography of Book of Mormon Events: A Source Book," F.A.R.M.S.

1990,245.
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people of Zarahemla," although residing at a distance from the
city of Zarahemla and so never headed by the chief whom
Mosiah encountered and coopted. The Amlicites, like Ammon
and the Zeniffites, seem not to have traced any connection with
Mulek but set themselves apart only under their current leader's
name, Amlici. Perhaps they were a local group or set of groups
derived in part from laredite ancestry or perhaps from ancestors
other than Mulek who arrived with his party.
The "king-men" of later days may have been composed of
the _same societal elements but without a leader equivalent to
Amlici to confer on them a (his) distinctive name. The king-men,
too, inhabited a distinct region, for when Moroni "commanded
that his army should go against those king-men," they were
"hewn down" and compelled to fly the "title of liberty" standard
"in their cities" (Alma 51: 17-20). This language confirms that
they, like the Amlicites, had a base territory of their own and that
it was a significant distance from the city of Zarahemla. Again,
quite surely, it lay downriver.
Mulek's party likely settled first at "the city of Mulek,"
which was on the east coast very near the city Bountiful. During
some period between the first landing of the Mulek party and
Zarahemla's day, the descendants of the immigrants became
"exceedingly numerous"--enough to engage in "many wars and
serious contentions, and had fallen by the sword from time to
time" (Omni 1:17). The departure of Zarahemla's faction upriver
was plausibly a consequence of those wars. From the thumbnail
sketch of their history in Omni we cannot tell much, but their
becoming "exceedingly numerous" under such difficult pioneer
circumstances sounds as unlikely on the grounds of natural
increase alone as when the same expression was applied to the
early Lamanites (see below). It is likely that they too
incorporated "others" into their structure, probably seizing
control, or trying to seize control, over relatively disorganized
laredite remnants they encountered. Perhaps the wars in which
they became involved stemmed initially from the militarized
chaos they may have found reverberating among those remnants
following the "final" battle between the armies of Shiz and
Coriantumr.ll
11 As I pointed out in "The 'Mulekites,' " 10, it is likely that there
would not have been women aboard for most or all of the crew. For those
men to reproduce, as is implied in the expression "exceeding numerous" in
Omni, they would have had to find and take "native" or "other" women.
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Evidence from Language
What Mosiah's record tells us about the language used by
the people of Zarahemla deserves attention in this connection.
"Their language had become corrupted" (Omni I: 17), the
Nephite account says. Certain historical linguists have done a
great deal of work on rates of change of languages, written and
unwritten, and ,in both civilized and simpler societies.1 2 What
they have learned is that "basic vocabulary" changes at a more or
less-constant rate among all groups. Even though this general
finding needs qualification when applied to specific cases, we
can be sure that in the course of the three or four centuries of
separation of the people of Zarahemla from Mosiah' s group,
because they once spoke the same tongue in Jerusalem, their
separate versions of Hebrew would have remained intelligible to
each other. But the text at Omni 1:18 says that they could not
communicate until Mosiah "caused that they should be taught in
his language." There are only two linguistically sound
explanations why this difference should be: (1) the "Mulekite"
group might have spoken more than one language and
Zarahemla's people had adopted something other than Hebrew;
since we do not know the composition of the boat's crew nor of
the elite passengers, we cannot know what to think about this
possibility; (2) but more likely, one or both peoples had adopted
a different, non-Hebrew language learned from some "other"
people after arrival. The people of Zarahemla are more likely to
have made a change than the Nephites, yet both could have done
so. The text does not clarify the point. Considering that the
"Mulekites" were present in the land in time to encounter
Coriantumr, perhaps some unmentioned Jaredite survivor
groups were also discovered and were involved in linguistic
change among the newcomers. If Mulek arrived via a single ship
with only a tiny party, they would have been a minority in the
midst of those with whom they associated and so became subject

12 See, initially, Morris Swadesh, "Linguistics as an Instrument of
Prehistory," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 15 (1959): 20-35; Dell
Hymes, "Lexicostatistics So Far," Current Anthropology 1 (1960): 3-44,
and also 5 (1964): 324-26. For later critiques and modifications, consult
"lexicostatistics" and "glottochronology" in the index to John L. Sorenson
and Martin H. Raish, Pre-Columbian Contact with the Americas across the
Oceans: An Annotated Bibliography, vol. 2 (provo: Research Press, 1990).
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to losing their original speech to the larger host group even if
they came to rule over the locals. 13
Although the scripture does not tell us much about the
languages used among the peoples it reports, the topic is
significant if we attempt to make connection with languages
known from modem scholarly sources. In whatever region in
America we place Book of Mormon lands, we find that
numerous tongues were being spoken when Columbus arrived.
Probably on 'the order of 200 existed in Mesoamerica alone. As
modem languages have been analyzed, comparisons made, and
histories reconstructed, it has become clear that the ancient
linguistic scene was also complex. The differences between
those languages and their family groupings are so great that no
plausible linguistic history can be formulated which relies on
Book of Mormon-reported voyagers as a sole original source
tongue. The mere presence of Hebrew speech in Mesoamerica
has yet to be established to the satisfaction of linguistic scholars,
although there is significant preliminary indication. As with the
diverse cultural or archaeological record, that from linguistics
cannot accommodate the picture that the Book of Mormon gives
us of its peoples without supposing that "others" were on the
scene when Lehi's group came ashore.

The Lingering Jaredites
There is conclusive evidence in the Book of Mormon text
that Jaredite language affected the people of Zarahemla, the
Nephites, and the Lamanites. Robert F. Smith has pointed out
that the term "sheum," applied by a Nephite historian to a crop
for which there was no Nephite (or English) equivalent (see
Mosiah 9:9), "is a precise match for Akkadian (i.e. Babylonian)
se1tm, which means 'barley' (Old Assyrian, 'wheat'), the most
popular ancient Mesopotamian cereal name."14 Its phonetic form

13 Historical cases are numerous, but the most obvious may be the
Manchu rulers over China, who became completely Sinicized, and the
Nahuat-speaking "Toltecs" who invaded highland Guatemala as reported in
the Popol Yuh. See Robert M. Carmack, "Toltec Influence on the
Postclassic Culture History of Highland Guatemala," in Archaeological
Studies in Middle America (Tulane University Middle American Research
Institute Publication 26, 1970), 49-92.
14 Robert F. Smith, "Some 'Neologisms' from the Mormon
Canon" in Conference on the Language of the Mormons, May 31, 1973
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appropriately fits the time period when the laredites departed
from the Old World. This plant was being grown among the
Zeniffites in the land of Nephi. We have already seen that the
"com" emphasized among the Zeniffites had to have passed
down from pre-Lehite people. Still another crop, "neas," bears
an un translated plant name and is mentioned with com and
sheum, so it must also be of non-Nephite origin. The two names
and three crops may be presumed to be of laredite origin and
_likely came down to the Nephites and Lamanites via the people
of Zarahemla if not some more exotic intermediary population.
There is also evidence from personal names that influence
from the laredites reached the Nephites. Nibley identifies some
of these and notes, "Five out of the six whose names [in the
Nephite record] are definitely laredite [Morianton, Coriantumr,
Korihor, Nehor, Noah, and Shiblon] betray strong anti-Nephite
leanings.l 5 Their anti-Nephite bias may well reflect a viewpoint
held by some among the people of Zarahemla or other groups of
related origin that one of them, not any descendant of Nephi,
ought by rights to be king.
Nibley also emphasizes that terms in the Nephite system of
money and grain measures described in Alma 11 "bear laredite
names," obvious examples being "shiblon" and "shiblum."16
Can we tell how these foreign words came into use among
the Nephites? One possibility is that Coriantumr learned enough
of the language of the "Mulekites" in the nine final months of his
life which he spent among them to pass on a number of words.
Another possibility is that the terms came from Mosiah's
translation of Ether's plates (see Mosiah 28:11-13, 17). But
Alma 11:4 makes clear that the names of weights and measures

(Brigham Young University Language Research Center, 1973),64-68; and
personal communication.
15 Hugh Nibley, Lehi in the Desertffhe World of the lareditesl
There Were laredites, vol. 5 in The Collected Works of Hugh Nibley (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1988),245. One wonders what
considerations led Alma the younger to give two, and perhaps all three, of
his sons Jaredite names: Shiblon and Corianton are unquestionably so, and
Helaman could be. Perhaps they had been born and received their names
during Alma's "idolatrous" phase (see Mosiah 27:8). I suppose that the
idolatrous cult in which he was involved was old, ultimately Jareditederived, and common in Nephite society, in the broad sense, thanks to
transmission through elements among the people of Zarahemla.
16 Ibid., 246.
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were in use among the Nephites long before Mosiah had read
Ether's record. And the crop plants themselves, and especially
the methods of cultivating them, must have come through real
people, not through the pages of any book. Moreover we would
not expect that a decrepit Jaredite king whose mind was on the
history of his ancestors would have known about or bothered
with such mundane matters as seeds and the names of weight
upits. The people who passed on workaday items like those
would have been commoners. And if they had time and
opportunity to pass on agricultural and commercial complexes,
surely they would have communicated other cultural features as
well, probably including cultic ("idolatrous") items.
The idea that part of the Jaredite population lived beyond
the battle at the hill Ramah to influence their successors, the
people of Zarahemla and Lehi's descendants, is by no means
new. Generations ago both B. H. Roberts and -J. M. Sjodahl,
for example, supposed that significant Jaredite remnants
survived.1 7
So far four lines of evidence of Jaredite influence on their
successors have been mentioned-the Coriantumr encounter,
Jaredite personal names among the later peoples, three crops
plus the names of two of them, and the names of certain Nephite
weights and measures. A fifth type of evidence is the nature and
form of secret societies.
The Nephite secret combination pattern is obviously very
similar to what had been present among the Jaredites. Was there
a historical connection? It is true that Alma instructed his son
Helaman not to make known to their people any contents of
Ether's record that might give them operating procedures for
duplicating the secret groups (see Alma 37:27-29). A later writer
says that it was the devil who "put into the heart" of Gadianton
certain information of that sort (see Helaman 6:26). Yet an
efficient alternative explanation of how the later secret groups
came to look so much like those of the Jaredites is direct
transmission of the tradition through survivors of the Jaredites to
the people of Zarahemla and thus to Gadianton. This process
probably would have been unknown to Alma or other elite
Nephite writers, who must have had little to do directly with the
I7 B. H. Roberts, New Witnesses for God, 3 vols. (Salt Lake City:
Deseret News Press, 1909), 3:137-38; J. M. Sjodahl, An Introduction to
the Study of the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press,
1927), 77-78.
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mass of "Mulekite" folk. Support for the idea comes from a ·
statement by Giddianhi, one-time "governor" of the Gadianton
organization. Their ways, he claimed, "are of ancient date and
they have been handed down unto us" (3 Nephi 3:9).
Where the 1aredites lived gives us another clue that more
of them than Coriantumr alone must have interacted with the
later people of Zarahemla or Nephites. It is commonplace for
students of the geography of Book of Mormon events to
suppose that the 1aredites dwelt only in the land northward.
True, at one point in time centuries before their destruction,
during a period of expansion, the 1aredite King Lib constructed
"a great city by the narrow neck of land" (Ether 10:20). At that
time it was said that "they did preserve the land southward for a
wilderness, to get game" (verse 21), but it is unlikely such a
pattern of exclusive reserve could continue. The fact is that it
makes no sense to build a "great city" adjacent to pure
wilderness. Rather, we can safely suppose that, in addition to
whatever limited area was kept as a royal game preserve, routine
settlers existed southward from the new city and that they
provided a support population for it. At the least there would
have been peoples further toward the south with whom the city
would trade whether or not they were counted as Lib's subjects.
As population grew over the nearly thousand years of 1aredite
history after Lib's day, more local settlements in parts of the
land southward could have developed due to normal population
growth and spread. Not all of those peoples would have shown
up at the final slaughter at Ramah. Likely some of the survivors
in the land southward became mixed with descendants of
Mulek's group, thus accounting for part of their "exceedingly
numerous" force and, of course, the presence of com, sheum,
and neas.
But aside from the likely presence of 1aredite descendants
incorporated into Zarahemla's group, entirely separate peoples
could also have resided within interaction range. Archaeological,
art, and linguistic materials make clear that ethnic variety is an
old phenomenon everywhere in tropical America where the
Book of Mormon groups might have been located (mainline
archaeologists who have not examined the literature on this topic
continue generally to ignore that variety). Even 10seph Smith
recognized such a possibility. He once "quoted with approval
from the pulpit reports of certain Toltec legends which would
make it appear that those people had come [to Mexico] originally
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from the Near East in the time of Moses."18 And why not,
Nibley continued? "There is not a word in the Book of Mormon
to prevent the coming to this hemisphere of any number of
people from any part of the world at any time, provided only that
they come with the direction of the Lord; and even this
requirement must not be ~oo strictly interpreted," considering the
condition of the "Mulekites" after their arrival. 19
A particularly interesting case of such external evidence
mvolves a scene on a monument located at an archaeological site
that I consider to be the prime candidate for the city of Mulek.
As explained elsewhere,20 the site of La Venta in southern
Mexico qualifies remarkably well as the city of Mulek. It was
one of the great centers of Olmec civilization, whose distribution
and dates remind us of Jaredite society. Stela 3 at La Venta is a
basalt slab fourteen feet high and weighing fifty tons. 21 It is
thought to date to about 600 B.C., or a little later, at or just after
the late Olmec (Jaredite?) inhabitants abandoned the site. Carved
on the stone is a scene in which a person of obvious high social
status, whose facial features look like those shown in some
earlier Olmec art, confronts a prominent man who appears to a
number of (non-Mormon) art historians like a Jew. This scene
has been interpreted by archaeologists as a formal encounter
between leaders of different ethnic groups. For instance, the late
expert on Mesoamerican art, Tatiana Proskouriakoff, considered
that Stela 3 shows "two racially distinct groups of people" and
that "the group of the [Jewish-looking] bearded stranger
ultimately gained ascendency." She concluded, thus, that "the
culture of La Venta [thereafter] contained a strong foreign
component."22 Latter-day Saints may wonder whether Mulek or
some other person in his party might even be represented on
18 Nibley, Lehi in the Desert, 250-51; cf. Joseph Fielding Smith,
ed., Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1938),267.
19 Ibid., 251.
20 Sorenson, "The 'Mulekites,' " 12; Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting, 18-19.
21 It is best viewed in an artist's reconstruction of the scene on the
presently damaged stone pictured in Michael D. Coe, America's First
Civilization (New York: American Heritage, 1968),58-59.
22 Tatiana Proskouriakoff, "Olmec and Maya Art: Problems of
Their Stylistic Relation," in Elizabeth P. Benson, ed., Dumbarton Oaks
Conference on the Olmec, October 28th and 29th, 1967 (Washington:
Dumbarton Oaks, 1968), 121.
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Stela 3, considering the date and the location at a site very
suitable to have been the "city of Mulek." At the least we see that
ethnic and cultural variety existed in Mesoamerica where and
when we would expect evidence of Mulek's group to show
up.23

Why the Nephite Record Does Not Comment on
"Others"
Why, given the points we have been examining, didn't
Nephite historians mention "other" people more explicitly in
their record? Several reasons may be suggested. First, note that
the record does clearly mention the people of Zarahemla and the
descendants of others who arrived with Mulek and even tells us
that they outnumbered the Nephites by descent (see Mosiah
25:1). Yet these writers remain uninterested in the "Mulekites"
as a group, not even offering a name for them in their entirety.
The entire body of information on them would hardly occupy a
single page in our scripture. This lack of concern has to do with
the fact that the focus of the record is the Nephites. To the
Nephite record keepers, all others were insignificant except as
they challenged Nephite rulership. Apparently the "Mulekites"
never did so as a group unified by their origin. Probably no such
challenge occurred because they never saw themselves as a
single group. A comparison might be made to the descendants of
the early American colonizing ship, the Mayflower; there is
minor prestige in being a descendant of someone on that ship,
but there has . never been a Mayflower movement in our
country's politics. Similarly, it appears that no powerful origin
account or belief system united those on the ship that brought
Mulek (as there was for Nephites and Lamanites). Instead they
only constituted a residual category of interest to us in historical
retrospect. When there was challenge to Nephite control, it is
said to have come from "dissenters," or "Amlicites," or "kingmen," some or all of whom might have been of "Mulekite"
descent, but that fact was evidently incidental. No doubt a
majority of the "Mulekites" went right on peacefully accepting
domination by Nephite overlords, as Mosiah 25:13 makes clear.
23 For additional relevant material, see Constance Irwin, Fair Gods
and Stone Faces (New York: St. Martin's, 1963); Alejandro von Wuthenau,
Unexpected Faces in Ancient America, 1500 B.C.-A.D. 1500 (New York:
Crown, 1975); and L. Gonzalez Calder6n, Cabecitas Olmecas,
Coatzacoalcos, Mexico: privately printed, 1977).
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What view of the Lamanites did the Nephites ·have that
sheds light on the question of "others"? We may see a clarifying
parallel to the Nephite-Lamanite relationship in how Mormons
viewed "the Indians" in western America during the nineteenth
century. Pioneer historical materials mention "Indians" about the
same proportion of the time as the Nephite record mentions the
"Mulekites," that is, rarely. This was not because the natives
were a mystery. On the contrary, Latter-day Saint pioneers had
_ an explanation for "the Indians" which they considered adequate-they were generic "Lamanites." With a few exceptions at
a local level, no more detailed labelling or description was ever
considered needed. Overall, "Indians"/"Lamanites" were of only
occasional concern, as long as they did not make trouble. When
they were a problem, the attention they received was, again,
normally local. Periodic attempts to convert the Indians rarely
had much practical effect, and this positive concern for them
tended to be overwhelmed by the "practical" aim to put the
natives in their (dominated) place. Wouldn't the Nephites have
dealt with their "Lamanites" about like the Latter-day Saints with
theirs? (Notice the mixed message-hope for converting the
benighted ones but tough military measures, too-familiar in
early Utah history, found in Enos 1:14, 20, and 24.) Thus
Nephites in a particular area might have noted differences
between one group or sub tribe of "Lamanites" and another,
while people who talked about the situation only from what they
heard in the capital city would have generalized, with little
interest in details. For example, it is only in the detailed account
of Ammon's missionary travels that we learn that Lamoni and
his people were not simply "Lamanites" in general but tribally
distinct Ishmaelites inhabiting a region of their own (see Alma
. 17: 19, 21). At the level of concern of the keepers of the overall
Nephite account, nevertheless, one "Lamanite" must have
seemed pretty much equivalent to any other "Lamanite," as
Jacob 1:14 assumes. The Nephites' generic category of
"Lamanite" could have lumped together a variety of groups
differing in culture, ethnicity, language, and physical appearance
without any useful purpose being served, in Nephite eyes, by
distinguishing among them. (Of course the original records may
have gone into more detail, but all we have is Mormon's edited
version of those, plus the small plates of Nephi.)
A final reason why the scripture lacks more explicit
mention of "others" may be that the writers did not want to
waste space on their plates telling of things they considered
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obvious or insignificant. For example, they nowhere tell us that
the Nephites made and used pottery. Any ancient historian
would be considered eccentric if he had written, "And some of
our women also made pottery." To anyone of his time it would
seem absurd to say so because "everybody knows that." The
obvious is rarely recorded in historical documents because it
seems pointless to do so. "The people of Zarahemla," "the
Lamanites," '''the Amalekites," and the like get mentioned in the
Book of Mormon, not because of who they were but because of
particular things they did in relation to the Nephites. They were
historically significant actors in some ways at certain moments
from a Nephite point of view. But neither Mormon nor any other
Nephite writer would waste time and precious space on the
plates by adding pointlessly, "Incidentally, there were some
other bunches of people hanging around too."

"Others" among the Lamanites
We have already seen that the initial Lamanite faction had
an edge in numbers when the Nephites' first split from them.
We have also seen that the numbers of Nephites implied by
statements and events in their early history was greater than
natural births could have accounted for. Growth in population of
the Lamanites is still harder to explain.
Jarom 1:5-6 tells us that not long after 400 B.C. the
Nephites had "waxed strong in the land," yet the Lamanites
"were exceeding more numerous than were ... the Nephites."
Earlier, Enos 1:20 had characterized the Lamanites as wild,
ferocious, blood-thirsty hunters, eating raw meat and wandering
in the wilderness mostly unclothed. Jarom echoes that picture
(see Jarom I :6). I suggest that we should discount this dark
portrait of the Lamanites on account of its clear measure of
ethnic prejudice and its lack of first-hand observation on the part
of the Nephite record keepers.24 But regardless of
qualifications, we are left with the fact that the Lamanites, who
are said to have been supported by a hunting economy, greatly
outnumbered the Nephites, who were cultivators. This situation
is so contrary to the record of human history that it cannot be

24 See Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting, 90-91. The
prejudice is clearly seen in Mosiah 9:1-2; Alma 26:23-25; and Helaman
14:10.
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accepted at face value. 25 Typically, hunting peoples do not
capture enough food energy in the form of game, plus noncultivated plant foods they gather, to feed as large or as dense a
population as farmers can. Almost invariably, settled agriculturalists successfully support a population a number of times
greater. It would be incredible for Lamanites living only under
the economic regime reported by Enos to have supported the
_ superior population he credits to them. How can we explain their
numbers?
Only one explanation is plausible. The early Lamanites had
to have included, or to have dominated, other people who lived
by cultivation. Their crops would have been essential to support
the growth in overall "Lamanite" population. Such a situation is
not uncommon in history; predatory hunter/warrior groups often
enough have come to control passive agriculturalists off whose
production they feed via taxation or tribute. Given the personal
aggressiveness of Laman and Lemuel, it would be no surprise if
they had immediately begun seizing power over localized
populations of "other" farmers if they encountered any. Mter all,
that is what the Lamanites later did to the Zeniffites, taking a
"tax" of up to half their production (see Mosiah 7 and 9). But
this scenario works only if a settled, non-Lehite population
already existed in the land of promise when Lehi came.
The text goes on to tell us that by the first century B.C.
Lamanite expansion had spread "through the wilderness on the
west, in the land of Nephi; yea, and also on the west of the land
of Zarahemla, in the borders by the seashore, and on the west in
the land of Nephi, in the place of their fathers' first inheritance,
and thus bordering along by the seashore" (Alma 22:28). Note
. that a phrase in this verse supports the picture of a Lamanite
warrior element coexisting with settled people: "the more idle
part of the Lamanites lived in the wilderness, and dwelt in
tents." Hence only part of the Lamanite population were hunters,
while others were settled, presumably farming, people. The
latter group would have been of relatively little concern to the
Nephites and thus would not be further mentioned by them
because it was the wild types who spearheaded the attacks on the
Nephites.

25 On this correlation there are a number of discussions in the
literature, e.g., C. Daryll Forde, Habitat, Economy and Society: A
Geographical Introduction to Ethnology, 8th ed. (London: Methuen, 1968).
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Confirmation of the pattern of dominance of subject
groups comes from the mention of cities and other evidences of
a civilized way of life among the Lamanites. The brief Nephite
record does not bother to tell how the transition from the early
nomadic Lamanite pattern to settled life occurred, but the text
assures us that change they did, at least some of them. By the
time the sons of Mosiah reached the land of Nephi to preach,
about 90 B:C., "the Lamanites and the Amalekites and the people
_of Amulon had built a great city, which was called Jerusalem"
(Alma 21:2). However, the Amalekites and Amulonites are
pictured as exploiters of others, not as basic builders of
advanced culture. They could not have flourished had there not
been an infrastructure of agricultural producers to support them.
Other cities, too, are mentioned among the Lamanites-Nephi,
Lemuel, Shimnilom by name, plus others unnamed (see Alma
23:4, 11-12).26
The Nephites kept on reporting the daunting scale of
Lamanite military manpower (see Alma 2:24,28; 49:6; 51:11;
Helaman 1: 19). This implies a base population from which the
Lamanites could keep drawing an almost inexhaustible supply of
sword fodder.27 Such a large population is even more difficult
to account for by natural increase of the original Laman-Lemuel
faction than in the case of Nephi's group, for the eventual
Lamanite absolute numbers are disproportionately high. None of
this demographic picture makes sense unless "others" had
become part of the Lamanite economy and polity.
Beyond warfare, other unexpected developments among
the Lamanites also demand explanation. Comparative study of
ancient societies tells us that their system of rulership, where a
great king dominated subordinate kings whom he had
commissioned, as reported in Alma 20-22, would be unlikely
except among a fairly populous farming people. Also, a "palace"
26 Nibley's picture of Jaredite nomads running around North
America while also building cities (see Nibley, Lehi in the Desert, 225 and
419-20) may be cited against the picture here presented. But it is based on a
selective and incomplete reading of the book of Ether and has no factual
basis in history, tradition, or archaeology anywhere in the pre-Columbian
New World; cf. Bruce W. Warren. Review of Hugh Nibley's The World of
the Jaredites, in University Archaeological Society Newsletter 27 (June
1955): 1-6. In fact, Nibley grants that his paradigmatic "heroic city" of the
nomads of Central Asia depended on settled populations of farmers (Nibley,
Lehi in the Desert, 226).
27 See Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting, 193-94.
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was used by the Lamanite great king (see Alma 22:2; perhaps the
same structure Noah had earlier built as reported in Mosiah
11 :9), but no such building is indicated for the Nephites. The
institution of kingship was obviously highly developed among
the Lamanites. Moreover, the logistics of Lamanite military
campaigns, :which they carried on at a great distance from home
territory (see, for example, Alma 50: 11-32), calls for considerable technological and sociocultural sophistication as well
as a large noncombatant population. It is true that dissenters
from among the Nephites provided certain knowledge to the
Lamanites (compare Alma 47:36), but local human and natural
resources on a large scale and a fairly long tradition of locally
adaptive technology would have been required in order to bring
the ambitions of the dissenters to realization. As we saw in the
case of the crops passed down from earlier times, it is quite
unthinkable that all this cultural apparatus was simply invented
by the reportedly backward Lamanites within the span of a few
centuries. Some, perhaps most, of the required cultural
background derived from pre-Lehite peoples.
As we saw above, Lehi's prophecy in 2 Nephi 2 called for
"other nations" to be near at hand and influential upon the
Lamanites after their rebellion against Nephi and the Lord
became obvious. The point is recalled here in connection with
our discussion of the growth in Lamanite numbers.
Despite the brevity of the text about Lamanite society there
are specific statements and situations that alert us to the presence
of "others" among them. Two key cases involve those identified
as the Amulonites and the Amalekites. The Amulonites
originated when the fugitive priests of Noah captured twentyfour Lamanite women as substitute wives (see Mosiah 20:4-5,
18, 23). From that small beginning, within fifty or sixty years
their numbers rose to where they "were as numerous, nearly, as
were the Nephites" (Alma 43: 14). Since the Nephites
commanded tens of thousands of soldiers at the time, the
Amulonites would have had almost the same number. Using a
common figure of one soldier for each five of the total
population, this would put their entire group at 100,000 or
more. But by natural increase the twenty-four priests and their
wives could not have produced even a hundredth of that total in
the time indicated. Moreover they had had their own
demographic difficulties, for we learn from Alma 25:4 that at
one point in time "almost all the seed of Amulon and his
brethren, who were the priests of Noah," had been "slain by the
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hands of the Nephites." So who were left to constitute this large
people?
The only possible explanation for their dramatic growth in
numbers is that they gained control over and incorporated
"other" people. (These were not Lamanites per se, it appears
from Alma 23:14 and 43:13.) We see how this was done
through a political pattern sketched in Alma 25:5. Amulonite
survivors of their wars with the Nephites "having fled into the
east wilderness ... usurped the power and authority over the
_ Lamanites [in Nephite terms]" dwelling in that area. They had
already had a lesson in usurpation when they got control over
Alma and his people in the land of Helam. "The king of the
Lamanites had granted unto Amulon that he should be a king and
a ruler over his [own Amulonite] people, who were in the land
of Helam," as well as over subject Alma and company (Mosiah
23:39). In the eyes of the rapacious priests and those who
followed and modelled after them, political and economic
exploitation of subject populations must have seemed a much
superior way to "earn" a good living than the humdrum labor
they had had to resort to in their original land, where they "had
begun to till the ground" (Mosiah 23:31). We cannot say
definitely what the origins of the subjects were who ended up
under Amulonite control, but their startling numbers indicate that
Lebi's descendants alone cannot account for them.
More mysterious are the Amalekites. They are first
mentioned at Alma 21: 1-8 where a tiny window on their culture
and location in part of the land of Nephi is opened for us. The
time was approximately 90 B.C., but they were already
powerful, being mentioned on a par with the Amulonites.
Nothing is said about when or under what circumstances they
originated. Alma 21:8 has an Amalekite speaker contrast "thy
[Aaron's, and thus Mosiah's] fathers" from "our [Amalekite]
fathers." This seems to set their ancestry apart from that of the
core Nephites in Zarahemla, but neither were they from the
Lamanite side, for Alma 43:13 calls them dissenters from the
Nephites. The Amalekite questioner further implies that his
forebears included men who spoke prophetically. Could they
have been of Mulek's group, or of the Jaredites, or of still
another people? At least the presence of the Amalekites assures
us that the Book of Mormon text as we now have it does not
include all the information it might have about peoples in the
land of Nephi lumped together by the Nephite writers as
"Lamanites."
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Alma 24:29 raises the possibility of still another group
being present It says that among those converted by the Nephite
missionaries, "there were none who were [1] Amalekites or [2]
Amulonites or [3] who were of the order of Nehor, but they [the
converts] were actual descendants of Laman and Lemuel." This
phrasing leaves unclear whether those "of the order of Nehor"
were merely Amalekites or Amulonites who followed the
Nehorite persuasion, or whether, as seems equally likely, the
Nehorites constituted a group of their own. Nehor was, after all,
a Iaredite personal name; that "order" may have been particularly
-oriented to Iaredite survivors.
The expression "Lamanitish servants," applied to certain of
King Lamoni's servants (Alma 17 :26), invites our consideration
in this connection. Why not merely "Lamanite servants?" What
is the significance of the -ish suffix? The English dictionary
sense that is most applicable would be "somewhat, approximate." How might those servants have been only "somewhat"
Lamanite?
The enigma arises again in a statement in Alma 3:7
referring to "Ishmaelitish women." We are told there that "the
Lord God set a mark upon ... Laman and Lemuel, and also
the sons of Ishmael, and Ishmaelitish women." Of course the
wives of Nephi, Sam, and Zoram were all Ishmaelite women
(see 1 Nephi 16:7). Does "Ishmaelitish women" mean
something else here? If so, what, in terms of ethnicity and
descent?
In at least two other places in the text I see possible
evidence of "others." Mosiah 24:7 reports the Lamanites'
practicing "all manner of wickedness and plunder, except it were
among their own brethren." Now, given this verse's context,
those plundered do not appear to have been Nephites. Who is
referred to? Possibly the statement means that the Lamanites
considered it acceptable to plunder any community other than
those involving immediate relatives or neighbors, but such a
limited sense of "their own brethren" is without precedent in the
text. Rather it seems to me that this expression tells us that
certain portions of the Lamanites classified other segments of the
population in their lands as being of different origin and thus
subject to less protection. That is, Mosiah 24:7 could mean that
Lamanites were plundering "Lamanites" not of that bloodline,
and vice versa. Amulonites and Amalekites could have fallen
into the target category as well as the Zeniffites, who certainly
were "plundered" (see Mosiah 9:14). Yet it seems to me that
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plunderable "others," of non-Lehite stock, may have been at
odds with "the [real] Lamanites" and thus have come into
conflict with them (compare Mormon 8:8). That could explain
Helaman 5:21, where there is mention of "an army of the
Lamanites," whose existence in their homeland is strange since
no war against the Nephites was going on or threatened.
When we consider the obvious question of what language
was used among the Lamanites, we learn nothing useful about
"others." No indication is given of the use of translators or of
pIoblems in communication resulting from language difference.
When Lamanites and Nephites are described as talking or
writing to each other, nothing is said or hinted about what
tongue they used. Their dialects that had diverged separately
from the Hebrew which Nephi and Laman shared back in
Jerusalem, if still spoken centuries later, might have been similar
enough to permit everyday communication (although
conversations about conceptual topics like religion would fare
worse). Note, however, that "the language of Nephi" which
Mosiah 24:4 and 6 report as beginning to be taught by Nephite
dissenters "among all the people of the Lamanites" was a writing
system, not a tongue as such, which verse 6 makes clear.
Whether speakers of "other" languages were present or involved
we simply cannot say on the basis of the brief record.
The dark skin attributed to the Lamanites has been
interpreted by some readers of the Book of Mormon as
indicating that Laman, Lemuel, and those of Ishmael's family
had mixed with "others" bearing darker pigmentation. The
problem with that view is that the first mention of it is by Nephi
himself (2 Nephi 5:21) shortly after the initial split in Lehi's
group. The abruptness of the appearance of this "mark" upon the
Lamanites cannot be reconciled with genetic mixing with a
resident population for that would have required at least a
generation to become evident in skin coloring. Again, near the
time of Christ those Lamanites "who had united with the
Nephites" had the curse "taken from them, and their skin became
white like unto the Nephites" (3 Nephi 2:15). The idea that those
changes had a genetic basis is not sustainable. It is indeed possible that "others" who, we have seen, must have been nearby,
were more heavily pigmented than the Nephites and they may
have mixed with the Lamanites, but we cannot confirm this from
statements in the record.
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"Others" among the J aredites?
The major focus of this paper, as well as of the Book of
Mormon, is the Nephites. A brief look at the Jaredite record is
nevertheless worthwhile for what it seems to tell us about
demographic processes comparable to those we have discovered
in the Nephite record. Moroni's summary of Ether's sketch of
Jaredite history is so concise that it is difficult to say much about
tlieir population history in relation to Jared's original party, yet a
few points stand out. It appears that for the earlier people, too,
we must look to "other" groups to account plausibly for the
indicated trends and numbers.
Figuring the demographic growth of Jared's party requires
that we establish how many there were initially. Ether 6:16
indicates that the founding generation consisted of twenty-four
males. The brother of Jared sired twenty-two sons and
daughters, while Jared had twelve (see Ether 6:20). We can be
confident that they had multiple wives. Estimating on the basis
of these numbers, the original party reasonably could have
numbered on the order of eighty adults. 28 Not many decades
later, when Jared's grandsons, Corihor and 1Gb, were vigorous
political leaders, we read of a "city" in a land, "Nehor," not
previously mentioned (see Ether 7:9). This is the earliest "city"
in the entire Book of Mormon record, yet no city is ever
mentioned in the land of Moron, the capital "where the king [in
Jared's line] dwelt" (Ether 7:5). Even if half the descendants
from those of the eight barges had inexplicably settled in Nehor,
the highest number we can imagine for them at this early date
would be, say, a hundred people in the "city" and its land. That
number could not have made any "city." Then one generation
later, "the people [as a whole] had become exceeding numerous"
(Ether 7: 11). The scale of population suggested by these
statements calls for "other" groups to have been incorporated
under Jaredite rule.
Continued extraordinary population dynamics followed. In
the next generation war resulted in destruction of "all the people
of the kingdom ... save it were thirty souls, and they who fled
28 That comes out to only three men (founders) per "barge," which
says something about how small the vessels were. Of course some of their
sons might also have been physically adult while not fitting into the social
classification of the generational peers and thus qualifying as full "friends"
of Jared and his brother.
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with the house of Orner" (Ether 9:12). Yet two kings later we
read of the building of "many mighty cities" (Ether 9:23). Before
long, drought caused the death of the king Heth "and all his
household" except Shez (Ether 10:1-2). Quickly they again built
up "many cities ... and the people began again to spread over
all the face of the land" (Ether 10:4). Centuries later, two million
"mighty men, and also their wives and their children" (Ether
15:2) were slain while further warring armies and civilian
supporters yet remained.
I fmd it not credible that these roller-coaster numbers could
result strictly from the demographics of an original party of
eighty adults. As with the peoples reported in the Nephites' own
record, a simpler and more compelling explanation is that groups
not descended from the immigrant party were involved. If so,
"the Jaredites" would have consisted of a combination of groups
with cultures and languages beyond those descended from the
settlers on the first barges. But the picture is left unclear because
Ether, a direct descendant of Jared, gives us only his line's
history rather than an account of all the inhabitants of the land
(consider, for example, Ether 10:30-31).29 Furthermore, we
have access only to Moroni's summary covering Ether's
necessarily short history of thousands of years.
When all the considerations we have reviewed are
weighed, I find it inescapable that there were substantial
populations in the "promised land" throughout the period of the
Nephite record, and probably in the Jaredite era also. The status
and origin of these peoples is never made clear because the
writers never set out to do any such thing; they had other
purposes. Yet we cannot understand the demographic or cultural
history of Lehi' s literal descendants without taking into account
those other groups, too.
Hereafter, readers will not be justified in saying that the
record fails to mention "others" but only that we readers have
hitherto failed to observe what is said and implied about such
people in the Book of Mormon. This is one more instance in
which we see that much remains in that ancient record which we
should try to elucidate by diligent analysis.

29 See An Ancient American Setting, 52-53.
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Economic Insights from the Book of Mormon
Lindon J. Robison!
Abstract: Economic systems are distinguished by their
emphasis on equity and efficiency. Market controls are justified
because of the need for equity. Free markets are justified because of
the need for private incentives and efficiency. Most countries of the
world today have adopted a combination of controls and free-market
incentives. The Book of Mormon teaches that only through caring
can equity and efficiency be simultaneously achieved.

Introduction
If you want to know about people's interests, read the
newspaper headlines. On almost every front page there is news
about the nation's economy. "Interest Rates Rise," "Stock Prices
Are Down," "Unemployment Rates Rise" are recent headlines.
Interest rates, stock prices, and unemployment rates are only
indicators of a country's economic well-being. Like body
temperature and blood pressure, they indicate the health of a
country's economy; however, they do not explain it.
Economic theory explains a country's economic well-being
by focusing on such factors as money supply, tax rates, prices,
unemployment rates, and market restrictions. Some economists,
however, do not believe that these factors alone can explain the
relative well-being of countries. Referring to the lack of
consensus about the causes of economic development, G.
Edward Shuh, past president of the American Agricultural
Economics Association wrote:

Unfortunately, we do not yet have a theory of
economic development, or even of agricultural development. What we have is a general consensus that the
production and distribution of new production technology is a cheap source of income streams and thus

I wish to thank Linda Carroll for helpful editing of this paper.
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must be the engine of economic growth at early stages
of political and economic development 2
The development of successful economies is as difficult to
explain and ,predict as the lack of development in less successful
economies. Commenting on the inadequacy of current economic
theories to explain Japan's economic success, Alan Blinder, past
chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, wrote:
Studying the Japanese economy has led me to a
tentative conclusion: that market capitalism, Japanese
style, departs so much from conventional Western
economic thought that it deserves to be considered a
different system ....
American capitalism rests on a grand theory begun
by Adam Smith. There is no comparable theory of
Japanese capitalism, but we need one if we are to
formulate an intelligent economic policy toward
Japan. The Japanese themselves seem less concerned
with conceptualization than with results. So, we may
have to produce that theory ourselves)
In contrast to the confusion among economists about the
causes of economic development, the Book of Mormon offers a
simple solution. It teaches that economic prosperity depends on
the spiritual condition of individuals as shown by their unity,
caring, and voluntary sharing. Alma described this spiritual
condition of members of the Church that led to prosperity.

And thus, in their prosperous circumstances, they
did not send away any who were naked, or that were
hungry, or that were athirst, or that were sick, or that
had not been nourished; and they did not set their
hearts upon riches; therefore they were liberal to all,
both old and young, both bond and free, both male
and female, whether out of the church or in the
church, having no respect to persons as to those who
stood in need. And thus they did prosper and become
2

G. Edward Shuh, "International Development and Affairs," in

Social Science Agricultural Agenda Project, Proceedings of Phase I

Workshop, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 9-11 June 1987.
3 Alan S. Blinder, "There Are Capitalists, Then There Are the
Japanese," Business Week (8 October 1990): 21.
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far more wealthy than those who did not belong to
their church. (Alma 1:30-31)
Ezra Taft Benson, who was trained in economics and who
is prophet and president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, described how one's spiritual condition produces
material results:
The Lord works from the inside out. The world
works from the outside in. The world would take
people out of the slums. Christ takes the slums out of
people, and then they take themselves out of the
slums. The world would mold men, who then change
their environment. The world would shape human
behavior, but Christ can change human nature. 4
The explanation found in the Book of Mormon that
economic development depends on the internal or spiritual
condition of people can be used to enrich existing economic
theories. The enriched theories can then be used to explain why
different groups experience different economic results even
when they have similar resources.

Adam Smith and the Pins
The most accepted economic explanation of the causes of
development was written by Adam Smith. Adam Smith was a
Scottish moral philosopher. His book, Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, revolutionized economic thought by providing a
reasoned explanation of why nations prosper. According to
Smith, three major causes explain the wealth of nations:
specialization, trade, and freedom of choice.

Specialization
From observing pin makers, Adam Smith learned the
benefits of specialization. He saw that one worker alone could
scarcely produce one pin a day. But 10 men, Smith reported,
working together could produce 48,000 pins in a day. This
increase in productivity was a result of specialization; when
people specialize in a task, their ability to repeat the task

4
5.

Ezra Taft Benson, "Born of God," Ensign 15 (November 1985):
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increases. Moreover, specialization allows individuals to work at
tasks for which they are most skilled.
Saints in Nauvoo gave further evidence of the benefits of
specialization. They divided the construction of wagons into
specialized tasks and constructed over 2000 wagons during the
winter of 1845 and 1846.5 This was an incredible feat since one
man skilled in wagon construction and working alone could
hardly build one wagon every three months.6

The Necessity of Trades
To specialize in pin production (or wagons), however,
meant giving up the production of other things. If workers spent
all of their time making pins, there was no time left for
gardening, repairing and cleaning one's house, soap making,
doctoring sick children, or philosophizing about economics. So
unless the pin makers could trade pins for the services and
goods they no longer produced themselves, specialization was
not possible. For this reason, Adam Smith and economists since
him have emphasized the importance of trades.7
There is still one more important reason to encourage trade:
it is an antidote against aggression. When people trade, they give
up something of value in exchange for something they value
more. As a result, good feelings toward each other are likely
strengthened or developed. Consequently, when two countries
trade, they are less likely to fight, an activity that reduces the
economic well-being of the warring parties. Recognizing the
importance of trade on relationships among countries, policy
makers often arrange for special trade agreements to maintain or
improve relationships.

5 Russell R. Rich, Ensign to the Nations (Provo: Brigham Young
University Publications, 1972).
6 Nauvoo's economy prior to the exodus was characterized by an
impressive number of trades and occupations that contributed to its
economic success; cf. James A. Warner and Styne M. Slade The Mormon
Way (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1976), 15.
7 All economists recognize the importance of a currency or
monetary system to facilitate trading. Thus, it is interesting that the Book
of Mormon patiently explains the Nephite monetary system even though it
is an odd topic to have included in a religious text. Moreover, Alma also
explains how the Nephites used money-to pay their judges, to discharge
debts, etc. (Alma 11:1-20).
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Freedom of Choice and Individual Responsibility
For trading to occur in the most efficient manner, markets
must be free to operate. Free markets exist when information
about the market is widely known and prices are allowed to
adjust to the market forces of supply and demand. Adam Smith
recognized that free markets communicate to buyers and sellers.
A product shortage in a free market causes the price of the
product in short supply to rise. The price rise encourages
increased supply because of the increased rewards for those who
produce it and discourages consumption of the product because
greater sacrifices are required to obtain the product. This
adjustment of increased supply and decreased demand continues
until the proper balance between supply and demand is restored.
On the other hand, surpluses would cause prices to fall. The
price decline discourages production and encourages consumption until the proper balance between supply and demand is
again restored.
One other freedom is required for free markets. If
producers are to respond to the incentives of rising prices, they
must be rewarded for their efforts to increase production. Moreover, if consumption is to be responsive to changing prices,
consumers must pay for goods from their own resources or they
will have no incentive to respond to signals from the market.
Adam Smith's insights about the ability of free markets to
communicate and efficiently organize the production and
distribution of goods are widely accepted among economists.
There does not exist anywhere in the world an information and
incentive system equal to that provided by free markets. All
substitute systems have failed, including our own experiment
with gasoline price fixing during the oil embargo of the seventies
and regulated agricultural prices that continue to produce
surpluses of agricultural products. Finally, the shift in Eastern
Europe from controlled to free markets gives testimony of the
benefits that the people of Eastern Europe believe are associated
with free markets. With so many advantages associated with free
markets, one wonders why so many people of the world live
and work in controlled or planned economies.
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Development Theory Since Adam Smith: Equity
versus Efficiency
Not everyone has been happy with Adam Smith's theory
nor is willing to allow markets to operate freely. Capitalism,
some economists argue, allows or requires the unequal
-distribution of income. It permits some to live in opulence while
others starve in squalor.8 The conflict between the efficiency
associated with capitalism and the equity associated with planned
economies needs to be resolved, but has not yet been resolved,
because economists consider efficiency and equity to be
mutually exclusive goals.9
Proponents of socialism and other forms of control over
markets and the distribution of income defend that control
because of their goal of providing "to each according to his
needs." Defenders of planned or controlled economies argue that
efficiency is too high a price to pay for inequality. Unfortunately, many times we see that the loss of political, religious,
and other freedoms frequently accompanies the loss of economic
freedom.
Many economists believe that there can be no intellectually
satisfying answer that resolves the conflict between equity and
efficiency. Most economies, including the U.S. economy with
its progressive income tax and public health care programs, mix
elements of planned economy (socialism) with capitalism. This
unresolved conflict between socialism and capitalism makes the
Book of Mormon solution to the equity-efficiency question all
the more remarkable.
The Book of Mormon teaches that economic prosperity
accompanied by efficient allocation of resources and equity can
only be achieved by developing inwardly spiritual conditions of
caring sometimes called charity (Moroni 7:47-48). It also
proclaims that equity and efficiency in production are companions and likely to be achieved together if at alL

8 Arthur M. Okun, Equity and Efficiency: The Big Trade-Off
(Washington: Brookings, 1975).
9 For a recent example of the equity versus efficiency (sometimes
referred to as the growth versus fairness) debate, see George F. Will,
"Twilight along the Potomac?" Newsweek (19 October 1992): 80.
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A Book of Mormon Solution
Reinterpreting Adam Smith
The economic system of free enterprise advocated by
Adam Smith has become known as capitalism. Moreover, it has
become known as the theory of selfishness or self-interest.
Francis Edgeworth, a famous nineteenth-century economist,
wrote that: ''The first principle of Economics is that every agent
is actuated only by self-interest."l0 This view of capitalism can
in part be inferred from an oft-quoted phrase from Adam Smith
that describes how workers in capitalism are inspired.
It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the
brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but
from their regard to their self-love, and never talk to
them of our necessities, but of their advantages. 11
This phrase has often been misinterpreted. To many it
means that economic agents are only motivated by selfish
concerns. Therefore markets must be free to reward efforts if
efficiency is to be achieved. But to place the phrase in its proper
context, one must be familiar with another statement of Smith,
which allows us to rationalize the economic views of the Book
of Mormon with those espoused by Smith:
How selfish soever man may be supposed, there
are evidently some principles in his nature, which
interest him in the fortune of others, and render their
happiness necessary to him, though he derives
nothing from it, except the pleasure of seeing it. 12
Adam Smith saw clearly that men and women do not act
independently of the feelings and well-being of others. As D.
Kirk Hart explained, the theme of Adam Smith's Theory of
Moral Sentiments was that men and women have a natural need
10 Nicholas Rescher, Unselfishness: The Role of the Vicarious
Affect in Moral Philosophy and Social Theory (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh, 1975), 13.
11 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (Chicago: Regnery, 1966),
25.
12 The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics,
1759, 1976) part I, sec. I, ch. 1,47.
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to sympathize with one another. Thus, the happiness of men and
women is interdependent. 13 Moreover, according to Smith, all
successful human relationships must be based upon a mutual
empathy of one for another or else society would degenerate to a
Hobbesean war of "all against all."
From this foundation of economic reasoning, Adam Smith
declared the existence and the need for empathy. Unfortunately,
much of modem economic theory has been developed without
recognizing the importance of the interdependency of men and
women on each other's well-being. The basic theories of
economics assume that individuals in the economy act selfishly
without considering for others. Some economists claim that
deduction of useful theories requires selfishness of preferences
be assumed.l4
Smith's emphasis on sympathy, in contrast to modem-day
theories of classical economics, is consistent with the Book of
Mormon formula for prosperity. According to the Book of
Mormon, it is the presence of caring or its absence that either
promotes or impedes development. Indeed, caring fosters
specialization and trades and maintains freedom of choice.

Caring and Economic Development
Caring was an essential part of Adam Smith's theory and
is consistent with the requirements of prosperity described in the
Book of Mormon. The quality of members of the Church that
produced prosperity was an attitude of caring in which each
person's happiness depended on the well-being of his or her
neighbor.
Mter partaking of the fruit that filled his soul with joy,
Lehi desired that his family should also enjoy the fruit (1 Nephi
8:12). To mourn with those that mourn and to bear one
another's burdens qualified converts for baptism at the waters of
Mormon (Mosiah 18:8-9). The people of King Limhi fought
like dragons against numerically superior Lamanites because
they sought to defend not only their lives but the lives of their
children and wives (Mosiah 20: 11). The sons of Mosiah were
13 D. Kirk Hart, "Adam Smith in the Twentieth Century: Is the
Vision Intact?" in Exchange (Provo: Brigham Young University School of
Management, Winter 1985), 26-32.
14 James Quirk and Rubin Saposnik, Introduction to General
Equilibrium Theory and Welfare Economics (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1968).
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motivated to do missionary work among the Lamanites because
they could not bear that any human soul should perish and
endure endless torment (Mosiah 28:3). Alma declared that his
joy was in being an instrument in the hands of God to bring
some soul to repentance. He added that his joy was more full
because of the success of his brethren (Alma 29:9, 14). Later,
Alma declared that his reward for his service to the Church was
the happiness he felt because of the joy of his brethren (Alma
30:34).
The result of caring is a unity which produces cooperation,
peace, material and spiritual prosperity, and equality. Describing such a condition following the visit of Christ, Nephi, the son
of Nephi who was a disciple of Christ, wrote: "there were no
contentions, that each man dealt justly with his neighbor." Nephi
also added: "there were no rich or poor but the people had all
things in common, and they prospered exceedingly." The
spiritual condition that permitted this level of peace and
prosperity was the empathy and unity of the people. There were
no Lamanites, nor any manner of ites, but the people were in
one, the children of Christ (4 Nephi 1:3, 10, 16).
In contrast to the attitude of caring among the righteous,
there was a selfish craving for things among the wicked. Loving
things instead of God and his children produced a spiritual
condition described as hardheartedness, the opposite of a tender
heart that cares. For example, Nephi chastised his brothers
because their hearts were hard (1 Nephi 17:19), so much so that
they were past feeling the words of God that lead one to caring
(1 Nephi 17 :45).
Hardheartedness is not only a lack of caring, but also an
antipathy that produces unrighteous satisfaction when others
suffer. Such was the attitude of Giddianhi and his Gadianton
robbers, whose attitude towards the Nephites was "everlasting
hatred" (3 Nephi 3:4). Moreover, Alma described the apostate
Nephites under the Satanic influence of Amalickiah as more
hardened and impenitent and more wild, wicked, and ferocious
than even the Lamanites, entirely forgetting the Lord their God
(Alma 47:36). In this state of mind, their only goal was to get
power for themselves, which they eventually achieved.
The result of hardheartedness is division and dissension.
The wicked Lamanites were divided and desired to rule because
of their greed. The righteous Nephites were united in their love
for God and man, which led them to serve. The wicked
Lamanites loved gold and silver and sacrificed the well-being of
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others to get it. So, to get material gain, the wicked murdered,
plundered, stole, and bore false witness against their neighbors
(Helaman 7:21). Meanwhile, the righteous fed the hungry,
clothed the naked, and cared for those in need so there would be
no poor among them (Jacob 2: 19).

,The Economic Results of Caring
Adam Smith declared that empathy was needed for
capitalism to succeed. The Book of Mormon lists it as a
precondition for prosperity. An important lesson for economists
to learn is how caring affects Adam Smith's pillars of economic
prosperity as well as other important areas of our economic
lives.

Caring and Trading
To show how caring affects the level of trades, a colleague
and I conducted the following survey. We asked students and
faculty at Michigan State University the following question.
Suppose you owned a usedcar, valued in the marketplace at
$3000. What would be the lowest price you would accept for
your used car? The responses were: it depends on who wants to
buy it. A buyer characterized as a poor friend could buy the car
for an average price of $2600. On average a nasty neighbor
would have to pay $3600. 15
In order for a trade to occur, there must exist a trading
range. The trading range is the set of prices less than the highest
price a buyer is willing to pay and greater than the least price the
seller is willing to accept. When the trading range includes the
price zero, a gift may be exchanged. If there are no prices in this
trading range, no trades can be completed. The survey my
colleague and I conducted showed that the trading range was
greatest between friends and did not exist for persons who
dislike each other. Our conclusion was that trading was most
likely to occur among caring friends.
While I know of no modem study showing the effect of
caring on trades, the Book of Mormon offers abundant evidence
that among the friendly and righteous, there was abundant trade.
15 Lindon J. Robison and A. Allan Schmid, "Interpersonal Relationships and Preferences: Evidences and Implications," in Roger Frantz,
Harinder Singh, and James Gerber, eds., Handbook of Behavioral
Economics, vol. 2B (Greenwich, Cf: J.A.I., 1991), 347-58.
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When the Lamanites were friendly with one another, their trade
with each other increased dramatically. The result was that they
waxed great, increased in riches, and began to be a cunning and
a wise people, as to the wisdom of the world (Mosiah 24: 5, 7).
At another time, following the conversion of the Lamanites,
there were friendly relationships between both the Lamanites and
the Nephites. As a result, Lamanites and Nephites could travel
and trade freely to get gain. Moreover, both groups enjoyed
economic prosperity and became rich; and they both had plenty
of gold, silver, and all manner of precious metals, both in the
land south and in the land north (Helaman 6:3, 8-9).

Caring and Specialization
Trading activities that depend on caring allow for workers
to specialize. During the righteous reign of King Lib, the Book
of Mormon records:
And they were exceedingly industrious, and they
did buy and sell and traffic one with another, that they
might get gain.
And they did work in all manner of ore, and they
did make gold and silver, and iron, and brass, and all
manner of metals; and they did dig it out of the earth;
wherefore, they did cast up mighty heaps of earth to
get ore, of gold, and of silver, and of iron, and of
copper. And they did work all manner of fine work.
And they did have silks, and fine-twined linen;
and they did work all manner of cloth, that they might
clothe themselves from their nakedness.
And they did make all manner of tools to till the
earth, both to plow and to sow, to reap and to hoe,
and also to thrash.
And they did make all manner of tools with which
they did work their beasts. (Ether 10:22-26)
Caring led not only to trading and specialization, but also
to sharing of new technology for producing food and clothing
and for constructing buildings. As a result, their civilization
progressed. Nephi wrote that he taught his people to build
buildings, and to work with wood, iron, copper, brass, steel,
gold, and silver and other precious ores. To process and use
these materials, however, would have required that his people
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specialize and trade, something they could only do with caring
and unity (2 Nephi 5:15).
In contrast to the trading and specialization that occurred
among the righteous people of Lib, the Book of Mormon
contrasts the wicked Iaredites:
Wherefore every man did cleave unto that which
was his own with his hands, and would not borrow
neither 'would he lend; and every man kept the hilt of
his sword in his right hand, in the defense of his
property and his own life and of his wives and
children. (Ether 14:2)
Without the caring required for completing trades, the
economic climate among the wicked Lamanites was one in
which trading and specialized production ceased. This meant a
life of hunting. This occupation required little if any cooperation
and could provide the food, shelter, and clothing for a primitive
society.
In this condition of not caring, the Lamanites did not
specialize or trade. Moreover, they did not extend their efforts
beyond that needed to supply their own immediate wants. Nephi
described them as "an idle people, full of mischief and subtlety,
[who] did seek in the wilderness for beasts of prey" (2 Nephi
5:24).
Moreover, their lack of caring not only limited their means
of food production to hunting and stealing, but it also reduced
the quality of their housing and clothing to tents and loincloths
made of animal skins. Meanwhile, their diet consisted of raw
meats (Enos 1:20). In this condition of not caring, they made
few if any advances in their civilization. Writing many years
later, Alma saw that the more idle part of the Lamanites lived in
the wilderness, close to the animals, and dwelt in tents (Alma
22:28).

Caring and Worker Response
The jewel in the crown of capitalism has been worker
incentives. Rewarding individuals for their labor encourages
them to work harder. Evidence of the importance of personal
responsibility for the economic results of one's efforts is seen in
Russian agriculture. While only five percent of the land in
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Russia in 1986 was privately controlled, this land produced
fifty-five percent of the Russian agricultural output. 16
Still, Book of Mormon evidence shows that it was not the
free-market system that induced lazy Lamanites to work hard; it
was their conversion to the gospel and the development of an
attitude of caring.
Nephi 'taught his peeple to be industrious and to work with
their hands (2 Nephi 5: 17). Mter hearing the gospel taught by
Ammon and his brothers, the converted Lamanites, the AntiNephi-Lehies, became a very industrious people (Alma 23:18).
Moreover, the righteous leaders of the Book of Mormon taught
through example to till the earth and to support themselves so
they would not be a burden for others (Mosiah 6:7).
In contrast to the industrious Nephites, the Lamanites,
after losing the gospel light, became an idle people and resorted
to hunting to get their food (2 Nephi 5:24). The Lamanites
continued in their lazy and idolatrous state at the time Zeniff
found them. They allowed Zeniff and his people to stay only
because of their desires to bring them into bondage and live off
their labors (Mosiah 9:12).

Caring and Freedom of Choice
The gospel teaches that it is the nature of nearly all men
and women that when they suppose they have a little power,
they immediately exercise unrighteous dominion. In the process
of exercising this dominion, the economic freedom of
individuals is often reduced. Reduced economic freedom in turn
reduces the ability of free markets to function, limiting opportunities for trades and specialization. Modern economies achieve
economic dominion by taxation whereby those in power take the
product of the workers' labor. When the less caring control the
government, the tax burden has been greater, while the tax
revenues have benefitted those governing.
Thus, we are not surprised that under the righteous reign
of King Benjamin and his son Mosiah, there were no burdensome taxes imposed on the people. In contrast, the wicked King
Noah imposed a tax of one-fifth part of all that his subjects
owned to support himself, his wives and concubines, and his
priests in their idolatry. In addition, Noah built a spacious palace
and a wonderful and richly decorated throne for himself and
16 The State of Food and Agriculture (Rome: Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations, vol. 21, 1988),67.
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raised seats ornamented with gold for his priests. All were paid
for from the taxes wicked King Noah imposed on his people
(Mosiah 11:11-12).
Amlici was a wicked man who wanted to be king and
enslave the Nephites (Alma 2:4). No people will voluntarily
submit to slavery or even to unfair taxes. Thus, the uncaring and
selfish who try to impose their will on others without their
eonsent must eventually tum to force as did Giddianhi and his
Gadianton robbers. To enslave the Nephites, they did "go up to
battle against the Nephites" (3 Nephi 4:5).
Economic prosperity through force (an approach first tried
by Satan in the premortal council in heaven), included plundering, robbing, and murdering. This managerial style has been
foHowed by all of Lucifer's lieutenants, including the wicked
Korihor, who taught that every man prospered according to his
genius and that every man conquered according to his strength
and in this there was no crime.
To fully appreciate the economic consequences of
unrighteous dominion, one must recognize that force often
destroys the ability to care. Whenever force is applied, unity and
caring is sacrificed. Then without caring and unity, trading
ranges disappear and the opportunity for economic growth is
lost. For without good will or trust, the only trades that occur
are those that are forced-either through war or through
stealing.
In contrast to Korihor's economic doctrine is that of the
humble followers of Christ who recognize their dependence on
God and rely on him for guidance and strength. They also
recognize that to serve God requires that they care for one
another, which often leads to specialization and trade.

Caring and Concentration of Income
The poorest countries of the world all have something in
common; income in these countries is highly concentrated in the
hands of a few. Among the poorest nations of the world, on
average the richest 10 percent receive over 40 percent of their
nation's income. Meanwhile in the prosperous country of Japan,
the wealthiest 10 percent receive only 22 percent, a figure nearly
equal to that of the prosperous and highly socialized Swedes.1 7
The same evidence exists in the United States. Those states with
17 World Development Report 1984 (Published for the World Bank:
by Oxford University Press, July 1984), table 14, 244-45.
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the highest concentration of income are less economically
developed.l 8 Thus the equity and efficiency trade-off that is
supposed to exist cannot be defended empirically. In fact,
economic prosperity appears to be a companion of equity.
The Book of Mormon message is that the distribution of
income is based on the level of caring and unity among the
people. Among the righteous, income is evenly distributed as are
opportunities to progress. The distribution of income is simply a
reflection of their unity. The righteous were taught that their
giving should be voluntary and result from their love of God and
desires to serve him (Mosiah 18:28). By voluntarily redistributing their income to the poor, they were able to maintain an
economic system that included incentives to work hard because
of individual responsibility and rewards for efforts. Moreover,
one of the reasons the caring work hard is that they desire to use
the product of their work to bless the lives of others.
After the visit of Christ, the disciples in both the Old
World and the New World had all things in common (3 Nephi
26:19). The result, of course, of this sharing of resources was
that there were neither poor nor rich among the Nephites (4
Nephi 1:3). A similar condition existed among the members of
the Church during the time of Alma, the son of Alma. Every
man imparted of his substance to the poor, and the needy, and
the sick, and the afflicted. And neither did they distinguish
themselves by wearing costly apparel, but were neat and comely
(Alma 1:27). In all of this they were simply following God's
instruction delivered by his prophets, who taught:
And now, if God, who has created you, on whom
you are dependent for your lives and for all that ye
have and are, doth grant unto you whatsoever ye ask
that is right, in faith, believing that ye shall receive, 0
then, how ye ought to impart of the substance that ye
have one to another. (Mosiah 4:22)
In contrast to the equality of income and benefits among
the righteous Nephites was the concentration of income among
the wicked Lamanites and apostate Nephites. On his mission to
the Zoramites, Alma was distressed to find among them a
wealthy class whose hearts were upon their riches, their costly
apparel, ringlets, and ornaments of gold. They tried to justify
18 D. J. Slottje, The Structure of Earning and the Measurement of
Income Inequality in the U.S. (New Yorlc: North-Holland, 1989).
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such ostentatious living by ascending their prayer tower to thank
God for saving them, the chosen people, while all the others
would perish (Alma 31:28). Earlier, Alma saw that inequality
among the Zoramites and among the wicked in general was a
result of sin and transgression (Alma 28: 13).
Finally, the first fruits of the wicked seeds planted in the
hearts of men after 200 years of following Christ was pride that
showed itself by some wearing costly apparel, fine pearls, and
other fine things. First the people set their hearts on their riches
with the purpose of lifting themselves up above others (Helaman
6: 17). This they did to distinguish themselves from each other.
They divided into classes and no longer had their substance in
common (4 Nephi 1:26).

Caring and Care of our Natural Resources
People in today's world who are concerned for the
environment and our dwindling natural resource base should
note that this problem was shared by those whose history was
recorded in the Book of Mormon. Among the wicked who had
no concern for the future nor for the well-being of their
neighbors, natural resources were exploited. They soon
exhausted the supply of wild game which was their chief means
of support. It was recorded that wild game became scarce in the
wilderness insomuch that the robbers were about to perish with
hunger (3 Nephi 4:20).
Among the righteous Nephites, however, who lived in a
land of few trees, any tree that sprouted up was allowed to grow
so that in time they might have timber to build their houses,
cities, temples, etc. (Helaman 3:9).

Investments, Savings, and Caring
Alma instructed his son Corianton not to seek after riches
and vain things because they cannot be carried out of this world
(Alma 39:14). Using the Book of Mormon as our reference, we
have shown that the righteous of the Church prospered more
than the wicked who did not belong to the Church. Thus, he that
loses his riches for the Lord's sake shall find them. Or as Jacob
explained, after having obtained a hope in Christ the righteous
would obtain riches if they sought them for the intent to do good
(Jacob 2:18-19).
To share with others the fruits of our labors, we must
consume less than the total of what we earn. This amount of
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consumption foregone equals our savings. When the savings are
used to purchase other goods with the intent of increasing
production in the future, the savings have been converted into
investments.
A common characteristic of the caring and united is their
high level of savings and investments. Moreover, not only do
they invest in private goods which will benefit their families, if
not themselves, at some time in the future, but they also invest in
public goods. Public goods are those whose services produced
are not restricted to those who made the investment.
Jarom, the son of Enos, wrote that his people became very
rich in gold, silver, machinery, iron, copper, brass, and steel,
and made tools of every kind to till the ground and to protect
themselves in war (Jarom 1:8). And during the reign of the
righteous King Lib, it was recorded that his people worked in all
the metals: gold, silver, iron, brass, etc. And to get the ore they
did heap large mounds of dirt. Then with the ore they did make
all manner of tools to till the earth both for plowing and sowing
and for reaping, hoeing, and threshing. They also had tools for
working their animals and making weapons of war (Ether 10:23,
27).
It is also interesting that it was during a period of unity and
caring-when Gidgiddoni was the Nephite commander and
Lachoneus the chief judge-that the Nephites' investments in
public goods were renewed. Nephi, the disciple of Christ,
records that there many highways cast up and many roads which
led from city to city, and many cities built anew and many old
cities repaired (3 Nephi 6:7-8).
Quickly following this period of peace and unity, pride and
divisions rose again to destroy the people from within. There
developed again inequality in the land and Satan led away the
hearts of the people to do all manner of iniquity. Finally, the
people set at defiance the laws and rights of their country. They
agreed to "establish a king over the land, that the land should no
more be at liberty but should be subject unto kings" (3 Nephi
6:30).
In contrast to the investment pattern of the righteous and
united was the absence of savings and investment on the part of
the wicked. In fact, not only did they not invest in public goods,
but they refused to be bound by the public laws, a social contract
essential for a functioning society.
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Conclusion: Equity versus Efficiency
It is interesting to note that the alternative economic
systems of the world, capitalism and communism or other forms
of controlled economies, are divided on the same issue that
divided God's children in the premortal council. In his proposal,
Lucifer promised that not one soul would be lost, that he
personally would have the glory, and that individual freedom
would be the cost. Communism is willing to limit the rights of
ownership, the choice of where to work, and other economic
freedoms in exchange for "each according to his needs."
Moreover, the glory of the system is the state. Under capitalism,
individuals are free to choose, but they must bear the
consequences, and the consumer is sovereign. Only recently
have the Eastern-bloc countries found that their controlled
societies have not been able to deliver "to each according to his
needs" and as a consequence they are seeking an alternative.
Sadly enough, the newly created capitalist economies will
find that a free-market economy is no guarantee of economic
success, at least for many people. The reason for this is that in a
free-market economy, workers are rewarded not only for their
efforts and talents, but also for having wealthy parents, for
being there first or at the right time, and for being born into a
particular family or caste. There is nothing inherent in the freemarket system to guarantee housing, shelter, food, and medical
attention to those who for whatever reason cannot provide for
themselves. Those who can afford these things have access to
them. For others, there is no guarantee. In its most elemental
form, a free-market economy without righteousness and caring
is simply the survival of the fittest. Korihor described such a
system as one in which success depends on the management of
the creature.
To soften the bleak consequences of an economy based on
the survival of the fittest, people voluntarily impose taxes on
themselves to pay for social security for the aged, welfare
checks for the unemployed, and medicaid payments for the poor
and sick. In addition, our legislative body has imposed laws that
try to provide equal opportunities for employment and equal pay
for equal work for women and minorities. Moreover, inheritance
taxes limit to a large extent the development of an aristocracy
based on birth. But all of these programs that try to provide
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equitably for the welfare of the people impose a sacrifice in the
form of lost economic and political freedom.
Thus economists are left to dispute the relative merits of
measures to achieve equity which is most often achieved at the
expense of efficiency. There is no accepted solution to this
endless debate because the debate is over values, not economic
facts. Is it freedom of choice or is it equity that is to be the most
valued? Sweden emphasizes equity, for example, while the
United States emphasizes efficiency. Still, the recent revolution
of thought in the controlled economies of the world is evidence
that despite their theme of "to each according to his needs and
from each according to his abilities" the reality has been "all
comrades are equal but some are more equal than others."
Only the gospel of Jesus Christ offers a solution to the
problem of how to get equity without loss of efficiency. It
provides a system for both equity and efficiency. If an economy
is made up of caring individuals, they will voluntarily support
the poor and invest in public goods without force. And because
they receive vicarious joy from helping the less fortunate, they
keep their incentives to work hard while the markets are left free
to send their signals. 19 Thus the powerful economic insight
offered by the Book of Mormon is: economic solutions can only
be found in living the message of caring taught by Jesus Christ.

19 An externality is a cost one person imposes on another without
that person's consent. Pollution or overuse of a shared resource that reduces
the well-being of another without the person's consent is an externality.
When individuals seek their own interest without caring for others,
externalities are created that diminish the. collective well-being. Caring,
love, or genuine interest in the welfare of others resolves externalities and
creates an environment conducive to the realization of the benefits of a free
market.
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Limhi in the Library
John Gee
Abstract: Analysis of comparative data and historical
background indicates that the quotations in Mosiah 7-22
are historically accurate. Further examination of the
quotations of Lirnhi shows that they depend heavily on
other sources. This implies some things about the
character of Lirnhi and provides as well attendant lessons
for our own day.
We usually remember Limhi for being the king when
Ammon led the expedition to the land of Nephi (Mosiah 7:9). On
the advice of Gideon, he led his people out of captivity (Mosiah
22:3-15). But Gideon and Ammon appear to have had much
more active roles in the deliverance, and Limhi seems to have
been relegated to the shadows. A few oddities about the story of
Limhi, however, should elicit our attention.
First, we should notice a few unusual things about Limhi
as an individual. Whereas Zeniff "did confer the kingdom upon"
Noah (Mosiah 10:22-11:1), Limhi had "the kingdom conferred
upon him by the people" (Mosiah 19:26).1 Limhi was just "one
of the sons of the king" (Mosiah 19:16), for Noah "had many
wives and concubines" (Mosiah 11:2, 14). It is unknown
whether Limhi was chosen because he was the oldest of Noah's
sons "among those that were taken captive" (Mosiah 19:16)
when "the king commanded [his people] that all the men should
leave their wives and their children" (Mosiah 19: 11), or the only
one so taken. We might have thought that his docile nature made
him the choice of the king of the Lamanites had the record not
stated that it was "the people" who chose him (Mosiah 19:26).
On the nature of Nephite kingship, see Daniel C. Peterson,
"Authority in the Book of Mosiah," F.A.R.M.S. paper, 1991, 3-10. Note
that by virtue of who conferred the kingship on Limhi, he did not hold tpe
priesthood.
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We could hazard a guess that Limhi was a young man at the time
he took over the kingdom, being left among the children. 2
If speech reveals the man, it constitutes our major key to
Limhi. Most of Limhi's speeches are nothing but a pastiche of
scriptural quotations. And it is in his speeches that the most
revealing clues to Limhi's personality appear.
Direct quotations of Limhi occur in the following places in
the record: (1) The trial of Ammon, Amaleki, Helem, and Hem
(Mosiah 7:8-15); (2) an official address given to all his subjects
at a covenant renewal ceremony (Mosiah 7:17-33);3 (3) the
discussion with Ammon about the records (Mosiah 8:5-21); and
(4) the interrogation of the king of the Lamanites (Mosiah
20: 13-22). Something subtle and quite authentic has been done
here in the Book of Mormon. All the direct quotations derive
from situations where an official scribe would be on hand to
write things down: a covenant renewal ceremony4 where the
king would have "caused that the words which he spake should
be written" (Mosiah 2:8), two trials,S and an inspection of the

2
As Scott Lorimer reminds me, Saul too was left behind "among
the stuff' (1 Samuel 10:22). "Stuff' refers to the baggage the Israelites
would bring with their families on the occasion of the yearly festivals
(Exodus 23:14-19; Leviticus 23:1-44; Numbers 28:11-29:40; cf. Luke
2:42-44; Mosiah 2:1-7; Hugh W. Nibley, "The Hierocentric State," in The
Ancient State, vol. 10 in The Collected Works of Hugh Nibley [Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1991], 99-101; Hugh W. Nibley,
"Old World Ritual in the New World," in An Approach to the Book of
Mormon, 3d ed., vol. 6 in The Collected Works of Hugh Nibley [Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1988], 295-309; John A. Tvedtnes,
"King Benjamin and the Feast of Tabernacles," in John M. Lundquist and
Stephen D. Ricks, eds., By Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of
Hugh W. Nibley, 2 vols. [Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S.,
1990], 2:198-99, 220-23). Parallels to the life of Muhammmed on this
theme also exist; see cAbdu-I-Malik ibn Hisham, AI-SIra al-Nabawiyya, 4
vols. (Cairo: MustaIa al-Bab1 al-I:Ialab1 wa-Awladuhu, 1932), 1:192-93.
3
The covenant renewal ceremony is discussed in Blake T. Ostler,
"The Covenant Tradition in the Book of Mormon," in John L. Sorenson and
Melvin J. Thorne, eds., Rediscovering the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1991), 230-40.
4
Ibid.
S
For examples of recorded trial proceedings, see T. Eric Peet, The
Great Tomb-Robberies of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty, 2 vols. (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1930), vol. 2; T. Eric Peet, The Mayer Papyri A & B (London:
Egypt Exploration Society, 1920); Hans Goedicke, "Was Magic Used in the
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records where Limhi obviously hoped to get a translation of
some otherwise mysterious records (Mosiah 8:6, 11-12). The
quotes come from other official (i.e., court) records, scriptures,
and personal accounts (e.g., Zeniff's first-person narrative).
Although there is ample opportunity to exploit direct speech in
the narrative,6 the Book of Mormon does not. The Book of
Mormon is careful; unlike Homer,7 Thucydides,8 or Herodotus,9 whom scholars have taken to task for composing long
speeches and putting them in the mouths of the heroes who are
- engaged in the middle of battle and under fire,10 the Book of
Mormon authors have a perfect chance of putting all sorts of
long quotations in the mouth of King Limhi as the debate over
how to escape the Lamanites is taking place. Yet there is no
debate (Mosiah 20:23-22:2); there are no long quotations.
Furthermore, those accounts that do have large quotations are all
from official documents. Gideon's speeches (Mosiah 20:17-22;
22:3-8) seem to be the sole exception. But they are carefully
worded proposals of a trusted advisor to the king and have their
counterparts in Egyptian documents. 11 They may have been
recorded for distribution in both cases.
Although no scribe is mentioned, we can be assured that
they were unobtrusively in the background. It was an ancient
practice to employ scribes to record all the official statements or
Harem Conspiracy against Ramses III?" Journal of Egyptian Archaeology
49 (1963): Plates X-XI.
6 As the Bible does; on which see Robert Alter, The Art of
Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981),63-87.
7
For example, Patroclos spouts off eleven lines of hexameters as
he dies; see Homer, Iliad XVI, 843-55.
8 On the post facto crafting of speeches by Thucydides, see
Thucydides, Historiae I, 22, 1.
9 Even his contemporary countrymen thought Herodotus fabricated
his speeches; see Herodotus, Historiae III, 80, 1.
10 Skillfully if satirically done by Richard W. Armour, The
Classics Reclassified (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960),5-20.
11 Annals of Thuthmoses III, in Kurt Sethe, Urkunder. der 18.
Dynastie, 4 vols., Abteilung IV of Urkunden des agyptischen Altertums
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1907), 3:649-51 (hereafter Urk. IV). On the historicity
of this passage; see Anthony J. Spalinger, Aspects of the Military
Documents of the Ancient Egyptians (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1982), 35-36. Many of the El-Amarna letters follow this pattern; e.g., ElAmarna Tablets 73-74, 76-77, 79, 81-92, 244, in J!I)rgen A. Knudtzon,
Die El-Amarna Tafeln (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1908-15).
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acts of kings, a practice dating back to the first dynasty of
Egypt. On the Palette of Nanner, the king is everywhere shown
followed by a scribe.l 2 Apollonius, traveling the world as a
sophist, took with him two scribes, a tachygrapher (or
shorthand specialist) and a calligrapher (who could write up the
official reports); however, after being noted, the scribes are
treated much like the camels: they are there implicitly in the
background and never take part in the story.13 One has simply to
look at the official libraries kept by Assurbanipal and at Mari to
realize that the scribe played an important though often neglected
role in the ancient world. The scribe's duties included the
responsibility to record any auspicious words and deeds of the
king or the sage. The Assyrians employed scribes to handle
Assyrian, Aramaic, and even Egyptian. 14 Closer still is the
Barrakab relief from Samail, which depicts King Barrakab
attended by his scribe. The king's name is written above his
personage in the old Phoenician script. 15 This seems to be what
is occurring in the courts of Zeniff, Noah, and Limhi. The court
stenographer is there taking notes and recording the words but is

12 Although some believe that the man is merely a sandal bearer
(William W. Hallo and William Kelly Simpson, The Ancient Near East: A
History [New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971],204), Arnett claims
that the man is a scribe (William S. Arnett, The Predynastic Origin of
Egyptian Hieroglyphs [Washington, D.C.: University Press of America,
1982]). In his estimation that the man is a scribe he concurs with Hugh W.
Nibley, "Genesis of the Written Word," in Truman G. Madsen, ed., Nibley
on the Timely and the Timeless (Provo: Brigham Young University
Religious Studies Center, 1977), 105, reprinted in Nibley, Temple and
Cosmos, vol. 12 in The Collected Works of Hugh Nibley (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and EA.R.M.S., 1992), 456. Though I concur with Arnett on
this point, I do not agree with his general thesis, preferring that of Erik
Hornung, Idea into Image: Essays on Ancient Egyptian Thought, trans.
Elizabeth Bredeck (n.p.: Timken, 1992), 20-21.
13 Philostratos, The Life of Apollonius of Tyana I, 18.
14 Listed as UJ.A.BA.MES KUR..{,Hur-a-a, UJ.GAM KURMu-,sura-a-a and UJ.A.BA.MES KURAra-ma-a-a, see J. V. Kinnier Wilson, The
Nimrud Wine Lists, vol. 1 of Cuneiform Texts from Nimrud (London:
British School of Archaeology in Iraq, 1972), plate 20, lines 18'-20'.
15 See Orient-Comites zu Berlin, Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli IV,
vol. 14 of K(}niglische Museen zu Berlin, Mittheilungen aus den
orientalischen Sammlungen (Berlin: Reimer, 1911), Tafel LX. This stele is
now on display in the Pergamon Museum in Berlin and is included in the
catalog for the Babylonian section.
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always in the background. 16 The Lord tells the Zeniffites that
"except they repent I will utterly destroy them from off the face
of the earth; yet they shall leave a record behind them" (Mosiah
12:8). If it were possible to have a scribe present for the
quotations, then we can be reasonably sure of the accuracy of
the transmission.
The first direct quotation of Limhi consists of the
following formulaic elements: 17 (1) He gives his name and titles

16 The Egyptian Tale o/the Eloquent Peasant (B1109-12; B2 12731 in R. B. Parkinson, The Tale o/the Eloquent Peasant [Oxford: Griffith
Institute, 1991], 20, 48; notice that although a scroll is made no scribe is
mentioned) testifies of this but the court records of the Twentieth Dynasty
Tomb-Robberies are perhaps more demonstrative as are the military records
upon which later battle accounts were drawn.
17 The references given here are for illustrative purposes only. They
illustrate the type of trial procedure common in the scribal traditions · to
which the Nephites belong (see 1 Nephi 1:3; Mosiah 1:2-4), albeit a much
earlier stage. The trial procedures reflect most closely those preserved in the
Egyptian records. The Mesopotamian evidence is problematic because there
are few records of actual trials and they principally state only the basics of
the case and the contention of the prosecution, the names of the witnesses
and the oaths involved, and end with the witnesses to the decision and the
judges. The most important recent discussion of the problem is in J. N.
Postgate, Fifty Neo-Assyrian Legal Documents (Warminster: Aris &
Phillips, 1976), 60. The Mesopotamian legal records all follow Sumerian
models. The following list of collections of sources (listed chronologically)
is representative: Dietz O. Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsurkunden des III.
lahrtausends aus der Zeit vor der 1Il. Dynastie von Ur (Miinchen: Bayerische
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1968); Adam Falkenstein, Die
neusumerischen Gerichtsurkunden, 3 vols. (Munchen: Bayerische Akademie
der Wissenschaften, 1956-57), esp. #99,2:159-62; Josef Kohler and P. E.
Peiser, Aus dem babylonischen Rechtsleben (Leipzig: Pfeiffer, 1890)
[though the translations are out-of-date, they are still accurate enough to get
the general idea of the trial procedure]; Josef Kohler and Arthur Ungnad,
Assyrische Rechts-Urkunden (Leipzig: Pfeiffer, 1913); Herbert P. H.
Petschow, Mittelbabylonische Rechts- und Wirtschafts-urkunden der
Kilprecht Sammlung lena (Berlin: Akademie, 1974); Postgate, Fifty NeoAssyrian Legal Documents; Mariano San Nicolo, Babylonische
Rechtsurkunden des ausgehenden 8. und des 7. lahrhunderts v. Chr.
(Munchen: Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1951); Mariano San
Nicolo and Herbert P. H. Petschow, Babylonische Rechturkunden aus den 6.
lahrhundert v. Chr. (Miinchen: Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften,
1960).
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(Mosiah 7:9);18 (2) he asks a question of the prisoners giving
the charge of which they are accused (Mosiah 7:10);19 (3) he
tells his prisoners the penalties that depend upon their answers
(Mosiah 7:11);20 and (4) he pronounces the verdict of the trial
(Mosiah 7:14-:-15).21
In the covenant renewal ceremony, Limhi begins by
instructing his people to rejoice, and gives them reason to rejoice
by citing examples from scriptural history: Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, Moses and the Exodus of the children of Israel, the
parting of the Red Sea, the manna in the wilderness, and the
deliverance of Lehi and his family from Jerusalem (Mosiah
7:19-20). These are the same things Nephi recited to his
brethren to persuade them to trust in their deliverance (1 Nephi
18 The name and titles are the common opening lines of any official
address, whether written or oral. For Sumerian examples, see Ilmari IGirki,
Die K6nigsinschriften der dritten Dynastie von Ur (Helsinki: Finnish
Oriental Society, 1986), passim; for an Akkadian example, see Kodex
Hamrnurabi I.50--IV.66; for a Roman example, see Julius Caesar, De Bello
Gallico I, 43-44. Since this is the standard pattern in Egypt, a few instances
from each period will suffice; Royal: Old Kingdom: Kurt Sethe, Urkunden
des Alten Reichs, Abteilung I of Urkunden des agyptischen Altertums
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1932), 7-8 (hereafter Urk. I); Second Intermediate
Period: Frank T. Miosi, ed., A Reading Book of Second Intermediate Period
Texts (Toronto: Society for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities, 1981), 1,4,
12, 15,20; New Kingdom: Urk. IV, 626, 642,647; Late Period: Heinrich
Schafer, Urkunden der alteren Athiopenk6nige (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1905),
60--61; Kurt Sethe, Hieroglyphische Urkunden der griechisch-r6mischen Zeit
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1904), 7-10, 125-26; Non-royal: Old Kingdom: Urk. I
,15,28; First Intermediate Period: Rudolf Anthes, Die Felseninschriften von
Hatnub (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1928, reprint Hildesheim: Olms, 1964),28, 32,
35-36; Middle Kingdom: Kurt Sethe and Wolja Erichsen, Urkunden des
Mittleren Reiches (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1935), 1, 7-8, 11, 44, 53; New
Kingdom: Urk IV, 898-906; Ricardo A. Caminos, "Papyrus Berlin 10463,"
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 49 (1963): Plates VIA-VI. For trials see
Papyrus British Museum 10054, 1.1-3, in Peet, Great Tomb-Robberies of
the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty, 2:Plate VII.
19 Cf., e.g., Papyrus British Museum 10403, 3.22-25, in Peet,
Great Tomb-Robberies of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty, 2:Plate XXXVI.
20 Cf. ibid.; also Goedicke, "Was Magic Used in the Harem
Conspiracy," Plate X, lines 3-5.
21 Cf. Papyrus d'Orbiney 19.5, in Alan H. Gardiner, Late Egyptian
Stories, vol. 1 of Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca (Bruxelles: Fondation
Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth, 1932), 29; the verdict is actually given on
pp. 18-19. For the general Egyptian procedure, see Peet, Great TombRobberies of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty, 1:25-27.
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17:23-29; cf. 1 Nephi 4:2). Limhi knows the basic deliverance
tales from the brass plates and Nephite history.22
Limhi then tells the people that "it is because of our
iniquities and abominations that he has brought us into bondage"
(Mosiah 7:20). Yet by so doing he is merely changing the tense
and agent of the verb in the prophecy of Abinadi: ''Thus saith the
Lord, it shall come to pass that this generation, because of their
iniquities, shall be brought into bondage" (Mosiah 12:2). It is
likely that Limhi knows the details of Abinadi's prophecies.
At this point, Limhi continues the story and describes
Zeniff as "being over-zealous to inherit the land of his fathers"
(Mosiah 7:21). Limhi is quoting from Zeniff's own record
where Zeniff describes himself as "being over-zealous to inherit
the land of our fathers" (Mosiah 9:3). The only change here is
from first to third person, as would be expected of one retelling
a story from his grandfather's journal.
Limhi then says that Zeniff was "deceived by the cunning
and craftiness of king Laman" (Mosiah 7:21). In doing so he is
only echoing the words of his grandfather's account: "For this
very cause has king Laman, by his cunning, and lying
craftiness, and his fair promises, deceived me, that I have
brought this my people up into this land" (Mosiah 10: 18).
Earlier his grandfather had written, "Now it was the cunning and
craftiness of king Laman, to bring my people into bondage, that
he yielded up the land that we might possess it" (Mosiah 9: 10).
The earlier account has the same phrase, "the cunning and
craftiness of king Laman," that Limhi uses, whereas the latter
repeats the meaning of the phrase with the key verb "deceived."
Limhi was familiar the phrasing as well as the content of
Zeniff's history.
In his description of the territory encompassed by the
treaty (mentioned in Mosiah 7:21 and 9:6), Limhi again falls
back on the description of Zeniff, describing it as "the city of
Lehi-Nephi, and the city of Shilom; and the land round about"
(Mosiah 7 :21). Zeniff uses two different phrases to describe his
possessions: "the land of Lehi-Nephi, and the land of Shilom"
(Mosiah 9:6) and "the city of Lehi-Nephi, and the city of
Shilom" (Mosiah 9:8) Limhi's account seems to reflect the latter
22 Limhi's knowledge of mainstream Nephite history after the
foundation story seems rather weak. It is questionable whether Zenifr s
group had any records other than (1) a copy of the brass plates; (2) the
twenty-four Jaredite plates; and (3) their own records.
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wording with consideration of the former. Limhi, being king,
would probably also have had access to the official treaty.
Though the Lamanites kept no records at this time (see Mosiah
10:16; 24:6), Zeniffs colony did (mentioned in Mosiah 8:5, 12;
12:20; 13:11; 17:4; 22:14; 25:5; not all of which were legible,
Mosiah 8:9, 11-13, 19; 21:27).
Limhi, then, refers to the reason that Zeniff gave why
King Laman had entered into the treaty with Zeniff s group
(Mosiah 7:22; cf. Mosiah 9:11-12). He then gives a list of the
tribute which they must give to the Lamanites (Mosiah 7:22);
this corresponds roughly with the description given later in the
official history (Mosiah 19: 15). The phrase "even one half of all
we have or possess" (Mosiah 7:22) echoes "even one half of all
they possessed" (Mosiah 19:15) of the later account, and both
probably come from the official treaty describing the tribute, for
in his speech Limhi emphasizes the produce of farms and
ranches, while the official account stresses the treasures of the
earth. Both were most likely included in the treaty.
Limhi then describes the wars, contentions, and bloodsheds among themselves (Mosiah 7:23-25). Among these he
makes special mention of "a prophet of the Lord" whom they
have slain (Mosiah 7:26). He then quotes Abinadi, always with
the proper standard formula "he said (that) ... " In most ancient
texts this formula is the sure sign of a quote,23 even if the source
is not identified. 24 We might punctuate the verse as follows to
show the use of quotations:
23 For some Egyptian examples see Papyrus Chester Beatty 1,2.93.1 in Gardiner, Late Egyptian Stories, 39; and Papyrus Geneva D 191, in
Jaroslav Cerny, Late Ramesside Letters, vol. 9 of Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca
(Bruxelles: Fondation Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth, 1939), 57-60. Old
Babylonian letters citing previous correspondence use a similar formula,
umma aniikuma, umma attlima, umma sOma, etc., examples of which are
scattered throughout the series Altbabylonische Briefe, 11 vols. (Leiden:
Brill, 1964-). Biblical examples may be found in Matthew 1:22-23; 2:1718; 3:3; 4:14-16; 5:21,27, 31, 38, 43; 8:17; 12:17-21; 13:14-15, 35;
15:7-9; 17:11; 19:4-5; 21:4-5, 9; 22:24, 31-32,43-44; cf. Matthew 2:56; 4:6--7, 10; 11:10; 21:13, 16,42; 22:37-39; 26:31; 27:9; other examples
may be readily found by the reader without much trouble. Note that this is
not the only formula used to introduce a quotation-often there is no
formula-but that when the formula appears a quotation or at very least a
paraphrase is expected.
24 See the marginalia at 1 Corinthians 9:10 and 1 Timothy 5:18 in
Kurt Aland et al., eds., Novum Testamentum Graecae, 26th ed. (Stuttgart:
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1983).
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And because he saith unto them that "Christ was
the God, the Father of all things" and saith that "he
should take upon him the image of man and it should
be the image after which man was created in the
beginning" or in other words he said that "man was
crea~ed after the image of God" and that "God ...
should come down among the children of men;" and
take upon him flesh and blood; and go forth upon the
face of the earth. (Mosiah 7:27)
There are four quotations of Abinadi here. We can
compare all of them with the original texts from the history of
the people as it was later compiled. The first is "Christ was the
God, the Father of all things" (Mosiah 7:27). Abinadi does refer
to "Christ the Lord, who is the very Eternal Father" (Mosiah
16: 15), and "God, yea, the very Eternal Father of heaven and
earth" (Mosiah 15:4). But whether Limhi's quotation conflates
the two statements (as with some of the quotes of Zeniff above),
or is a quotation of preaching that we do not have in our present
record abridged by Mormon cannot be stated for certain. Abinadi
first mentions Christ toward the latter half of his defense
(Mosiah 15:21).
The second quotation is "he should take upon him the
image of man and it should be the image after which man was
created in the beginning" (Mosiah 7:27). This passage is not in
the preserved corpus of Abinadi's speeches. 25
The third quotation is "man was created after the image of
God" (Mosiah 7 :27). This quotation is also missing from the
corpus of Abinadi's sayings, but it does reflect Genesis 1:2627. That these quotations of Abinadi are lacking from our record
should not surprise us; not only is the Book of Mormon an
abridgment of the complete record (Words of Mormon 1:3), but
there were at least two records of Abinadi's preaching: Alma's
25 The passage resembles Odes of Solonwn 7: "He became like me,
that I might receive Him. In form He was considered like me, that I might
put Him on .... Like my nature He became, that I might understand Him.
And like my form, that I might not tum away from Him .... He has
allowed Him to appear to them that are His own; In order that they may
recognize Him that made them, And not suppose that they carne of
themselves." Ode of Solonwn 7:4, 6, 12, James H. Charlesworth, The Odes
of Solomon (Chico, CA: Scholars, 1977), 33-36. This is not the passage
cited.
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(Mosiah 17:4) and the official court record that Limhi quotes
(implied in Mosiah 25:5-6).26
The fourth quotation from Abinadi in this verse is "God
should com~ down among the children of men" (Mosiah 7:27).
This actually comes from two different places. The first source
is the official trial proceedings where Abinadi is officially
charged with preaching "God himself should come down among
the children of men" (Mosiah 17:8). This is the official charge
brought against Abinadi and the only charge for which he was
convicted. All he had to do was to recant and he could go free;
but he refused. This charge is a quotation from the preaching of
Abinadi that "God himself shall come down among the children
of men, and shall redeem his people" (Mosiah 15:1). But he
defended himself saying, "Have [all the prophets] not said that
God himself should come down among the children of men, and
take upon him the form of man?" (Mosiah 13:34). Limhi would
seem to have been familiar with the official court records of
Abinadi's trial.
Limhi finished his speech by quoting three items of
scripture, prefacing each with "the Lord hath said" (Mosiah
7:29) or the equivalent "again he saith" (Mosiah 7:30-31). But
these items of scripture are unavailable to us outside Limhi's
quotations. Let us consider each in order:
1. "I will not succor my people in the day of their
transgression; but I will hedge up their ways that they prosper
not and their doings shall be as a stumbling block before
them."27
2. "If my people shall sow filthiness they shall reap the
chaff thereof in the whirlwind and the effect28 thereof is
poison."
3. "If my people shall sow filthiness they shall reap the
east wind which bringeth immediate destruction."
26 John W. Welch thinks that Mosiah compiled his record of
Abinadi's ministry from Alma's records (personal communication). I doubt
that we have sufficient evidence to establish that.
27 This quotation is not found in any of the scriptures that are
presently available to us. The term "stumbling block" is prominent in
Nephi's writings (1 Nephi 14:1; 2 Nephi 4:33; 18:14; 26:20), but it also
occurs in the law (Leviticus 19:14) and in Isaiah 8:14; 57:14, Psalm
119: 165, and Jeremiah 6:21. But none of these is the scripture we are
looking for.
28 .In the 1830 edition this reads "effects."
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These passages are not attested in any of the scriptures
presently available to us. Their closest parallels are Hosea 8:7:
"For they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
whirlwind" and Testament of Levi 13:6: "If you sow evil, you
will reap every trouble and tribulation." We might guess that
Hosea relied.on the same scripture that Limhi did, although what
that source might be remains unknown. The two scriptures are
similar but there are differences as well, indicating that both of
the scriptures either derive from the same source or one is
derived from the other, but until the source of these quotations
comes to light, this will only be speculation. We are told that the
biblical records were "not so many" as the brass plates (1 Nephi
13:23), so we should not be surprised that we cannot find these
quotations in the Bible.29
There are thirteen quotations in this speech of Limhi. Some
of them are from the trial records of Abinadi, others are
quotations of Zeniff's autobiography, and still others are
prophecies now lost. There are also allusions to the brass plates.
Limhi's third major speech occurs at the end of his
interview with Ammon (Mosiah 8: 19-21).
The interjection, "0 how marvelous are the works of the
Lord" seems to be a clear reference to Jacob 4:8, but how much
access Zeniff's group had to Jacob's writings remains unclear.
Limhi does not mention the deliverance of Mosiah (Omni 1:1213) in his earlier list (Mosiah 7:19). Zeniff's group had left
before the small plates had been turned over to King Benjamin
(Omni 1:27-30; compare with Mosiah 9:2-3).30
Soon thereafter, Limhi makes another statement, "How
blind and impenetrable are the understandings of the children of
men; for they will not seek wisdom neither do they desire that
she should rule over them" (Mosiah 8:20). This is an allusion to
Proverbs 8:12-17.
Finally, Limhi describes his people" 'as a wild flock'
which fleeth from the shepherd and scattereth and are 'driven'
29 For that matter, Paul quotes sources in 1 Corinthians 9:10 and 1
Timothy 5:18 which no one has yet been able to identify.
30 Note that Amaleki describes the leader as "a strong and mighty
man, and a stiffnecked man" (Omni 1:28), whereas Zeniff describes the
leader as "an austere and a blood-thirsty man" (Mosiah 9:2). These are two
distinct literary traditions reflected in the language. Had Joseph Smith been
making this up and keeping track of the details to repeat them later would he
have thought to keep the descriptions of separate literary traditions distinct
while meshing those of the same literary tradition?
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and are devoured 'by' the 'beasts' of the forest" (Mosiah 8:1921). This is a quotation of the last words of Abinadi: "Ye shall
be smitten on every hand, and shall be driven and scattered to
and fro, even as a wild flock is driven by wild and ferocious
beasts" (Mosiah 17: 17).
The final speech of Limhi is his interrogation of the king of
the Lamanites. In this terse question-and-answer session, Limhi
asks two questions and issues two orders. There are no
quotations of scripture and no reason for quotation of
scripture-what does the king of the Lamanites care about
scriptures (Mosiah 10:11-17; 24:3--5; Alma 22:7)-but previous
treaties and oaths are mentioned (Mosiah 20:14).
These are the major speeches of King Limhi and they are
dotted with quotations from previous records and prophecies,
some of which are no longer available to us. These speeches
seem to show a man very well versed in his records. From these
it seems that Limhi had spent a good deal of time studying and
memorizing the records of his people. Limhi was probably more
comfortable in the library than the throne room.
There is another odd feature here. In the Book of Mormon,
Limhi's quotations of the documents precede the cited documents themselves. If Joseph Smith were making up the story at
the rate of seven or eight pages a day,31 that would be quite a
trick. Furthermore, all quotations are from material chronologically preceding Limhi and to which he could have had
access. Limhi's prophecies do not come from Malachi or Alma2.
But in the Book of Mormon, the quotations precede the material
quoted and the quotations make perfect sense in the original
context. A man dictating without correction at the rate of eight
pages a day would have a hard time keeping the facts straight if
the events never happened. The forger of the Archko volume
was a contemporary of Joseph Smith's and could not resist
, attributing long quotations to the most obscure characters on
ordinary occasions,32 just like any other novelist of Joseph
Smith's day.3 3 Solomon Spaulding inserts long clandestine
31 "How Long Did It Take to Translate?" in John W. Welch, ed.,
Reexploring the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
F.A.R.M.S., 1992), 4.
32 For examples, see Richard Lloyd Anderson, "The Fraudulent
Archko Volume," BYU Studies 15 (1974): 43-64.
33 For example, the opening conversation in Hermann Melville's
short story "Bartleby" deals with accounting endeavors of an aging Turkey,
while the final one takes place between the narrator and a grub-man. See
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conversations into his narrative.3 4 Yet in this part of the Book of
Mormon's narrative, all the quotations come on official
occasions, no informal chit-chat between Limhi and Gideon or
Ammon is preserved, everything is on the official level where
the scribe would be there to record it. The Book of Mormon is
not a typical product of Joseph Smith's environment
The Book of Mormon implies that Limhi knew his
scriptures (in the broadest and most basic sense of the word:
writing in general). Limhi, as a passionate scripturist, was the
first to want to read the record of a lost people contained in
twenty-four golden plates, that matter engaging his attention
(Mosiah 8:6-21) even before he attempted to rescue his people
(Mosiah 21 :36-22: 16) or get out of the fifty-percent tax bracket
(Mosiah 7:22; 19:15; contrast Mosiah 2:14; 11:3). Limhi's
passionate interest in records and scriptures might also explain
why he was righteous in spite of the wickedness of his father
(Mosiah 11:1-15; 19:17), the court (Mosiah 11:4-11; 12:25-29,
37; 13:11; 17:2, 11-12), and the people in general (Mosiah
7:24-25; 23:9, 12). Furthermore, unlike Noah and his priests
(Mosiah 12:25-30; 13:7-8, 11), Limhi takes these things
seriously (Mosiah 7:26; 21:31-35). We need look no further
than Limhi for reasons to be serious about studying our
scriptures.

also Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter, esp. chaps. 4 and 16.
Melville was born on 1 August 1819 in New York City; Hawthorne was
born on 4 July 1804. If the Book of Monnon were a typical product of its
day why does it not read like a typical product of its day?
34 E.g., the conversation between Elsion and Lamesa when "they
were together in one of the aparUnents of the Emperors palace-the
company had all retired." See Solomon Spaulding, Manuscript Story (Salt
Lake City: DeseretNews, 1886),57.
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Boats, Beginnings, and Repetitions
Alan Goff
Abstract: Ancient texts are too often approached
using modern assumptions. Among those assumptions
obstructing an understanding of ancient texts is the
modern emphasis on originality and on writing as
intellectual property. Ancient writers relished
repetition-stories that were repeated in succeeding
generations-over originality. The Bible is full of
repeated or allusive stories, and the Book of Mormon
often reinscribes this biblical emphasis on repetition.
One such biblical reverberation in the Book of
Mormon is Nephi's ocean voyage, which evokes
biblical stories of origination: creation, deluge, and
exodus. These three stories of beginnings are carefully
alluded to in Nephi's own foundational story, exactly
as we would expect an ancient Hebraic text to do.

The dialectic of repetition is easy, for that which is
repeated has been-otherwise it could not be
repeated-but the very fact that it has been makes the
repetition into something new.
Sfbren Kierkegaard
Few texts are misused more often than the biblical text is.
The Bible has been extended in a number of ways in a number
of traditions: Judaism has its Written Torah (the Bible) and its
Oral Torah (the Talmud and midrashic commentary), the Koran
is largely a reaction to the Bible, for Latter-day Saints the Book
of Mormon is clearly an extension of the biblical text into the
promised land of the Nephites and Lamanites. A peculiarly
modem extension of the biblical text occurs in the Enlightenment
project known as higher criticism of the Bible. If the Bible can
be and often is misused, then one would expect that its
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extensions would be also. Since I do not believe the Bible is in
conflict with the Book of Monnon, I frequently find a consonance between biblical criticism and my readings of the Book of
Monnon. I often also find that particular uses of biblical criticism in the attempt to drive a wedge between the Bible and the
Book of Monnon dramatically distort not only that criticism, but
also the Book of Mormon and the biblical text as well. This
essay is an attempt to demonstrate one way biblical criticism can
help us understand the Book of Monnon. My belief is that the
new 'lpproaches to biblical criticism (based on literary rather than
historical analysis) provide opportunities for us to understand
both the Bible and the Book of Monnon. Literary approaches to
the Bible tend toward holism in the biblical text, both within
individual books and in the work as a whole. Older historical
approaches! tend to fragment the text: looking for the Sitz im
Leben for even individual verses and sections of verses.
Historical approaches frequently attempt to find hypothetical urtexts out of which the present text evolved, a project that many
biblical critics are beginning to see as futile. While I prefer
literary approaches, historical approaches are in many ways
fundamental. My analysis attempts to lay the foundations for a
reading of the Book of Monnon similar to some I read in biblical
criticism. At times, my own reading may more resemble the
historical approaches than the literary approaches.

Biblical Criticism and Boats
Eliade gives us good reason to believe that archaic people
saw the unfolding of history differently than do modem people.
Archaic people looked to events from the past to guide the
interpretation of contemporary events. Not only did past events
serve as interpretive guides, but the people conceived themselves
as reliving those events-I call this repetition, using Kierkegaard's term intentionally for all the reasons he outlines (in
particular because Kierkegaard distinguishes between a Christian
and Greek attitude toward the past-the Greek attitude is wistful
and he calls it "recollection," as opposed to the biblical notion of
"repetition" which looks forward).2 In particular, archaic people
Such approaches by a linguistic oddity are still referred to as
literary analysis by historical critics-I don't use the tenn in this way.
2 S~ren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling and Repetition, vol. 6 in
Kierkegaard's Writings, ed. and trans. by Howard Hong and Edna Hong
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983).
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looked back to foundational events or creation events in a way
that transformed the present and the future as they came into
contact with that past; these events served as the beginning of
time for their people. Referring to archaic man, Eliade says:
What he does has been done before. His life is the
ceaseless repetition of gestures initiated by others.
This conscious repetition of given paradigmatic
gestures reveals an original ontology. The crude
products of nature, the object fashioned by the
industry of man, acquire their reality, their identity,
only to the extent of their participation in a
transcendent reality. The gesture acquires meaning,
reality, solely to the extent to which it repeats a
primordial act. 3
A primordial act is one effecting change by occurring at the
creation of the world or the creation of a people, such as the
founding of the children of Israel through a series of patriarchs
or an escape from captivity during the Exodus. During times of
repetition the participants are lifted out of profane time and are
transported through sacred time: "there is an implicit abolition of
profane time, of duration, of 'history'; and he who reproduces
the exemplary gesture thus finds himself transported into the
mythical epoch in which its revelation took place."4
Eliade points specifically to ancient Greece, Iran, India,
and Judea as the locus of the idea of eternal return: these are
cycles of Golden Ages followed by ages of degeneration and
regeneration. 5 Anderson, citing Eliade, makes a distinction
between Israel and other archaic people: Israel maintained a
distinction between the sacred and profane but historicized it.
In Israel's faith the realm of the sacred was
located in the midst of history, not in some mythical
twilight zone, for Israel experienced the reality of God
in "concrete events and interpersonal relations."
Instead of cultically imitating actions of the gods in
"the olden days" beyond historical recall, Israel

3 Mircea Eliade, Cosmos and History: The Myth of the Eternal
Return, trans. Willard K. Trask (New York: Harper and Row, 1959),5.
4 Eliade, Cosmos and History, 35.
5 Ibid., 121.
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remembered the celebrated events that happened in a
defmite place and time. 6
Eliade points out that this notion of history is different from a
modern view of history. Moderns tend to think that events
happen once and are finished and that is the meaning of them,
"but exemplar history [is that] which can be repeated (regularly
or otherwise), and whose meaning and value lie in that very
repetition."7
This need to prove the truth of myth also helps us
to grasp what history and "historical evidence" mean
to the primitive mind. It shows what an importance
primitive man attaches to things that have really
happened, to the events which actually took place in
his surroundings; it shows how his mind hungers for
what is "real," for what is in the fullest sense. But, at
the same time, the archetypal function given to these
events of illud tempus give us a glimpse of the interest
primitive people take in realities that are significant,
creative, paradigmatic. 8
These repetitions of the cosmogony are particularly important at
times of new beginnings: Eliade points specifically to times
when man "creates something (his 'own world'-the inhabited
territory--or a city, a house, etc.)," but also when a new king is
being consecrated, when the crops are imperiled, in times of
war, or during "a sea voyage."9
Given the notion that repetitions are meaningful
specifically because they are repetitions, revisionist readers of
the Book of Mormon need to reconsider their conclusion that
because the Book of Mormon contains some repetitions from the
Bible, Joseph Smith merely plagiarized the book. Revisionist
readers take a superficial approach to the Book of Mormon,
6 Bernhard W. Anderson, Creation versus Chaos: The Reinterpretation of Mythical Symbolism in the Bible (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1987), 31.
7 Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, trans.
Rosemary Sheed (New York: New American Library, 1958),430.
8 Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, 431.
9 Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of
Religion, trans. Willard R. Trask (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1957), 81-82.
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claiming that Joseph Smith merely absorbed his antebellum
American cultural environment and put it down on paper as the
Book of Mormon; part of this strategy is to claim that Joseph
Smith merely borrowed parts of the King James Version of the
Bible. Revisionist readings require that the repetitions from the
Bible found in the Book of Mormon be extremely shallow
copies. But the ideological position which claims that repetitions
are plagiarisms partakes of a modem prejudice against repetition
(preferring a' post-Romantic originality to an ancient predilection
iI.! favor of recurrence) and needs to be argued rather than merely
taken for granted. The claim that repetitions in the Book of
Mormon are plagiarisms from the Bible must specifically ignore
a genuinely biblical hermeneutic. I want to actually read the
stories and find a deeper form of the story and show the
sophisticated nature of the narrative.
Nephi says he is going to build a ship. This event qualifies
in a number of ways as Eliade's time of primordial creation.
The group is about to embark on a sea voyage; the ideological
battle over who will be the ruler has been taking place and will
continue; the group sees itself as independent of the Jews at
Jerusalem (a new people) and will soon take the eponymous
names of Nephites, Lamanites, and others; the group has
undergone a typological exodus through the wilderness. This is
a time of creation that relives the creation of the world, just as
the building of Noah's ark and the Tabernacle in the wilderness
relived the cosmogony.
When Nephi is at Bountiful he hears the Lord's voice
telling him to do as Moses did and go to the mountain: "Arise,
and get thee into the mountain. And it came to pass that I arose
and went up into the mountain, and cried unto the Lord" (1
Nephi 17:7). I will arrange the passage in its rhetorical pattern so
the command/execution formula is explicit and the synthetic
parallelism is evident (synthetic parallelism occurs in biblical
literature when the rhetorical statement is repeated but with an
additional element raising the statement to a higher level):
a.
b.

Arise,
And get thee into the mountain.
And it came to pass that I
at. Arose
b t. And went up into the mountain,
c. And cried unto the Lord.
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This pattern of biblical repetition is what Alter calls hidden
repetition: A word "in the first verset, usually a verb, governs
the parallel clause in the second verset as well."l0 Notice the
matching action in the verbs of command and fulfillment, with
the synthetic action caused by the addition of another verb:
Nephi arises, goes up, and cries unto the Lord. The journey to
the mountain is too common a motif in biblical literature to
require additional comment. Moses does receive a similar
command to "come up to me into the mount," where Moses
stays for forty days and nights and receives the tablets of the law
and a divine·pattern for the Tabernacle (Exodus 24: 12). The text
is clear that the pattern for the earthly dwelling of the Lord is not
of earthly origin: "According to all that I shew thee, after the
pattern of the tabernacle, and the pattern of all the instruments
thereof, even so shall ye make it" (Exodus 25:9).
Notice also that once Nephi has climbed the mountain he is
commanded: "Thou shalt construct a ship, after the manner
which I shall show thee, that I may carry thy people across these
waters" (1 Nephi 17:8). The same "thou shalt" command is
given to Moses regarding each item in the tabernacle (Exodus
25:10-27:9 and more). In the middle of all the commands is the
order once again for Moses to "look that thou make them after
the pattern, which was shewed thee in the mount" (Exodus
25:40). The heavenly pattern is essential:
It is clear that the tent that Moses had built is a
copy of the heavenly tent in accordance with the
ancient religious principle, "like is like." The
similarity in form between the earthly dwelling of the
god and its heavenly prototype brings about the
presence of the deity. In Israel, of course, the
presence of Yahweh was subject to a number of
conditions, yet the principle of "like is like" seems
imperative here, toO.ll

Nephi is clear throughout his narrative that the pattern for the
ship is divine: he worked the timbers not "after the manner
which was learned by men, neither did I build the ship after the
manner of men; but I did build it after the manner which the
10 Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry (New York: Basic
Books, 1985),23-24.
11 Richard J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the
Old Testament (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972), 123-24.
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Lord had shown unto me; wherefore, it was not after the manner
of men" (1 Nephi 18:2).
The mountain is the place where the holy man communes
with God; for Nephi "did go into the mount oft, and I did pray
oft unto the Lord" (1 Nephi 18:3). The "like is like" principle
does not apply only to temples: a heavenly pattern is needed for
any cosmogony. I have mentioned the Tabernacle;12 Noah built
his ark after the pattern the Lord gave him (Genesis 6:14-16) in
a specific re-creation of the earth. Holloway compares Noah's
ark with Utnapishtim's ark in the Gilgamesh epic. Each is
specifically a re-creation of the world. "I would argue that the
flood stories in AtralJasis and Gilgamesh re-enact creation in the
same manner as the Genesis account, and that the seven-day
span of the deluge or the period prior to the opening of the ark in
the Mesopotamian stories is a reverse analog to the seven days
of creation in Genesis chapters 1-2."13 David delivers to
Solomon the divine pattern for the temple for him to execute (1
Chronicles 28: 11-12),14 and the "seven days and seven days"
of the Feast of Tabernacles dedicating the temple is a
reenactment of the seven days of creation (1 Kings 8:65) as is
the seven-year time period required to build the temple (1 Kings
6:38), which Blenkinsopp suggests connects it with the creation
narrative. 15 Nephi explicitly appropriates this divine pattern in
building his tern pIe in the promised land (2 Nephi 5: 16).
Holloway includes the ark in this category because the ark has
the same dimensions as and in many ways is portrayed in the
12 Kearney provides an extended comparison of the P material in
Exodus 25-40, comparing the building of the tabernacle to the creation
narrative in Genesis. Peter J. Kearney, "Creation and Liturgy: The P
Redaction of Ex 25-40," Zeitschrift fUr alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 89/2
(1977): 375-87.
13 Steven W. Holloway, "What Ship Goes There: The Flood
Narratives in the Gilgamesh Epic and Genesis Considered in Light of
Ancient Near Eastern Temple Ideology," paper presented at the Institute for
the Advanced Study of Religion, Divinity School of the University of
Chicago, 9 November 1988, 7.
14 Holloway advances the claim that in ancient Near Eastern
cultures, any time God "commands a human being to construct a building,
that building is a temple." Holloway, "What Ship Goes There," 9. He
includes the ark in this category because the ark has the same dimensions
and is portrayed in the Bible as a ziggurat, or temple.
15 Joseph Blenkinsopp, "The Structure of P," Catholic Biblical
Quarterly 38/3 (July 1976): 283.
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Bible as a ziggurat, or temple; the ark and the temple of Solomon
share the three-level design common to Near Eastern cosmogonies that the portable sanctuary could never reproduce. 16 Mter
listing all the occurrences of the execution and completion
formulas in what scholars call the "P" segment of the
Pentateuch, Blenkinsopp points to the two "physical constructs"-Noah's ark and the Tabernacle. He claims that because
these two are especially important manifestations of the
_ completion formula because they are physical creations that "are
built according to divine specifications, there is a certain
correspondence between the spatial and temporal axes of the
work. Thus, the whole of reality, in its spatial and temporal
aspects, is shown to rest on the word first spoken at the
creation."17 It does seem rather odd for me to compare the
divine pattern in tabernacle and temple to this ship. But the
comparison is not mine:
Shortly after the episode of the Tower there is
another episode which has a bearing on our theme.
The building of the Ark by Noah provides us with
what is perhaps the closest parallel to the later making
of the elaborate tent. The initial command comes from
God: "Make thee an ark" (Gen. 6:14). There follow
precise instructions about the size and shape of the
boat, and these Noah takes care to execute to the
letter. When it is finally done we are told: "Thus did
Noah; according to all that God commanded him, so
did he (6:22)."18
The divine pattern is essential to the building of both boats.
Josipovici continues to compare the tower of Babel incident with
. the golden calf incident. In both cases the wicked take it upon
themselves to construct an object of worship after a human
pattern. In both the flood and the tabernacle narratives, the
people glorify God by following his pattern. Nephi is also
insistent that we understand that he is following the divine
pattern, not constructing a work according to human folly:

16 Ibid., 286.
17 Ibid., 277.
18 Gabriel Josipovici, The Book of God: A Response to the Bible
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988),98.
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And the Lord did show me from
time to time after what manner I
should work the timbers of the
ship. Now I, Nephi, did not work
the timbers after the manner which
was learned by men, neither did I
build the ship after the manner of
men; but I did build it after the
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Make thee an ark of gopher wood;
rooms shalt thou make in the ark, and
shalt pitch it within and without with
pitch. And this is the fashion which
thou shalt make it of . . . (Genesis
6:14-15)

manner which the Lord had shown
unto me; wherefore, it was not after
the manner of men. (1 Nephi 18:12)

The voice of the Lord came unto
me, saying: Arise, and get thee
into the mountain. And it came
to pass that I arose and went up
into the mountain, and cried unto
the Lord. And it came to pass
that the Lord spake unto me,
saying: Thou shalt construct a

"And the Lord said unto Moses,

ship, after the manner which I
shall show thee, that I may carry

Come up to me into the mount, and
be there: and I will give thee tables of
stone and a law ... " (Exodus 24:12).
[The narrative continues with Moses
staying on the mount for forty days
and receiving the pattern for the
tabernacle.] "And let them make me a
sanctuary; that I may dwell among
them. According to all that I shew

thy people across these waters. (1
Nephi 17:7-8)

thee, after the pattern of the
tabernacle, and the pattern of all the
instruments thereof, even so shall ye
make it." (Exodus 25:8-9)

Josipovici continues by commenting that medieval artists knew
what they were doing when they associated Noah's ark with the
Christian church sailing on the stormy waters of earth. ''They
read better than later scholars, who have been so busy matching
instructions to archaeological evidence that they have failed to
understand the larger function of these buildings within the
unfolding narrative."19
Moses executes the divine pattern, and then he looks on
the work of the tabernacle and pronounces it good (Exodus
39:42--43):

The linguistic parallels too between God looking
at what he had done and Moses looking at the
completed Tabernacle are striking: "And God saw
every thing that he made, and, behold, it was very
19 Ibid.
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good (Gen. 1:31)"; "And Moses did look upon all the
work, and behold, they had done it as the Lord had
commanded, even so had they done it" (Exod.
39:43). "Thus the heavens and the earth were
finished" (Gen. 2:1); ''Thus was all the work of the
tabernacle of the tent of the congregation finished"
(Exod. 39:32). "God ended his work which he had
made" (Gen. 2:2)"; "So Moses finished the work"
Exod. 40:33); and "God blessed the seventh day"
(Gen. 2:3); "And Moses blessed them" (Exod.
39:43).
Of course none of this escaped the ancient
commentators. Already in antiquity, as my earlier
quotation from Josephus demonstrated, the Tabernacle was seen as a model of the cosmos or the
heavens. And there are many examples from the
ancient Near East of the temple of the god facing his
heavenly dwelling and mirroring it. 20
Nephi also seems to be aware of the cosmological
connections between his ship and other earthly copies of the
divine pattern. Nephi explains that he has executed the pattern as
he has been commanded, just as Noah and Moses did:
And it came to pass that after I

had finished the ship, according

to the word of the Lord. .. (1
Nephi 18:4)

Thus did Noah; according to all that
God commanded him, so did he.
(Genesis 6:22)
Thus was all the work of the tabernacle
of the tent of the congregation finished:
And the children ofIsrael did according

to all that the Lord commanded Moses,
so did they. (Exodus 39:32)
And he reared up the court round about
the tabernacle and the altar, and set up
the hanging of the court gate. So Moses
finished the work. (Exodus 40:33)
Thus were the heavens and the earth
finished. (Genesis 2:1)

This "execution formula" ("the Lord's servant did according to
what the Lord had commanded him to do") appears time and
again in three general locations in the Hebrew Bible, especially
20 Ibid., 102.
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as a conclusion fonnula: (1) the creation, (2) the building of the
tabernacle, and (3) the division of the land among the tribes of
Israe1. 21 But Blenkinsopp also notes that the fonnula appears
"regularly throughout the history" ranging from the building of
Noah's ark to the allotment of residences for the Levites. The
completion fonnula we have here in Nephi's record (the "finishing of the work") is more specific than the execution fonnula.
The completion fonnula marks a new stage in history: for the
Israelites the finished creation marks the beginning of time; the
tabernacle marks the culmination of the Abrahamic covenant; and
the apportioning of the land to the tribes and to the Levites marks
the completion of the conquest. 22 In Nephi's story the completion fonnula marks the new beginning of the people as they set
out irrevocably toward the promised land. A noteworthy feature
of Nephi's creation repetition is that the Spirit of God presides
over it as it did over the previous creation narratives; "the divine
spirit is mentioned only three times in P, all crucial points in the
historical narrative: the creation of the world (Gen 1:2), the
construction of the sanctuary (Ex 31:3; 35:31), and the
commissioning of Joshua as successor to Moses (Num 27:18;
Dt 34:9)."23 The Spirit of God is also present at Nephi's creation narrative so powerfully that his brothers dare not rebel
against him further (1 Nephi 17:52-55).
Just as God beheld his work and pronounced it good at the
end of his creation, Moses, Noah, and Nephi also pronounce
their work good. Except in Nephi's case, ironically, Nephi's
rebellious brothers, who believed he could not build a ship, look
on the work and pronounce it good:
Mybrethren beheld that it was
good, and that the
workmanship thereof was
exceedingly fine (1 Nephi
18:4)

According to all that the Lord
commanded Moses, so the children of
Israel made all the work. And Moses did
look upon all the work, and, behold,
they had done it as the Lord had
commanded, even so had they done it:
and Moses blessed them. (Exodus
39:42-43)

21 Joseph Blenkinsopp, Prophecy and Canon: A Contribution to
the Study of Jewish Origins (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press,
1977),60.
22 Ibid., 6l.
23 Blenkinsopp, "The Structure of P," 282.
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And God saw every thing that he had
made, and, behold, it was very good.
(Genesis 1:31)

All of the work of building a ship or tabernacle follows the same
cycle: the Lor~ gives the pattern and the command, the order is
executed exactly, the finished result is viewed and pronounced
good. Brisman suggests that the formula "as the Lord directed
Moses" (Exodus 40:16-33) and the formula "Moses finished the
work" suggests the creation story when God also finished his
work. The Priestly writer re-creates the creation narrative in the
dull business of recording the construction of the sanctuary,
infusing the idea ''that the 'work' of the tabernacle is an image of
the 'work' of Creation. Both nature and worship are given
mythological origins, representations of when they first
occurred."24 This analysis depends on the notion of eternal
return and of repetition. The Book of Mormon narrative fits the
pattern as well as the narratives from the Bible do.
The fmal note about the creation reenactment from 1 Nephi
requires explanation. Nephi later relates the pronouncement that
the workmanship is "good" and "exceedingly fine" (1 Nephi
18:4). But it is not just that the workmanship is good, it is also
unusual:
We did work timber of curious
workmanship. And the Lord
did show me from time to time
after what manner I should
work the timbers of the ship.
Now I, Nephi, did not work
the timbers after the manner
which was learned by men,
neither did I build the ship after
the manner of men. (1 Nephi
18:1-2)

See, I have called by name Bezaleel.
... And I have filled him with the
spirit of God, in wisdom, and in
understanding, and in knowledge and in
all manner of workmanship, to devise
cunning works, to work in gold, and in
silver, and in brass, and in cutting of
stones, to set them, and in carving of
timber, to work in all manner of
workmanship. (Exodus 31:2-5)

In this microcosm of the cosmos and the creation, the workmanship of the hands of the creator must be varied-for God glories
in dappled things. Josipovici says that the translation "to devise
cunning works" could alternatively be translated "to make
makings," "to encunning cunningness" when it refers to crafts-

24 Leslie Brisman, "On the Divine Presence in Exodus," in Harold
Bloom, ed., Exodus (New York: Chelsea House, 1987), 106.
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manship. He equates it with the Homeric translation "dappled,"
"cunningly wrought," and the Latin "artificial," "adorned,"
"variegated."25 Just as the creation requires a variety of animals
and that variety is repeated in the deluge-in the parade of
animals entering and exiting the ark-the construction of the
tabernacle possesses a rich variety of material and workmanship.
Nephi's creation also has its own curious workmanship.
Just as the spirit of God moves about the waters of
creation, it also moves through the workman Bezaleel: "the
-human artist is a craftsman who is filled with the 'spirit of God'
(Exod. 35:31), the same riJalJ 'e16hfm mentioned in Gen. 1:2 as
moving over the waters of the primordial world of creation."26
Note that the spirit of God is also present at Nephi's construction of his work of curious workmanship (1 Nephi 17:52).
But the ship as a cosmogonic work is not the only bit of
curious workmanship in the Book of Mormon. During the sea
voyage Nephi resorts to using the compass to still the waters of
chaos. Nephi followed no human pattern in building his shipconsequently, the ship is a work of curious workmanship
because it is built after a divine pattern. Likewise, also, when
Lehi walks out of his tent as the group is about to begin their
exodus through the wilderness, he finds "a round ball of curious
workmanship" (1 Nephi 16: 10). In later generations, the
Nephites explicitly connect the curious workmanship with the
divinity of the pattern: Alma speaks to his son Helaman saying,
"concerning the thing which our fathers call a ball, or directoror our fathers called it Liahona, which is, being interpreted, a
compass; and the Lord prepared it. And behold, there cannot any
man work after the manner of so curious a workmanship. And
behold, it was prepared to show unto our fathers the course
which they should travel in the wilderness" (Alma 37:38-39).
The ball, circle, or compass is a symbol of the cosmogony. At
the beginning of Lehite history, when the group has severed all
relations with the Jews at Jerusalem, when God creates this new
people by leading them on an exodus through the wilderness,
God gives them this circle/compass. Wheft,Nephi is endangered
by the chaotic forces of the sea, he takes J out his compass and
prays to the creator. Small wonder the Liahona is one of the

25 Josipovici, The Book of God, 105.
26 Harold Fisch, Poetry with Purpose: Biblical Poetics and
Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), 24.
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symbols of kingship prized by later generations of Nephites: 27
the plates of brass, the sword of Laban, and the "ball or director,
which led our fathers through the wilderness, which was
prepared by the hand of the Lord" (Mosiah 1:16).28 Thomasson's analysis of the ball imagery points to it as a symbol of the
earth, the globe. The bit of curious workmanship parallels the
one fashioned after a divine pattern by Nephi.
So the exodus (specifically the tabernacle construction) is
- connected to the deluge and both are connected to the creation.
Nephi's construction of the ship is connected to all three of the
biblical archetypes of new creations, as shown in table 1 (see
pp.82-83).
The cosmogonic imagery in this narrative is not only
essential at the creation of the new people, but it is also closely
connected to the exodus just preceding it. Anderson locates the
main "fulcrum of Israel's faith" in the exodus rather than the
creation. He suggests that the first creation is the exodus, and
that we should then read backward to the creation: ''The creation
accounts at the beginning of the Bible are written from the
standpoint of the meaning disclosed in the event of the Exodus.
The history that is now recorded forwards must be read
backwards, so to speak, through the faith of the believing
community."29 The purpose of biblical creation is the later
creation of the children of Israel: "From the Exodus, Israel
looked back to the creation, confessing that the God who was
active at the beginning of her history was likewise active at the
beginning of the world's history."30 We should not be surprised to see the exodus and creation symbols linked in the Book
of Mormon just as they are linked in the tabernacle narrative.
.
Among the cosmic connotations of the many waters and
the sea voyage, Nephi is also telling us something about the
journey to the promised land. "Settlement in a new, unknown,
uncultivated country is equivalent to an act of Creation."31
Eliade cites the Scandinavian settlers of Iceland as an example.
"Their enterprise was for them only the repetition of a primordial
27 Gordon C. Thomasson, "Mosiah: The Complex Symbolism and
the Symbolic Complex of Kingship in the Book of Mormon," F.A.R.M.S.
preliminary report, 1982.
28 Ibid., 4.
29 Anderson, Creation versus Chaos, 35.
30 Ibid., 38.
31 Eliade, Cosmos and History, 10.
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act: the transformation of chaos into cosmos by the divine act of
Creation."32 To settle in a new land is to repeat the cosmogony.3 3 This act of creating is exactly what the Lehi colony
does. We should not be surprised then when the settlers finish
their sea voyage and begin fulfilling the creation injunction to
subdue the earth: "And it came to pass that we did begin to till
the earth, and we began to plant seeds; yea, we did put all our
seeds into the earth, which we had brought from the land of
Jerusalem. And it came to pass that they did grow exceedingly;
wherefore, we were blessed in abundance" (l Nephi 18:24).
The creation of the earth ends with the command that man go
forth on the earth, multiply and be fruitful (Genesis 1:28);
Blenkinsopp's parallel incident of the conquering of the
promised land and the subsequent partitioning of it also ends
with the same subduing (Joshua 18:1, 19:51).34 Noah and his
group are commanded likewise to "be fruitful and multiply"
(Genesis 8: 17). "The image of the 'seed of all living' issuing
from the bowels of the arks is the primary expression of
abundance and prosperity in the Deluge stories. A minor
concretion of the same ideology in Gilgamesh is probably
reflected in the cargo and skills of the individuals admitted into
the ark."35 Nephi's cosmogony ends with the going forth on the
land, planting the seeds (they had carried with them from
Jerusalem) in the earth as God did, and exercising dominion.
Seeds of Faith, Seeds of Scholarship

The narrative that tells us about Nephi's building his ship
is much more sophisticated and deserves far more analysis than I
have given it here. My point is that if revisionists can be
selective about those assumptions and evidence from biblical
criticism that serve their ideological purposes, then those of us
who believe in the Book of Mormon can also-everyone who
takes up the text does that: explores it partially and with
particular interests. Rather, we ought at least to point out the
conflicting views within piblical scholarship. Biblical scholarship is not inimical to belief in the Bible or the Book of
Mormon.
32
33

Ibid.
Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane, 65.
34 Blenkinsopp, Prophecy and Canon, 68.
35 Holloway, "What Ship Goes There," 18.
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Work Dedared Good

Completion
Formula

Blessing
Pronounced

Gen. 1:31
"And God saw
everything that he
had made, and,
behold, it was very
good"

Gen. 2:1
'Thus the heavens
and the earth were
fmished, and all the
host of them"

Gen. 2:3
"And God blessed
the seventh day,
and sanctified it"

Gen. 9:11-17

Gen. 6:22; 7:5
"Thus did Noah;
according to all
that God
commanded him,
so did he"

Gen. 9:1
"And God blessed
Noah and his
sons"

God establishes a

covenant

Tabernade

Ex. 39:43; cf.
39:43
"And Moses did
look upon all the
work, and, behold,
they had done it as
the Lord had
commanded, even
so had they done
it"

Ex. 39:32; cf.
Ex. 39:43
"And Moses
39:43; 40:33
"And the children
blessed them"
of Israel did
according to all
that the Lord
commanded Moses,
so did they"

Nephi's
Ship

1 Ne. 18:4
"And it came to
pass that after I had
fmished the ship,
according to the
word of the Lord,
my brethren beheld
that it was good"

1 Ne. 18:4
1 Ne. 18:24
"And it came to
"Wherefore, we
pass that after I had were blessed in
finished the ship,
abundance"
according to the
word of the Lord

Table 1. Biblical archetypes of creation compared to Nephi's
construction of the ship.
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Multiply and
Fill the Earth

Curious
Workmanship

Mountain
Theophany

Gen. 1:28
"And God said unto
them, Be fruitful, and
m_ultiply, and replenish
the earth"

Gen. 1:11-12,20--22,
24-25
The variety of species
is emphasized.

Gen. 8:17; 9:1
"Bring forth with thee
every living thing .. .
that they may breed
abundantly in the earth,
and be fruitful, and
multiply upon the
earth"

Gen. 6:14-16
Divine pattern for
building the ark
specified

Josh. 18:1
"And the whole
congregation of Israel
assembled together at
Shiloh, and set up the
tabernacle of the
congregation there.
And the land was
subdued before them"

Ex. 31 :3-4
"I have filled [BezaleelJ
with the spirit of God,
in wisdom, and in
understanding, and in
know ledge, and in all
manner of
workmanship. To
devise cunning works
in gold, and in silver,
and in brass"

Ex. 24:12
"And the Lord said
unto Moses, Come up
to me into the mount"

1 Ne. 18:24
"And it came to pass
that we did begin to till
the earth, and we began
to plant seeds"

1 Ne. 18:1; cf. 18:2
"We did work the
timbers of curious
workmanship. And the
Lord did show me from
time to time after what
manner I should work
the timbers of the
ship"

1 Ne. 17:7; cf. 17:8
"The voice of the Lord
came unto me, saying:
Arise, and get thee into
the mountain. And it
came to pass that I
arose and went up into
the mountain, and cried
unto the Lord"
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During our journey through the wilderness and across the
sea with the Book of Mormon, we have carried with us many
seeds. Those seeds produce fruit after their own kind; implicit in
the idea of cr,eation is the notion that the variety of the harvest is
good in itself. We ought to rejoice that we can find a species of
biblical criticism that opens the Book of Mormon text up in ways
we never before imagined. We should plant the implicit seeds of
faith that have been our cargo all these years.
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Ancient 'Aspects of Nephite Kingship in the
Book of Mormon
Todd R. Kerr
Abstract: Nephite kings were expected to fulfill the
same roles that kings played in other ancient
civilizations-commander of the military forces, chief
judicial official, and leader of the national religion. A
king's success depended not only on the extent to which
he performed each role, but also on the motives behind his
service. Selfless rule by Benjamin-type kings commanded
the respect and praise of the people, while King Noah's
quest for personal gain roused Old World disdain for the
monarch. The Nephite experiment with kingship confirms
that between "kings and tyrants there's this difference
known; kings seek their subject's good; tyrants their
own." [Robert Herrick, 1591-1674]

Introduction
Ancient Near Eastern civilizations held conflicting views of
their kings. In Mesopotamian and Egyptian societies, royalty
constituted the primary form of government, and kings were
revered "as being the adopted offspring of deity."! Other
cultures, however, displayed less favorable attitudes toward
kingly rule. The Israelites, for example, not only rejected the
theory of divine kingship,2 but viewed monarchy as a potentially
oppressive institution only tolerated by God and usually
"demanded" by those in society bent on mimicking neighboring

Stephen D. Ricks, "The Ideology of Kingship in Mosiah 1-6,"
in John W. Welch, ed., Reexploring the Book of Mornwn (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1992), 115.
2
See, e.g., Dale Patrick, Old Testament Law (Atlanta: Knox,
1985), 120 (Israelite law reduced kings "to a concession and subordinated
them to the law imposed upon the entire people").
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nations.3 Indeed, Samuel voiced much contempt for monarchs
when he warned that Israel would some day "cry out" after its
king confiscated its land and property and carried off its sons to
war (1 Samuel 8:11-18).
The writings of King Mosiah in the Book of Mormon
evidence a similar ambivalence toward kingship. In Mosiah 29,
King Mosiah declares:
Now I say unto you, that because all men are not
just it is not expedient that ye should have a king or
kings to rule over you .... Ye cannot dethrone an
iniquitous king save it be through much contention,
and the shedding of much blood. For behold, he has
his friends in iniquity, and he keepeth his guards
about him; and he teareth up the laws of those who
have reigned in righteousness before him; and he
trampleth under his feet the commandments of God.
(Mosiah 29: 16,21-22)
Although a few of Mosiah' s statements reflect Old
Testament suspicion toward monarchy, Mosiah himself could
not deny that kingship, endowed on certain men in certain
circumstances, could form an effective system of government.
Mosiah even admitted:
If it were possible that you could have just men to
be your kings, ... yea, if ye could have men for
your kings who would do even as my Father
Benjamin did for this people-I say unto you, if this
could always be the case then it would be expedient
that ye should always have kings to rule over you.
(Mosiah 29: 13)

The questions Mosiah begs us to ask are (1) what was
meant by "just men," and (2) what did King Benjamin "do" that
made his reign so admirable? This report explores possible
answers to those questions, examining Nephite and other ancient
dynasties in hopes of delineating the royal attributes and
functions capable of justifying Mosiah's argument for perpetual
monarchy.
3
1 Samuel 8: 19: "Nevertheless the people refused to obey the
voice of Samuel; and they said, Nay; but we will have a king over us"; 1
Samuel 8:22: "And the Lord said to Samuel, Hearken unto their voice, and
make them a ,king,"
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Admittedly, such an investigation is somewhat problematic. Ancient accounts of monarchs are few in number and
provide only a glimpse into the scope and framework of kingly
rule. The Book of Mormon, for instance, describes only a
handful of Nephite kings in pertinent detail. 4 Nevertheless, there
is sufficient evidence to support at least a few conclusions. First,
"just" Nephite kings, like many of their Old World counterparts,
p~rformed three functions vital to societal well-being-military
commander-in-chief, chief judge over the legal system, and
leader of the national religion. S Second, Nephite kings, with the
exception of Noah, followed King Benjamin's example of
treating the crown as an instrument of royal servitude and
stewardship, as opposed to dominion and oppression.

Guardian of the People
Ancient nations could not establish internal peace or
stability without first securing their borders and maintaining
national security. Effective military leadership by the king,
therefore, was vital to the society's well-being. Whether Nephite
or Near Eastern, ancient kings fulfilled their duty as guardian of
the nation by personally commanding military forces in time of
war, and by supervising building and storage activities designed
to strengthen national security.

Chieftain Warrior
One of the most important roles of the Hebrew king "was
that of being a leader in war. That is to say, primarily it was his
duty to defend his people from aggressive action on the part of
their neighbors."6 Hebrew kingship initially developed because
4
These kings include Nephi, Benjamin, Mosiah 2, Zeniff, and
Noah. Only limited references are made to other kings, such as Mosiahl.
5
In Israel, "the king functions as judge and military leader as the
anointed of God: he is consecrated to the service of God in obedience to His
Torah." Erwin I. J. Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy,"
Journal of Jewish Studies 9 (1958): 6. "That the Hittite king was not only
leader in war and supreme judge but also chief priest of the national cults, is
well established." O. R. Gurney, "Hittite Kingship," in S. H. Hooke, ed.,
Myth, Ritual, and Kingship (Oxford: Clarendon, 1958), 105.
6
Aubrey R. Johnson, "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," in
Hooke, ed., Myth, Ritual, and Kingship, 205. See also C. R. North, "The
Religious Aspects of Hebrew Kingship," Zeitschrift fur die Alttesta-
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of pressing needs for military leadership in Israel's territorial
scuffles with surrounding nations. 7 As the Lord told Samuel, "I
will send thee a man [Saul] out of the land of Benjamin, and
thou shalt anoint him to be captain over my people Israel, that he
may save my people out of the hand of the Philistines" (1
- Samuel 9:16).
Many Israelite kings rose to national prominence because
of their superior feats in battle and spent much energy in waging
war against Israel's enemies. Saul, for example, broke out of
obscurity by "attracting the attention of the people by his
prowess in arms against the Ammonites, as a result of which
they took him to Gilgal and formally made him king."8
Similarly, David first found favor in the people's eyes by
slaying the Philistine giant Goliath in battle (1 Samuel 17), and
then spent many years fighting and subduing the Philistine,
Moabite, Syrian, Edomite, and Ammonite armies (2 Samuel
8-10).9
In the New World, laredite monarchs endured countless
security problems and military campaigns. laredite history,-in
fact, was characterized by one "fierce and unrelenting struggle
for power" after another.10 Beginning with Corihor's rebellion
against his king-father Kib (Ether 7:4-5), rivals to the throne
often withdrew into the wilderness to gather materials and
mentliche Wissenschaft (1932): 9: "Kingship in Israel ... was primarily
military."
7
See Ze'ev W. Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times (Jerusalem:
Wahnnann, 1964), 44: "The resistance to the Philistine rule called for a
national leadership"; North, "The Religious Aspects of Hebrew Kingship,"
9: "1 Sam. 8:5-20 shows that 'the immediately pressing need [in Israel] was
for a war-king and administrative head rather than for a priest-king' ";
Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy," 3: "Philistine
encroachment necessitated a more permanent and comprehensive national
leadership which could guarantee a settled life in peace and independence"; K.
W. Whitelam, The Just King (Sheffield: JSOT, 1979), 68: "the allimposing Philistine threat necessitated a unification of hitherto disparate
groups that needed a central authority if they were to survive." See also 1
Samuel 8:2: people demanded a king to "go out before us, and fight our
battles."
8
Erwin R. Goodenough, "Kingship in Early Israel," Journal of
Biblical Literature 48 (1929): 169, 186 (citing 1 Samuel 11).
9
See Johnson, "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," 205.
10 Hugh W. Nibley, The World of the Jaredites (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1980), 192.
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manpower sufficient to challenge the crown)l "When the
aspirant to the throne finally becomes strong enough to dispose
of his rivals by assassination, revolution, or a pitched battle, the
former bandit and outlaw becomes king and has to deal in tum
with a new crop of rebels and pretenders."12
To survive such hostile political environments, Jaredite
monarchs became masters of strategy and secrecy, as well as
fearless combatants on the battlefield.13 Because ancient Asiatic
_ tradition viewed every war as a "personal combat between two
kings, it was customary for [Jaredite kings and their rivals] to
challenge each other to single combat." 14 Thus, scenes of "Shiz
and Coriantumr hacking away at each other" in a great and final
battle should come as no surprise.l 5
Enemy encroachment also contributed to the establishment
of Nephite monarchy. At the time Nephi was appointed king (2
Nephi 5:18-19), Lamanite hatred toward the Nephites was
strong (2 Nephi 5:14), and Nephi's subjects turned to him for
protection. 16 As Jacob noted, the Nephites "loved Nephi exceedingly, he having been a great protector for them, having
wielded the sword of Laban in their defence, ... Wherefore,
the people were desirous to retain in remembrance his name"
(Jacob 1:10--11).
King Benjamin also rose to power and influence during a
period of "serious war and much bloodshed between the
Nephites and the Lamanites" (Omni 1:24). Each time the
11

See also Ether 7:14-16; 8:2-4; 10:8-10; 10:14-15; 10:31-32.
Nibley, The World o/the Jaredites, 193.
13 Many Jaredite kings relied upon secret oaths and combinations
to overthrow or preserve power, as illustrated in the "Salome Episode," in
which the daughter of Jared asked, "is there not an account concerning them
of old, that they by their secret plans did obtain kingdoms and great glory?"
(Ether 8:9).
14 Nibley, The World o/the Jaredites, 230. Nibley also reminds us
that "what the Jaredite kings did was a conscious imitation and unbroken
continuation of the ways of the 'ancients' " in central Asia. Ibid., 222.
15 Ibid., 230 (citing Ether 15:28-32). See also Ether 7:9 (Shule
gave battle unto Corihor); 7:15-16 (Noah gave battle unto Shule); 7:21
(Shule did slay Cohor); 9:27 (Heth slew his father with his own sword);
10:15 (Levi did make war against the king); 10:32-33 (Com went to battle
against the king Amgid); 11:15 (mighty man battles Moron); 13:16
(Coriantumr was studied in all the arts of war and gave battle to all
challengers); 14:11-12 (Coriantumr fought with Lib).
16 2 Nephi 6:2: "my brother Nephi, unto whom ye look as a king
or a protector, and on whom ye depend for safety."
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"annies of the Lamanites came down out of the land of Nephi, to
battle against his people ... king Benjamin gathered together
his annies, and he did stand against them; and he did fight with
the strength of his own ann, with the sword of Laban" (Words
of Mormon 1:13). King Benjamin's military generalship, as well
as his personal combat skills on the battlefield, gave the
Nephites serious advantage over the Lamanites, insomuch that
King Benjamin drove the Lamanites out of the land of Zarahemla
(Omni 1:24).1 7
Equally impressive were King Zeniff s heroics while
defending his kingdom against Lamanite invasion. Zeniff
protected his people not only by setting "guards round about the
land, that the Lamanites might not come upon [them]" (Mosiah
10:2), but also by sending out spies into enemy territories to
discover Lamanite movements and preparations for war (Mosiah
10:7). When the Lamanites finally attacked, Zeniff led virtually
the entire male population into battle, including all old and
"young men that were able to bear anns" (Mosiah 10:9). Zeniff
emphatically noted, "even I, in myoid age, did go up to battle
against the Lamanites" (Mosiah 10:10). Thus, although Zeniffs
people went "up in the strength of the Lord to battle" (Mosiah
10:10), victory was due in no small part to King Zeniffs tactical
prowess and battlefield valor.

Building Activities
Commanding annies and chariotry in the field was only
one aspect of the king's duty to protect the nation. Standing
armies demanded food, clothing, weapons, and appropriate
training. Positions of strategic importance (such as national
borders) also required physical reinforcement against enemy
attack. As a result, procurement of munitions and fortification of
cities and borders were vital components to any national security
program.
History attests to the military and political significance of
royal building projects. Assyrian kings, for instance, "constantly
founded new cities and peopled them with prisoners of war"
pursuant to a policy of forced urbanization.1 8 These building
17 See also Words of Mormon 1:14: "And in the strength of the
Lord they did contend against their enemies, until they had slain many
thousands of the Lamanites."
18 A. Leo Oppenheim, "A Bird's-Eye View of Mesopotamian
Economic History," in K. Polanyi, C. M. Arensberg, H. W. Pearson, eds.,
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activities pacified and secured regions surrounding the nation
"by enabling pressure to be exerted upon unstable population
elements and by securing the trade routes."19 In Egypt, the
Pharaoh commanded the construction of "large fortified cities
and fortresses in the eastern Delta."20 This effort protected the
area from attacks by surrounding enemies who "usually attacked
the small, unprotected settlements, while avoiding the larger
fortified cities."21 Despite their nomadic traditions, Jaredite
kings also paused from their expansive military campaigns to
engage in building activities. 22 Not to be outdone by their own
neighbors, many Hebrew kings built "fortifications at strategic
points throughout the realm" while developing and maintaining a
standing military force. 23 "The biblical texts state that Solomon
rebuilt and fortified the cities of Gezer, Hazor, Lower BethHoron, Baalath and Tamar among others, in addition to building
store-cities and cities for his chariots and horses" (1 Kings 9: 1519; 10:26).24 David and Solomon also built a network of
fortresses along the Gulf of Aqaba and the Red Sea to secure
vital highways and trade routes.25
Nephite kings supervised similar building and fortification
programs. A formidable challenge to King Nephi after fleeing
from the Lamanites (2 Nephi 5:5-8) was to cause his "people to
be industrious, and to labor with their hands" (2 Nephi 5:17).
Nephi taught his people "to build buildings, and to work in all
manner of wood, and of iron, and of copper, and of brass, and
Trade and Market in the Early Empires (New York and London: 1965),36
(cited in G. W. Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in
Ancient Palestine [Leiden: Brill, 1982], 1).
19 Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in
Ancient Palestine, 1.
20 Ibid., 10.
21 Ibid.
22 The book of Ether, for example, reports that Coriantum (Ether
9:23), Shez (Ether 10:4), and Morianton (Ether 10:12) built up large and
mighty cities. Nibley points out that one of the greatest paradoxes of
history "is that the nomads of the [Asiatic] steppes were perhaps the greatest
builders of all time, though their normal type of 'city' was 'more suggestive
of an ordo-like tent-city than a town in the usual sense.' " Nibley, The
World o/the Jaredites, 227.
23 Johnson, "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," 205.
24 Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in
Ancient Palestine, 36-37.
25 Ibid., 38-39.
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of steel, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious ores" (2
Nephi 5:15). In time, the Nephites became exceedingly rich "in
fine workmanship of wood, in buildings, and in machinery, and
also in iron and copper, and brass and steel, making all manner
of tools of every kind to till the ground, and weapons of war"
(Jarom 1:8). King Noah even built towers, "many elegant and
spacious buildings," and an elaborate system of vineyards
(Mosiah 11:8-14). He also contributed "all manner of fme work
within the walls of the temple" (Mosiah 11: 10).
Nephite kings were quick to put scientific know-how to
military use. Nephite metal technology, for example, allowed
Nephi to arm his forces with many swords made after the
manner of the sword of Laban (2 Nephi 5:14).26 Nephite
armories contained various weapons, such as "the sharp pointed
arrow, and the quiver, and the dart, and the javelin" (Jarom 1:8).
Zeniff's band possessed a similarly impressive array of
weapons, including bows, arrows, swords, cimeters, clubs,
slings, and "all manner of weapons which [the Nephites] could
invent" (Mosiah 9:16).
Nephite kings employed the nation's building capabilities
to fortify cities and lands against repeated Lamanite attacks
(Iarom 1:7). It is significant that the first item on King Zeniff s
agenda after obtaining permission from the Lamanite king to
possess the land of Lehi-Nephi was to "build buildings, and to
repair the walls of the city" (Mosiah 9:8). In the end, Nephite
defense forces, armed with a wide array of weapons and
occupying fortified strategic positions, became formidable
obstacles to marauding Lamanite armies. Having been prepared
by their kings, the Nephites did not allow the Lamanites to
"prosper" against them, and became "conquerors" over them
(Iarom 1:9; Jacob 7:25; Mosiah 11:18-19).
It should be noted that royal building programs served
numerous nonmilitary functions as well. Temple building, for
example, centralized national religious worship and legitimized
the royal office. 27 For this reason, Nephi built a temple "after
the manner of the temple of Solomon" shortly after his people
separated from the Lamanites (2 Nephi 5: 16). Moreover,
26 Zeniff also caused "that there should be weapons of war made of
every kind, that thereby [he] might have weapons for [his] people" (Mosiah
10:1).
27 Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in
Ancient Palestine, 2.
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building and urbanization policies extended "the arm of central
administration ... throughout the country making the different
groups of people aware that they were united."28

Civil Servant
Because civilizations were destroyed by forces from within
as well as outside their borders, ancient kings were expected
- "not only to safeguard the liberty of the state [from foreign
attack], but also to defend the rights of his individual subjects."29 The ancient "king was commissioned to preserve the
life of the nation by the practice of justice, for only by justice is
order in the land and harmony among the peoples maintained."30
To maintain that "practice of justice," ancient kings assumed
important judicial and administrative duties.

Judge
Kings in the ancient Near East served as judges or chief
judges of the people. In Babylon, "the office of king ...
essentially [was] to be understood as the office of judge."31
Hammurabi, who described himself as the ''just king," provided
a glimpse into the notion of a judge-king:
May the king who shall be [raised up] in the land
observe the just words which I have inscribed on my
monument; may he not alter the judgement of the land
which I have judged and the decisions of the land
which I have decided nor mar my carved figures.
If that man has authority and so is able to give
justice to the land, let him give heed to the words
which I have inscribed on my monument, that that
monument may show him custom [and] rule, the
28
29

Ibid., 37.
Johnson, "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," 207. See also
Whitelam, The Just King, 17: "Clearly the function of the king was
twofold: to ensure the safety of his people by 'force of anns' against internal
threat of rebellion or external threat of invasion and to ensure the 'wellbeing' of the nation through the establishment of justice."
30 Helen A. Kenik, "Code of Conduct for a King: Psalm 101,"
JourTUlI of Biblical Literature 95 (1976): 391, 395. Kenik also notes that the
essential theme of Psalm 101 is "peace and order among the people living in
the 'city of Yahweh,' made possible by the practice of justice." Ibid., 393.
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judgment of the land which I have judged [and] the
decisions of the land which I have decided, that he
may so give justice to his dark-haired folk, that he
may judge their judgments [and] decide their
decisions. 32
In another Babylonian text, King Nebuchadnezzar II is
shown performing similar functions as judge:
He was not negligent in the matter of true and
righteous judgment, he did not rest night or day, but
with council and deliberation he persisted in writing
down judgments and decisions arranged to be pleasing to the great lord, Maduk, and for the betterment of
all the peoples and the settling of the land of Akkad.33
Judicial responsibilities similarly were included in the job
descriptions of other Near Eastern kings. Legend has it that
KIt's inability to perform vital judicial functions almost cost him
his throne,34 and the king in U garit was the "focal point of the
legal system" and "performed the function of judge."35
The king's duties and responsibilities as judge in ancient
Israel are much harder to delineate and the subject of intense
debate. Some commentators contend that the king was the
supreme judge, and that his "function as ruler was essentially to
act as judge."36 Other scholars disagree, asserting that "until
very late in the period of the kings, the Israelite state had so little
to do with the practical administration of the law that one can

31 Hans J. Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the
Old Testament and Ancient East (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1980),25.
32 Code of Hammurabi, Epilogue, 75-95.
33 Whitelam, The Just King, 21 (citing Lambert, "Nebuchadnezzar
King of Justice," I, 8).
34 Whitelam, The Just King, 25: "By slow degrees thou art
growing old, And in the sepulchral cave thou wilt abide. Thou hast let thy
hands fall into error. Thou dost not uphold the case of the widow, Nor decide
the suit of the oppressed. Sickness is as thy bedfellow, Disease as thy
concubine. Descend from thy rule that I may become king, From thy
government that I may be enthroned."
35 Ibid., 24.
36 Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the Old
Testament and Ancient East, 41 (citing I. Benzinger, Hebraische
ArchLiologie [1927]: 278).
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scarcely attribute to it any essential part in the actual making of
the law."37
The more correct view probably lies between the two
extremes; although Israel's king often made himself available to
serve as a judge, his legal jurisdiction and power was
surprisingly limited. Royal judicial power was not allowed to
_trample the authority originally "reserved to the local courts" or
other legal institutions, and jurisdiction over many common
matters remained with the premonarchical form of judiciary.3 8
Family law, for example, fell under the jurisdiction of the
paterfamilias. Councils of elders usually handled town disputes,
and local priests assumed authority over cases too difficult for
the town counci1.39 Moreover, although royal courts may have
been available to lower courts in an advisory capacity, the
monarchy never established "itself as a superior court to which
appeal could be made against decisions of the city courts."40
Israel's kings were given little original jurisdiction, except for
authority over matters involving interests of the crown.41 Most
biblical accounts depict the crown exercising judicial authority

37 Ibid., 41 (citing Alt, "The Origins of Israelite Law," in Essays
on Old Testament History and Religion [Oxford, 1966], 101).
38 See Whitelam, The Just King, 69; Macholz, "Die Stellung des
Konigs in der Israelitischen Gerichtverfassung," ZA W 84 (1972): 177. Falk
also notes that the "introduction of the monarchy did not bring about the
abolition of the former democratic institutions. The temple of Jerusalem
carried on the amphictyonic tradition of the tribes of Israel. So did the
prophets, who emphasized the kingdom of God and the obligations of the
temporal king towards the people." Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times,
4~7.

39 White lam, The Just King, 46. Boecker also notes that the
advent of Israelite kingship did not effect a tremendous reorganization of the
law. Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the Old Testament
and Ancient East, 43.
40 Macholz, "Die S tellung des Konigs in der Israelitischen
Gerichtverfassung," 177 (cited in Boecker, Law and the Administration of
Justice in the Old Testament and Ancient East, 43).
41 Aubrey Johnson contends that the story of the woman of Tekoa
(2 Samuel 14:1-20), whom Joab sent to David to plead in parable fashion
the cause of Absalom, "affords a clear indication of the right of appeal to the
king which was enjoyed by even the humblest in the land." Johnson,
"Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," 206. It must be noted, however, that
this was a dispute clearly involving the royal household, as Absalom had
been implicated in the death of David's son.
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only over military cases, matters involving the royal household,
or actions arising in the capital city of Jerusalem.42
Admittedly, the concept of ancient kings as trustworthy
and diligent judges exist only in theory.43 There is much
evidence that the exercise of royal judicial power was not as
smooth or idealistic as ancient records would have us believe.
For example, it may not be realistic to believe that, as a practical
matter, "any oppressed man who has a cause" had access to
King Hammurabi's ear, or even to "the temple at Esargila where
the stele was erected."44 In addition, some commentators
believe that the "prologue-epilogue framework" found in
Babylonian and other Near Eastern law codes simply assured the
population (and subsequent readers) that the king had upheld his
duty to judge with fairness. 45 Such commentaries perhaps said
little about how the law really was enforced or administered.
Finally, even though the book of Psalms expresses a
favorable opinion of kingship, the judicial conduct of several
Jewish kings often fell short of the idea1. 46 Like many other
ancient rulers, David and Solomon used monarchical judicial
authority to "legitimize political machinations advantageous to
the crown."47 But whatever the distinction between royal
42 Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the Old
Testament and Ancient East, 42-43. Boecker relies upon 1 Samuel 22:6-19
as an example of royal jurisdiction over military forces, and 2 Samuel
19:16-24 as an example of the king's judicial authority over bis bousebold
and administration.
43 Some commentators warn that many descriptions of kings set
forth only the "ideal" version of monarcby. See, e.g., Wbitelam, The Just
King, 18.
44 Ibid., 22 (emphasis added).
45 See, e.g., J. J. Finkelstein, "Ammisaduqa's Edict and the
Babylonian Law Codes," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 15 (1961): 103
(cited in Wbitelam, The Just King, 22-23).
46 Psalms 72:1-4 reads, "Give the king thy judgments, 0 God,
and thy rigbteousness unto the king's son. He sball judge thy people with
rigbteousness, and thy poor with judgment. Tbe mountains sball bring
peace to the people, and the little bills, by rigbteousness. He sball judge the
poor of the people, be sball save the children of the needy, and sball break in
pieces the oppressor."
47 Wbitelam, The Just King, 89, 118-21, 165; 2 Samuel 1:1-16,
execution of Amalekite was for political reasons, to remove any question of
David's complicity in Saul's death; 2 Samuel 4, execution of murderers of
Isbbaal dispelled suspicions regarding David's connection with the crime; 2
Samuel 3:6-39, David refused to punisb Joab for the murder of Abner, an
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judgeship in practice and theory, it appears that ancient kings
were expected to make at least a good faith effort to exercise
judicial authority in the proper manner.
The Book of Mormon contains few extensive accounts
describing the judicial activities of kings.48 The story of
Abinadi's trial before King Noah, however, is an exception and
provides a glimpse at the scope of royal judicial authority in
ancient Nephite society.49 An understanding of the king's role
as judge in ancient Israel also explains some of the oddities
associated with Abinadi's trial (Mosiah 12-18).
As explained in Mosiah 12, King Noah's subjects charged
Abinadi with two counts of false prophecy-one against the
people, and the other against the king (Mosiah 12:9-10).
Although King Noah coordinated most of the trial 50 and
pronounced the final verdict against Abinadi, Noah's priests also
exercised much power over the proceedings. In fact, Noah's
first act after receiving custody of Abinadi was to command "that
the priests should gather themselves together that he might hold
a council with them what he should do" (Mosiah 12: 17). The
priests eventually exercised significant control over the trial,
raising additional accusations on their own initiative and
conducting the actual examination of Abinadi.51 At one point,
the priests even countermanded Noah's decision to release
Abinadi (after he successfully defended himself against

influential member of the Saulide faction; 1 Kings 1; 2:13-15, 28-35, 3646, Solomon may have had Adonijah, Joab, and Shimei killed by contrived
judicial murder in order to preserve the image of a just king.
48 The book of Ether makes only passing references to certain
Jaredite kings "executing" judgment throughout the land (Ether 7:1, 11,24,
27; 9:21; 10:11). Unfortunately, the exact details of "executing jUdgment"
are never spelled out.
49 For a detailed explanation of Abinadi's trial, see John W.
Welch, "An Ancient Legal Setting for the Book of Mormon" (unpublished
manuscript), 31-85.
50 Ibid., 42; King Noah convened the court and had sufficient
authority to command the priests to follow his orders.
51 Ibid., 43. See also Mosiah 12:19: "And they began to question
him, that they might cross him, that thereby they might have wherewith to
accuse him"; Mosiah 17:7-8: "Abinadi, we have found an accusation against
thee, and thou art worthy of death. For thou hast said that God himself
should come down among the children of men."
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accusations of blasphemy), and then carried out Abinadi's
execution by fire. 52
That Noah shared jurisdiction with his priests is not
surprising given the limited judicial role kings played in ancient
Israel. Israel's king seldom participated in everyday judicial
matters because his jurisdiction was confined to military
disputes, the rights and obligations of the royal family, and
-cases arising in the capital city. Similarly, King Noah
participated in Abinadi's trial probably because the case arose in
the capital city and involved charges of lying against the king
(and his household).53 Because the claims against Abinadi also
involved priestly matters (Le., the charge of false prophecy
against the people), King Noah could not adjudicate the case
without respecting the jurisdiction of his priests. Noah's numerous strategy sessions with his priests evidences unfamiliarity
with judicial procedure and precedent, perhaps further indicating
that Noah "was not ,regularly involved in judicial affairs."54 The
role of priests at Abinadi's trial, therefore, was as much a matter
of practical necessity as legal formality.
All of this says nothing, of course, as to the motives
behind King Noah's participation in Abinadi's trial. Given his
wicked disposition, Noah cared more about ridding himself of
the prophet-antagonist Abinadi than discharging his judicial
duties over matters reserved to the king. 55 Nevertheless,
Abinadi's trial provides some evidence that royal judicial
authority in Nephite society, at least in theory, did not extend to
everyday proceedings and was limited to matters pertaining to
the military, royal household, or capital city.
Civil Administrator
Even in ancient times, the legal needs of large populations
were too burdensome for one supreme judge. Moses, for
example, became "so oppressed by the duty of hearing all the
52 Mosiah 17:11-12: "And now king Noah was about to release
him, . .. But the priests lifted up their voices against him, and began to
accuse him, saying; He bas reviled the king. Therefore, the king was stirred
up in anger against him, and he delivered him up that he might be slain."
53 Welch, "An Ancient Legal Setting for the Book of Mormon,"
45.
54 Ibid., 42.
55 It was not uncommon in ancient Israel for monarchs to use their
judicial authority for their own political purposes. See pp. 96-97 above.
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cases brought before him" that he teetered on the point of
physical collapse, forcing the appointment of a lower "system of
judges for the people, in which Moses [would] still hear the
most important cases, but [would] be relieved of the great mass
of minor ones."56 Thus, in addition to hearing their own cases,
ancient kings were forced to appoint (and monitor) other judicial
and law enforcement officials working to ensure peace and order
throughout the realm.
The foundation of Israel's judicial system was established
during Moses' time. Saul, Israel's first monarch, built upon this
early administration by appointing priests and herdsmen as
permanent officials to the crown. 57 By the time of David's
reign, the crown presided over a sophisticated and centralized
legal system, complete with its own military leaders, judges,
recorders, spokesmen, priests, scribes, and chief rulers. 58
During the Solomonic periocd, Israel's judicial structure also
included royal administrators and tax collectors:
So king Solomon was king over all Israel. And
these were the princes which he had; Azariah the son
of Zodak the priest, Elihoreph and Ahiah, the sons of
Shish a, scribes; Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud, the
recorder. And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was over
the host; and Zadok and Abiathar were the priests:
And Azariah the son of Nathan was over the officers:
and Zabud the son of Nathan was principal officer,
and the king's friend: And Ahishar was over the
household: and Adoniram the son of Abda was over
the tribute. (1 Kings 4:1-6)
The presence of legal officials and administrators under the
command of Nephite kings is less apparent. The Book of
Mormon contains no long lists of legal officials like those found
in the Bible. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that
56

Goodenough, "Kingship in Early Israel," 179 (citing Exodus

18:13-27).

57

Whitelam, The Just King, 72 (citing 1 Samuel 14, 22:9 and

21:8).

58 Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the Old
Testament and Ancient East, 38 (citing 2 Samuel 8:16-18; 20:23-26).
Another list of high ranking officials in David's administration is found in
Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in Ancient
Palestine, 28-29.
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Nephite kings in fact presided over some form of judicial
administration. That the king was not the sole judge in Nephite
society is clearly evidenced by Abinadi's trial, during which
Nephite priests exercised jurisdiction over matters not involving
the crown. King Noah, furthermore, could not have established
and administered his oppressive taxation system without the aid
of numerous collectors and administrative officials. 59 Finally,
the book of Mosiah frequently speaks of kings having "charge
concerning all the affairs a/the kingdom" (Mosiah 1:15; 6:3).
Such extensive responsibilities most likely required assistance
from a corps of civil servants.
Lawgiver
Effective administration of the law was and still "is the
process whereby law is made to function equitably .... It
involves supervision, adjustment, amendments."60 As nations
grew and developed, modifications to the practice of law and
justice became inevitable. Consequently, it was not unusual for
ancient kings to issue proclamations or to promulgate specific
laws in their capacity as heads of the legal system. 61
Jewish kings often established new laws affecting Israel's
armed forces, system of taxation, and supply of forced labor. 62
David, for instance, issued new regulations regarding the
distribution of military booty (1 Samuel 30:23-25), and King
Zedekiah issued a proclamation freeing all slaves within Israel's
borders.63 King Amaziah's execution of the servants who killed
his father was also promulgated "in the standard form of a royal
decree."64 Finally, in addition to reforming Jewish religious
practices, King Jehoshaphat established a national system of
59 Mosiah 11:6-13 (taxes levied upon the people supported Noah's
wickedness and idolatry, and financed construction of his many spacious
buildings and palaces); Ether 10:4-8 (a large civil service probably was
required to operate Riplakish's extensive taxation and prison systems).
60 E. A. Speiser, "Early Law and Civilization," Canadian Bar
Review 31 (1953): 874 (cited in Whitelam, The Just King, 20).
61 According to Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times, 28, "From
time to time there was probably need [in ancient Israel] for new political and
administrative rules."
62 Ibid.
63 For an in-depth discussion, see Whitelam, The Just King, 21216 (citing Jeremiah 34:8-9).
64 MacKenzie, "The Forms of Israelite Law," 152 (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation) (cited in Whitelam, The Just King, 215).
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legal administration, including judges, priests, judicial officers,
chief priests having jurisdiction over "matters of the Lord," and
other rulers exercising authority over matters of the king (2
Chronicles 19:5-11).65
Nephite accounts provide healthy evidence of royal
proclamations. 66 King Benjamin instructed his son Mosiah to
make a "proclamation throughout all [the] land" of Zarahemla
ordering the people to gather together to witness Mosiah' s
selection as successor to the crown (Mosiah 1: 10). Likewise,
King Limhi "sent a proclamation among all his people, that
thereby they might gather themselves together to the temple, to
hear the words which he should speak unto them" (Mosiah
7:17). More significantly, King Mosiah "established laws, and
they were acknowledged by the people; therefore they were
obliged to abide by the laws which he had made" (Alma 1:1).
King Mosiah even authorized Alma to "establish churches
throughout all the land of Zarahemla" (Mosiah 25: 19-24), and
enacted judicial improvements rivaling Jehoshaphat's reform.
Mter convincin,g his people to abolish the monarchy, Mosiah
issued royal edicts appointing a system of judges in its place
(Mosiah 29:41-47). A chief judge presided over the judges in
the land, and all judges, whether higher or lower, were held
accountable if they did not judge "according to the law" (Mosiah
29:28-29, 42).
This is not to say that Nephite kings were lawgivers in the
strictest sense. Mosiah's laws, for example, "probably did not
make radical changes in the substantive rules of the Law of
Moses .... Nephite judges [were still instructed] to 'judge
according to the laws ... given [by their] fathers,' and twentytwo years later the Nephites were still 'strict in observing the

65 For a general discussion of the many judicial reforms set in
motion by Jehoshaphat, see Whitelam, The Just King, 185-206.
66 The Book of Mormon also describes Lamanite and Jaredite
kings issuing decrees and proclamations of law. See Alma 23:1-3: "the king
of the Lamanites sent a proclamation among all his people, that they should
not lay their hands on Ammon, or Aaron, or Omner, or Himni, nor either of
their brethren who should go forth preaching the word of God, ... Yea, he
sent a decree among them, that they should not lay their hands on them to
bind them, or to cast them into prison"; Ether 7:24-25: King Shule "did
execute a law throughout all the land, which gave power unto the prophets
that they should go whithersoever they would."
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ordinances of God, according to the law of Moses.' "67 A
Nephite king was obliged to deliver "the laws 'which the Lord
commanded him to give unto the people,' " and empowered to
make only those procedural changes necessary for the enforcement and execution of the substantive law. 68 Nephite kings,
therefore, generally were viewed as messengers rather than
drafters of the law.
It should be noted that a few distant civilizations did view
the monarch as the actual source and originator of law. In
ancient Babylon, King .Hammurabi drafted the laws of the
kingdom as he explained in his Code:
In the days to come, for all time, let the king who
appears in the land observe the words of justice which
I wrote on my stela; let him not alter the laws of the
land which I enacted, the ordinances of the land
which I prescribed; let him not rescind my statutes!69
Additionally, Egyptian society viewed its pharaohs as Gods or
the offspring of deity.10 This divine nature enabled the Egyptian
pharaoh to promulgate law, as "the law was merely his formally
expressed wi11."71
The Book of Mormon, on the other hand, seems to square
with the presumption in ancient Israel against the creation of new
substantive legislation. "Though commissioned by God to
administer justice, Israelite kings were not, at least in theory, to
act as legislators."72 ''The law was not the creation of kingship,
but its basis and pre-requisite."73 As one commentator explains,
"not only is Moses denied any part in the formulation of the
Pentateuchallaws, no Israeli king is said to have authored a law
code, nor is any king censored for doing so. The only legislator
67 John W. Welch, "The Law of Mosiah," in Welch, ed.,
Reexploring the Book of Mormon, 158-59 (citing Mosiah 29:25, Alma
30:3).
68 Ibid. (citing Helaman 4:22).
69 Code of Hammurabi (emphasis added) (cited in Whitelam, The
Just King, 207).
70 See also Ricks, "The Ideology of Kingship in Mosiah 1-6,"
115.
71 Edgerton, "The Government and the Governed in the Egyptian
Empire," JNES 6 (1947): 154 (cited in Whitelam, The Just King, 209).
72 Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times, 45 (citing 2 Samuel
14:17).
73 Ibid., 20.
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the Bible knows is God; the only legislation is that mediated by a
prophet (Moses and Ezekiel)."74

Religious Leader
The third, but by no means the least, area of royal responsibility concerned religious practices. 75 That ancient kings were
associated with national cultic activities should come as no
surprise. In Jewish society, "Hebrew tradition did not
- distinguish between norms of religion, morality and law. As
befitting their common divine origin, man was bound to obey all
of them with equal conscientiousness."76 Because of this
overlap of temporal and spiritual biblical law, "it stands to
reason that the consecrated king, . . . is responsible for all
functions and institutions of the religious state."77 Even in the
Hittite nation, where a distinction between religious norms and
the law was made, kings still played critical religious roles. The
Hittites believed that their kings "became priest[s] of the Gods at
[their] accession to the throne.... Thus the offices of kingship and priesthood were inseparable, whether at a local or a
nationallevel."78
Regardless of form, religious worship inevitably involved
political overtones, over which a monarch had much control.
When a ,society accepted God as ruler of the nation, religion
became "an expression of the life of a community, and therefore
constituted a part of the political system."79 Thus, whatever the
initial expectations of ancient Near Eastern kingship, it is clear
that the functions of monarchs never were "confined to
generalsliip in war and a partial exercise of civil jurisdiction."80

74 Moshe Greenberg, "Some Postulates of Biblical Criminal
Law," in Menahem Haran, ed., Yehezkel Kaufmann Jubilee Volume:
Studies in Bible and Jewish Religion (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1960): 11 (cited
in Whitelam, The Just King, 209).
75 See, e.g., North, "The Religious Aspects of Hebrew Kingship,"
8: "Kingship in the ancient East, like early kingship generally, was largely
dominated by religious ideals."
76 Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times, 19.
77 Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy," 16.
78 Gurney, "Hittite Kingship," 105.
79 Ahlstrom, Royal Administration and National Religion in
Ancient Palestine, ix.
80 North, "The Religious Aspects of Hebrew Kingship," 10.
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Near Eastern histories contain numerous reports of
monarchs playing important religious roles. The Hittite king, for
example, presided over ceremonies and festivals consisting
"invariably of sacrifices and libations to a long series of deities,
accompanied by music and formal utterances and actions by
subordinate classes of priests."81 The number of Hittite tablets
(located in the royal archives of Hattusas) "devoted to the
-priestly functions of the king is enormous."82
Jewish kingship also had its own religious associations
and responsibilities, resulting in tremendous influence over the
worship of Yahweh. "The royal administration included the
organization of the clergy as well as the civil service. Occupying
the role of the ancient tribal chief, the king was ex officio master
of the cult (1 Samuel 13:9). Hence, the clergy were considered
to be part of the civil service, appointed and dismissed by the
king."83
Additionally, Hebrew kings often led the nation in worship
on important occasions, as evidenced by David escorting the Ark
of the Covenant to a new resting spot in the holy temple. 84 On
that occasion, King David filled the leading religious role by
"wearing a linen ephod, beginning and ending the procession
with an act of sacrifice, dancing wildly before the Ark as it is
borne along, and finally, when it has reached its destination,
following up the concluding sacrifice by pronouncing a blessing
upon the people in the name of Yahweh."85 Similar events
occurred at Solomon's dedication of the temple (1 Kings 8).
Solomon not only blessed the people, but also "proceeded to
offer prayer in intercession for both the dynasty and the nation,
and then, rising to his feet, again pronounced words of blessing
over the assembled worshippers."86
The many sacral aspects of Nephite kingship are similarly
evident. Some Nephite kings were "anointed" or "consecrated"
before assuming the royal office (Jacob 1:9; Mosiah 6:3),
symbolizing divine approval of, and association with, the new
81
82
83
84

Gurney, "Hittite Kingship," 106.
Ibid., 105.
Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times, 50.
See Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy," 16.
See also Aubrey R. Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel (Cardiff:
Univ. of Wales, 1967), l3.
85 Johnson, "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," 212 (citing
2 Samuel 6).
86 Ibid., 212-13.
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king.87 Mter coronation, Nephite kings were given charge over
"all the affairs of the kingdom," and received possession of the
brass plates, the sword of Laban, and the liahona (Mosiah 1: 1516). Possession of the royal genealogy, staff, and sphere
-identified the holder as a spiritual leader and guardian of the
faith.88 This perhaps explains why Mormon described King
Benjamin, among other things, as a "holy man" who worked
"with the assistance of the holy prophets" to establish peace in
the land, and who spoke "the word of God with power and with
authority" (Words of Mormon 1:16-18).
Nephite kings also exercised much influence over the
organization of religious worship, sometimes to the detriment of
the national faith. King Noah, for example, "put down all the
priests ... and consecrated new ones in their stead" willing to
implement his wicked agenda (Mosiah 11 :5). On a more positive
note, however, both Nephi and Benjamin consecrated righteous
priests and appointed religious teachers throughout the kingdom
(2 Nephi 5:26; Mosiah 6:3). Moreover, King Mosiah authorized
Alma to "establish churches throughout all the land of
Zarahemla; and gave him power to ordain priests and teachers
over [the] church" (Mosiah 25:19). When the church came under
much criticism and persecution, King Mosiah even sent out a
proclamation "throughout the land round about that there should
not any unbeliever persecute any of those who belonged to the
church of God" (Mosiah 27:2).

Mediator of Covenant
Another important religious function of the king, at least in
Israel, was to act as mediator of the covenant between God and
the people. 89 The importance of covenants in ancient times
cannot be overemphasized. By making pledges in ritual
situations, the people hoped to secure "for themselves a
87
88

See also 2 Samuel 5:3 (David anointed king over Israel).
Stephen D. Ricks, "The Coronation of Kings," in Welch, ed.,

Reexploring the Book of Mormon, 124--25.

89 Rosenthal argues that the king's part in covenant making
should not be overrated, as it is obvious "that the head of the people should
be instrumental in so vital a matter." Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the
Hebrew MonarChy," 14. However, Widengren insists that the "king's
function as the mediator of the covenant between Yahweh and his people
Israel" was most important and often neglected; see Geo Widengren, "King
and Covenant," Journal of Semitic Studies 2 (1957): 1.
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peaceful, harmonious, and wholesome existence. They enter
once again into the order in which man lives in accord with God
and with his fellow man within the divine plan."90
The Hebrew covenant ceremonies began with the Sinai
Covenant mediated by Moses. As Exodus 24 explains, Moses
convened the people and read the book of the covenant, after
which the people replied, "All that the Lord hath said will we do,
and be obedient" (Exodus 24:1-7). The Bible also reports
covenant renewal rituals at Shechem (Joshua 24) and at Mizpah
(1 Samuel 10),91 both of which included the same components
as the ceremony at Sinai: "i) a leader; ii) an assembly of the
people; iii) a document of a legal nature; iv) the public reading
of this document; v) the writing of the contents; [and] vi) the
cultic act."92 Although many early ceremonies were conducted
by prophets like Moses and Joshua, the Hebrew king played the
main ceremonial role in the act of covenant making once the
Hebrew nation embraced monarchy.93 "Not only is it [the king]
who convokes the assembly, but it is he also who reads out to it
the words of the book of the law, which is the basis of the
covenant."94
Not surprisingly, Nephite kingship was "inextricably
connected" with covenants. 95 King Benjamin's speech, for
example, illustrates royal mediation of covenants and contains
the six ceremonial components found in biblical texts. King
Benjamin "made a proclamation throughout all the land, that the
people gathered themselves together throughout all the land"
(Mosiah 2:1). After the people assembled, King Benjamin gave
a public address concerning God's commandments (Mosiah 2:1;
4:4). Although King Benjamin's speech may not have
referenced legal documents like the stone tablets at Sinai, it is
clear that King Benjamin admonished obedience to a particular
. body of Nephite legal and religious law:
And now, my brethren, I would that ye should do
as ye have hitherto done. As ye have kept my
Kenik, "Code of Conduct for a King: Psalm 101," 398.
For a detailed discussion, see Zafrira Ben-Barak, ''The Mizpah
Covenant-The Source of the Israelite Monarchic Covenant," in Zeitschrift
fUr die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 91 (1979): 30.
92 Ben-Barak, "The Mizpah Covenant," 31.
93 Widengren, "King and Covenant," 3,19.
94 Ibid., 3.
95 Ricks, "The Ideology of Kingship in Mosiah 1-6," 116.
90

91
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commandments, and also the commandments of my
father, and have prospered, and have been kept from
falling into the hands of your enemies, even so if ye
shall keep the commandments of my son, or the
commandments of God which shall be delivered unto
you by him, ye shall prosper in the land, and your
enemies shall have no power over you. (Mosiah 2:31)
The reduction of King Benjamin's remarks to writing also
parallels Israelite covenant patterns. Because the entire Nephite
nation could not physically hear the address from the tower,
King Benjamin caused "that the words which he spake should
be written and sent forth among those that were not under the
sound of his voice" (Mosiah 2:8). King Benjamin also ordered
the inscription of "the names of all those who had entered into a
covenant with God to keep his commandments" (Mosiah 6: 1).
At the conclusion of King Benjamin's speech, the people
expressed their desire "to enter into a covenant" with God,
saying:
And we are willing . . . to be obedient to his
commandments in all things that he shall command
us, all the remainder of our days, that we may not
bring upon ourselves a never-ending torment, as has
been spoken by the angel, that we may not drink out
of the cup of the wrath of God. (Mosiah 5:5)
The actual act of entering into the covenant was
symbolized by various cultic activities, constituting the final
component of the covenant ceremony. First, the entire assembly
"cried [out] with one voice, saying: Yea, we believe all the
words which thou hast spoken unto us; and also, we know of
their surety and truth, ... And we are willing to enter into a
covenant with our God to do his will" (Mosiah 5:2, 5). King
Benjamin then reaffirmed the assembly's decision and gave his
people a new name:
Ye have spoken the words that I desired; and the
covenant which ye have made is a righteous covenant.
And now, because of the covenant which ye have
made ye shall be called the children of Christ, his
sons, and his daughters; for behold, this day he hath
spiritually begotten you; for ye say that your hearts
are changed through faith on his name; therefore, ye
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are born of him and have become his sons and his
daughters. (Mosiah 5:6-7)
Finally, the Nephites brought firstlings of their flocks to the
great assembly to perform "sacrifice[s] and burnt offerings
according to the law of Moses" (Mosiah 2:3).
When compared to King Benjamin's speech, King
Mosiah's address to the Mulekites suddenly takes on the
appearance of another covenant making ceremony. As reported
in Mosiah 25, King Mosiah gathered his people together
(Mosiah 25: 1) and read to them the "records of Zeniff' (Mosiah
25:5), as well as the "account of Alma and his brethren" (Mosiah
25:6). After Mosiah "had made an end of reading the records,
his people who tarried in the land were struck with wonder and
amazement" (Mosiah 25:7). They then "raise [d] their voices and
[gave] thanks to God" (Mosiah 25:10), and "took upon
themselves the name of Nephi, that they might be called the
children of Nephi and be numbered among those who were
called Nepbites" (Mosiah 25:12). The scene even culminated in a
ritualistic act, when "Alma did go forth into the water and did
baptize them" (Mosiah 25:18).
Table 1 (see pp. 110-11) compares Benjamin's and
Mosiah's covenant ceremonies with very similar rituals in the
Old Testament: 96 This comparison suggests that Nephite kings
not only mediated national covenant-making ceremonies, but
also followed the six-step pattern inherited from their Israelite
forefathers.
Teacher

After mediating the covenant between God and the people,
righteous Nephite kings taught the people how to uphold their
sacral obligations. The Book of Mormon, in fact, often equates
the office of king with teacher. 97 Whether Jewish kings
performed a similar function in ancient Israel is of much debate.
2 Chronicles 17:7-9 provides some evidence of teaching by a
monarch:
.
Also in the third year of his reign he
[Jehoshaphat] sent to his princes, even to Ben-hail,
96 The analysis and chart of the biblical ceremonies originally was
completed by Ben-Barak, 'The Mizpah Covenant," 32.
97 See 2 Nephi 5:19; Mosiah 2:29.
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and to Obadiah, and to Zechariah, and to Nethaneel,
and to Michaiah, to teach in the cities of Judah.
And with them he sent Levites, even Shemaiah,
and Nethaniah, and Zebadiah, and Asahel, and
Shemiramoth, and Jehonathan, and Adonijah, and
Tobijah, and Tob-adonijah, Levites; and with them
Elishama and Jehoram, priests.
And they taught in Judah, and had the book of the
law of the Lord with them, and went about
throughout all the cities of Judah, and taught the
people.
But while the king may be charged with the "reading" and
teaching of the torah,98 it is "not the same as being himself ...
the teacher, the instructor. The king only acts as reader."99
Indeed, "whenever the reading of the Torah is mentioned, either
as a command (Deut. 27) or as part of a ceremony (2 Kings 23),
the king, as before Moses and Joshua, reads; he never teaches or
expounds. This is so because the accredited teachers of the
Torah were none other but the levitical priests."I00
Nephite kings also delegated their fair share of teaching duties to
subordinate priests and teachers. Nephi instructed Jacob to teach
the people the words of Isaiah (2 Nephi 6-24), and both
Benjamin and Mosiah appointed priests and teachers to instruct
the people according to the law (Jarom 1:11; Mosiah 2:4; 6:3;
25: 19).1 01 Nevertheless, Nephite kings often were found
personally teaching throughout the realm. Although King
Benjamin "caused" that his sons should be taught in the
"language of his fathers"-and most certainly the affairs of the
kingdom (Mosiah 1:2)-he also "taught them [his sons]
concerning the records which were engraven on the plates of
brass" (Mosiah 1:3). This suggests that King Benjamin played
an active role in the spiritual training of his successors/sons,
even though other portions of their schooling may have been
, delegated to someone else.

98 See also Widengren, "King and Covenant," 16; Rosenthal,
"Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy," 16.
99 Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarch," 16.
100 Ibid., 15.
101 Teachers in some Lamanite societies also were appointed by the
crown (Mosiah 24:1-6).
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Components

Sinai
Exodus 24

Shechem
Joshua 24

Leader

Moses

Joshua

Assembly

read in the audience gathered all the
of the people (7)
tribes of Israel to
Shechem (1)

Legal Document book of the
covenant (7)

set them a statute
and an ordinance
(25)

Public Reading

read in hearing of
the people

said unto the people
(22)

Writing

wrote all the words wrote the words in
of the Lord (4)
the book of the law
of God (26)

Cultic Act

built an altar (4)

took a stone and set
it under an oak by
the sanctuary of the
Lord (26)

Table 1: Benjamin's and Mosiah's covenant ceremonies
compared with Old Testament rituals.
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Mizpah

Benjamin

Mosiah

1 Samuel 10

Mosiah 1-6

Mosiah 25

Samuel

Benjamin

Mosiah

_called people
together unto the
Lord at Mizpeh
(17)

the people gathered
themSelves
throughout all the
land (2:1)

caused that all the
people should be
gathered together
(1)

manner of the
kingdom (25)

mine, my father's,
my son's and
God's commandments (2:31)

told the people the
manner of the
kingdom (25)

opened his mouth
and began to speak
(4:4; cf. 2:9)

wrote it in a book
(25)

words which he
spake should be
written (2:8)

laid it up before the
Lord (25)

sacrifices and ordi- baptism (17)
nances according to
law of Moses (2:3);
names recorded
(6:1)

read and caused to
be read (5)
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More significantly, some Nephite monarchs attested to
their own teaching efforts. In his address at Zarahemla, King
Benjamin stated, "[I] have taught you that ye should keep the
commandments of the Lord; in all things which he hath
commanded you" (Mosiah 2: 13). King Mosiah also left no
doubt as to his own attempts to teach his subjects:
And even I myself have labored with all the power
and faculties which I hcrve possessed, to teach you the
commandments of God, and to establish peace
throughout the land, that there should be no wars nor
contentions, no stealing, nor plundering, nor murdering, nor any manner of iniquity. (Mosiah 29:14)
Compared to their Hebrew counterparts, some Nephite
monarchs appear to have been the more active teachers.

Some Important Differences
What emerges from the foregoing examination is a model
of Nephite kingship fashioned in large part after the three roles
characteristic of Israelite and other ancient monarchies-general,
judge, and priest. This tripartite division of royal responsibility
became an integral feature of Nephite law and government, and
continued to exist even during the reign of Nephite judges. Alma
the Younger, in fact, divided up the powers of the chief judge
into three distinct offices; chief judge over the people (Alma
4: 17), the office of high priest (Alma 4: 18), and chief captain of
the Nephite armies (Alma 16:5).102
On a cautionary note, however, one should not assume too
much uniformity among ancient monarchs. Kings in different
societies tended to carry out their military, legal, and religious
duties in diverse ways, oftentimes to further personal agendas or
meet special societal needs. The following summarizes just a
few of the apparent differences between Nephite and other
ancient monarchies in an effort to paint a more accurate picture
of Nephite kingship.

Restraining Military Power
Nephite kings exercised much restraint in military affairs.
Despite substantial weaponry and manpower at their disposal,
102 See Welch, "An Ancient Legal Setting for the Book of
Mormon," 24.
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Nephite kings engaged in armed conflict only as a matter of
defense. There is little evidence of Nephite kings deploying
armed forces in pursuit of any offensive gains. To the contrary,
the Book of Mormon portrays Nephite kings standing against
rather than stalking Lamanite armies (Words of Mormon 1:l3;
Mosiah 10:9). This defensive posture not only kept Nephite
armies out of long military engagements, but served to free time
for other matters of the crown, such as judicial or religious
duties.
This aspect of Nephite monarchy stands in stark contrast to
the use of military power by other Old World monarchs. The
reigns of most Jaredite kings, for example, were consumed in
civil war, or by military campaigns against foreign attack.
Before everything else, Jaredite kings were leaders and
combatants on the battlefield, and had little time or energy for
other concerns of the realm. 103

Less Bureaucracy and Political Fanfare
Compared to other Old World governments, Nephite
monarchial rule appears less extravagant and bureaucratic.
According to biblical accounts, both David and Solomon
presided over a large body of administrative officials and an
entourage of household servants (2 Samuel 8:16-18; 20:23-26;
1 Kings 4:1-6). Moreover, the extensive taxing power of
Jewish and other Near Eastern monarchs carried with it much
bureaucratic baggage (and greater burdens on the community).
It appears that the royal courts and households of Nephite
kings (such as Benjamin and Mosiah) did not rise to the size and
splendor of those found in the ancient Near East. Perhaps more
important, many Nephite kings (such as Benjamin) never taxed
their subjects, nor "sought gold nor silver nor any manner of
riches" through the powers of the crown (Mosiah 2:12).
Granted, King Noah relied upon substantial taxes and a large
royal court to accumulate riches, vineyards, elaborate palaces,
and other forms of wealth to support himself, his wives, and his
concubines (Mosiah 11:4-16). But King Noah's reign appears
to be the exception to the Nephite rule, and simply illustrates that
power always is subject to abuse.

103 Nibley, The World o/the Jaredites, 226.
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Delivering Laws
Nephite kings, like kings in ancient Israel, never acted as
legislators or drafters of the law. Rather, Nephite kings
publicized and enforced the laws that God already had
revealed.1 04 The Nephite king, therefore, was bound to the law
like anyone else, and was authorized to make only the minor
procedural changes required by a growing community. A
wicked Nephite king, in fact, was branded as one who "teareth
up the laws of those who have reigned in righteousness before
him; and ... trampleth under his feet the commandments of
God" (Mosiah 29:22).
Such was not the case in other ancient civilizations. As
previously noted, King Hammurabi was quick to claim original
draftsmanship of his Code.lOS Moreover, because of an alleged
divine origin, Egyptian Pharaohs lived above the law, and were
empowered to make substantive promulgations at wi11.106
Finally, many laredite kings were laws unto themselves, ruling
their kingdoms according to their own desires (see, e.g., Ether
10:5).

Religious Participation
Although most ancient kingships were linked in some way
to the national cult, not every ancient king actively participated in
religious activities. Some kings merely symbolized divine office
or power,107 while other monarchs (most notably laredite
kings) were too preoccupied with military engagements or civil
strife to become involved with religion. In Nephite society,
however, kings (such as Benjamin) frequently ventured beyond
any symbolic religious function to personally teach the people
concerning God's commandments (Mosiah 1:3; 2:13; 29:14).

Noble Servitude
Perhaps the most admirable feature of Nephite kingship is
not found in any specific feat or accomplishment, but in the
104
105
106
107

See, e.g., Helaman 4:22.
See Whitelam, The Just King, 207.
Ibid., 209.
For example, Hittite kings were believed to become "priest[s] of
the Gods" at the time of accession to the throne. Gurney, "Hittite
Kingship," 105.
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manner in which royal duties and obligations were carried out.
To be sure, most Nephite kings rendered extremely diligent and
selfless service to their people.
The Nephites were not alone in stumbling upon the notion
of "kingly service." The same concept earlier was "epitomized
by the Macedonian philosopher-king Antigonos Gonatas (320239 BeE) in his rebuke to his son concerning the oppression of
citizens:, 'Do you not understand, my son, that our kingdom is
held to be a noble servitude?' "108 A similar episode is reported
- in 1 Kings 12, where King Rehoboam faced a popular rebellion
caused by heavy taxation. When asked to give counsel regarding
the matter, Rehoboam's elders answered, "If thou wilt be a
servant unto this people this day, and wilt serve them, and
answer them, and speak good words to them, then they will be
thy servants for ever" (1 Kings 12:7).1 09 The basic message
conveyed during the crisis was this-"the king who financially
exploits his subjects is destined to fail."110
The Deuteronomic view ·of royalty also stresses the
importance of royal service and condemns a monarch's
exploitation of his subjects. According to Deuteronomy, the king
is not to "make himself a magnificent pomp, harem, or treasury"
at the expense of his subjects. 111 Rather, the king must
diligently read the book of law "all the days of his life: that he
may learn to fear the Lord his God, to keep all the words of this
law and these statutes ... That his heart be not lifted up above
his brethren" (Deuteronomy 17:19-20). In this way, Deuteronomy "emphasizes the limitations placed upon the king rather
than his powers," and reminds the royal house that it is "subject
to the rule of law and bound to respect the ancient equality of the
people." II 2
Arguably more than any other ancient text, the Book of
Mormon stands as a testament to the virtues of noble servitude.
If there is a single renowned characteristic of Nephite kings such
as Benjamin, it is an unflinching devotion and service to all
members of the realm. As shown in his prefatory remarks before
the gathering at the temple, King Benjamin never viewed his
108 Moshe Weinfeld, "The King as the Servant of the People: The
Source of the Idea," Journal of Jewish Studies 33 (1982): 190.
109 For a more in depth discussion, see ibid., 190-93.
110 Ibid., 192-93.
III Goodenough, "Kingship in Early Israel," 202 (citing Deut. 17:
14-20) . .
112 Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical Times, 44, 48.
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kingship with pomposity, nor did he believe he was above the
law:
I have not commanded you to come up hither that
ye should fear me, or that ye should think that I of
myself am more than a mortal man.
But I am like as yourselves, subject to all manner
of infirmities in body and mind; yet I have been
chosen by this people, and consecrated by my father,
and was suffered by the hand of the Lord that I
should be a ruler and a king over this people; and
have been kept and preserved by his matchless
power, to serve you with all the might, mind and
strength which the Lord hath granted unto me.
(Mosiah 2:10-11)113
Humility and meekness not only motivated the king to
perform royal service to others, but hopefully evoked a
reciprocal sense of duty and loyalty in the hearts of the people.
As Benjamin reminded his congregations, "Behold, ye have
called me your king; and if I, whom ye call your king, do labor
to serve you, then ought not ye to labor to serve one another?"
(Mosiah 2:18)
King Benjamin's exemplary military, civic, and religious
service is not disputed. As previously noted, Benjamin stood
against the Lamanites in battle, "and he did fight with the
strength of his own arm" (Words of Mormon 1:13). After
securing the nation from outside attack, Benjamin labored "with
all the might of his body and the faculty of his whole soul" to
cease the "contentions among his own people," mainly by
punishing false Christs and false prophets "according to their
crimes" (Words of Mormon 1:12, 15-16, 18). Finally, at the
end of his reign, King Benjamin publicly reported the successful
administration and enforcement of the law, without even a hint
of oppression or exploitation:
I say unto you that as I have been suffered to
spend my days in your service, even up to this time,
and have not sought gold nor silver nor any manner
of riches of you;

113 See also Mosiah 2:26: "And I, even I, whom ye call your king,
am no better than ye yourselves are; for I am also of the dust."
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Neither have I suffered that ye should be confined
in dungeons, nor that ye should make slaves one of
another, nor that ye should murder, or plunder, or
steal, or commit adultery; nor even have I suffered
that ye should commit any manner of wickedness,
And even I, myself, have labored with mine own
hands that I might serve you, and that ye should not
be laden with taxes, and that there should nothing
come upon you which was grievous to be borne.
(Mosiah 2:12-14)
It is not a coincidence that King Mosiah, another righteous
king, made a similar accounting to the Nephites at the end of his
reign,
And even I myself have labored with all the power
and faculties which I have possessed, ... to
establish peace throughout the land, that there should
be no wars nor contentioQs, no stealing, nor plundering, nor murdering, nor any manner of iniquity;
And whosoever has committed iniquity, him have
I punished according to the crime which he has
committed, according to the law which has been given
to us by our fathers. (Mosiah 29:14-15)114
Conversely, King Noah illustrates the antithesis of the
noble king-servant. Not only did King Noah fail to protect his
kingdom from Lamanite attack (Mosiah 11: 17), he enacted
burdensome taxes "to support himself, and his wives and his
concubines; and also his priests, and their wives and their
concubines; ... in their laziness, and in their idolatry, and in
their whoredoms" (Mosiah 11 :4-7). Instead of administering
peace and order throughout the land, King Noah built spacious
palaces and "placed his heart upon his .riches, ... and spent his
time in riotous living" (Mosiah 11:8-9, 14).
In sum, it appears that Nephite society assessed their kings
in terms of humble service to the kingdom. A monarch such as
Noah, who did little for anyone except himself, was viewed "as
114 See also Mosiah 6:7: "And king Mosiah did cause his people
that they should till the earth. And he also himself did till the earth, that
thereby he might not become burdensome to his people, that he might do
according to that which his father had done in all things."
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a tyrant who was seeking for gain, yea, for that lucre which doth
corrupt the soul" (Mosiah 29:40). On the other hand, kings
possessing the Benjamin-like attitude of noble servitude were
embraced by their subjects, insomuch as the people would
"esteem [the just king] more than any other man" (Mosiah
29:40).115

Conclusion
Nephite monarchs, like other ancient kings, were charged
with a host of military, civic, and religious responsibilities. The
proper discharge of such duties not only secured the well-being
of the nation, but generated the respect for the crown necessary
for a stable and loyal kingdom. With one main exception-King
Noah-Nephite kings performed their three-fold mission with a
degree of dedication and moral accountability perhaps
unmatched by any other Old World ruler. Based on the
Benjamin model of kingship, Mosiah had good reason to
sanction perpetual monarchy.

. .

115 See also Jacob 1:10: "The people having loved Nephi
exceedingly, he having been a great protector for them, ... and baving
labored in all his days for their welfare."
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- L'e gal Perspectives on the Slaying of Laban
John W. Welch
Abstract: This article marshals ancient legal evidence to
show that Nephi's slaying of Laban should be understood as a
protected manslaughter rather than a criminal homicide. The
biblical law of murder demanded a higher level of premeditation and
hostility than Nephi exhibited or modem law requires. It is argued
that Exodus 21:13 protected more than accidental slayings or
unconscious acts, particularly where God was seen as having
delivered the victim into the slayer's hand. Various rationales for
Nephi's killing of Laban are explored, including ancient views on
surrendering one person for the benefit of a whole community.
Other factors within the Book of Mormon as well as in Moses'
killing of the Egyptian in Exodus 2 corroborate the conclusion that
Nephi did not commit the equivalent of a first-degree murder under
the laws of his day.

When Nephi reentered the city of Jerusalem late at night in
his final effort to obtain the plates of brass, he must have been
completely in the dark about how the plates could ever possibly
fall into his possession. The city was asleep; the chance of any
further meetings or negotiations with Laban was out of the
question; appeals to friends or intercession by Lehi's
sympathizers seemed improbable; Nephi himself was the son of
a prophet who was a fugitive from justice (at least in the minds
of those who thought he should be executed, just as the prophet
Urijah ben Shemaiah had been; cf. Jeremiah 26:23). Nephi
appears to have entered the city unarmed, having no expectation
of any specific way that he might gain access to the locked
treasury that held the plates. Nephi must have been as surprised
as anyone by the events that unfolded that night.
The story of Nephi's unexpected success in 1 Nephi 4 can
be viewed today from many perspectives, and obviously it was
included in Nephi's record for several significant reasons. For
example, this dramatic account demonstrated the religious
importance of the scriptures and the vital role of the law in
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God's desires for the Nephite people. If the law was important
enough that one man should perish so that an entire nation could
have it, the message was clear that the nation should be diligent
not to dwindle in unbelief-a lesson that was kept bright in the
Nephite memory for many years (1 Nephi 4:13; Omni 1:14;
Alma 37:3-10). Moreover, in Nephi's mind the events that night
validated the promises that the Lord had given to him personally
about keeping the commandments, prospering in the land, and
being a ruler and a teacher over his brothers (1 Nephi 2:20;
4: 14, 17). Politically, the account undoubtedly came to play an
important part among the founding narratives of Nephite culture
and society, for it showed how God miraculously put a copy of
their fundamental laws into their hands (1 Nephi 5:8-10). The
fact that Nephi alone was able to obtain the plates-while his
inept and unfaithful brothers were unable to complete the task
their father had assigned them-legitimized Nephi's claim to
possess the plates and to lead the group. Indeed, for several
subsequent centuries the Lamanites accused the Nephites of
having robbed them of their rightful possession of these plates
(Mosiah 10:16), but the recorded facts about the events ;pf that
night went a long way toward showing that Nephi was the
rightful owner of the plates, was the legitimate successor to his
father Lehi, and was able to succeed with God's help where his
brothers not only had failed at the task but had said that it could
not be done.! Accordingly, for the next six hundred years, one
of the most important symbols of authority among the Nephites
was possession of the plates of brass (see Mosiah 1:16; 28:20;
3 Nephi 1:2).2 The story of Laban, therefore, serves several
purposes in the Nephite record: religious, political, historical,
and personal.
The story also has significant legal dimensions. By its very
nature the episode invites legal analysis and commentary: The
story involves the killing of a man, to which the legal
consequences of the day normally would have attached. The
terminology of the narrative is also legalistic: precise words and
technical concepts used by Nephi show that he wrote this story
See Noel B. Reynolds, "The Political Dimension in Nephi's
Small Plates," BYU Studies 27 (1987): 15-37; and "Book of Mormon,
Government and Legal History in the," Encyclopedia of Mormonism (New
York: Macmillan, 1992), 1:160--62.
2 Gordon Thomasson, "The Complex Symbolism and the
Symbolic Complex of Kingship in the Book of Mormon," F.A.R.M.S.
paper, 1982.
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with biblical laws in mind that justifiably cast this episode in a
favorable light. Accordingly, Nephi's slaying of Laban can be
evaluated profitably through the perspectives of the prevailing
legal principles of Nephi's day. Those precepts are found
primarily in Exodus 21:12-14, Deuteronomy 19:4-l3, and
Numbers 35:9-34, discussed below.
The following analysis presents several factors that
_ substantially reduce Nephi's guilt or culpability under the law of
Moses as it was probably understood in Nephi's day, around
600 B.C. Nephi may have broken the American law of Joseph
Smith's day, but it appears that he committed an excusable
homicide under the public law of his own day. This is not to say
that Nephi would have been acquitted and declared free to walk
the streets of Jerusalem again had he been brought before a
Jewish court in Jerusalem and tried for killing Laban, although
Nephi could have raised several arguments in his own behalf if
such a proceeding had ever taken place. 3 As a practical matter,
however, Nephi's case probably never would have come before
a formal court because the required two witnesses were lacking,
making a capital conviction technically impossible (Numbers
35:30; Deuteronomy 19:15). But if an action had been brought
against Nephi, early biblical law appears to have recognized two
types of killings-excusable and inexcusable-and the slaying
of Laban arguably falls quite specifically into the excusable
category.
The primary biblical text explaining the enforcement of the
general command, "Thou shalt not murder (rii$al))" (Exodus
20:l3), is found in Exodus 21:12-14. It reads:
He that smiteth a man, so that he die, shall be
surely put to death. And if a man lie not in wait, but
God deliver him into his hand, then I will appoint thee
a place whither he shall flee. But if a man come
presumptuously upon his neighbor, to slay him with
guile; thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he may
die.

3 The research paper by two law students, Fred Essig and Dan
Fuller, "Nephi's Slaying of Laban: A Legal Perspective," F.A.R.M.S.
preliminary report, 1981, explores some of the hypothetical procedural and
substantive arguments that might have been advanced for or against Nephi at
just such a trial.
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The normal punishment under biblical law for murder at
the time of Nephi was apparently death (Genesis 9:6), although
the likelihood of paying ransom or compensation (kofer),
especially in cases involving unpremeditated acts or indirect
causation, has been vigorously examined by biblical scholars. 4
By way of comparison, the Hittite laws (c. 1400-1300 B.C.)
explicitly provided for slaves vr other persons to be given in
-cases of unpremeditated killings that occurred in a quarrel or
unintentionally ("[only] his hand doing wrong"), while they
excused entirely aggravated killings that occurred in the heat of
passion, thus increasing the possibility that Hebrew law
contained mitigating rubrics of its own. 5
Although the provisions of these ancient laws cannot be
stated precisely, Exodus 21:13-14 clearly shows that not all
killings were culpable under biblical law. If a killing qualified as
excusable under this provision, the law provided that the Lord
would appoint "a place whither he [the slayer] shall flee." This
did not mean that the killer automatically went free, only that he
was allowed to flee to a city of refuge and remain there for trial
(Numbers 35: 12). If it was then shown through witnesses that
the slayer had come presumptuously upon his victim to kill him
with guile or enmity, the slayer was taken from the city of refuge
and put to death by one of the victim's relatives acting as the socalled "avenger of blood" (Deuteronomy 19: 12).6 If it was
found that the slayer had not planned the event in advance, he
was still considered to be tainted by blood but he would be
granted safe refuge in a city of asylum until the death of the
reigning high priest, at which time he could safely return to his
former city. Nephi, of course, was prepared to flee-not only
from his city of residence, but from the land of Israel entirely;
thus, even to the extent that he might have been thought to have
4 Bernard S. Jackson, Essays in Jewish and Comparative Legal
History (Leiden: Brill, 1975),43-44, discussing also the views of Reuven
Yaron and Moshe Greenberg. Greenberg holds that "anyone who killed a
human being personally and with intent to harm could not avoid the death
penalty" by paying ransom. Moshe Greenberg, "More Reflections on
Biblical Criminal Law," Scripta Hierosolymitana 31 (1986): 16.
5 Hittite Laws 1--4, 37-38, 174, in James B. Pritchard, Ancient
Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1969), 189-90.
6 For a discussion of this concept in the context of the Book of
Mormon, see James L. Rasmussen, "Blood Vengeance in the Old Testament
and Book of Mormon," FA.R.M.S. preliminary report, 1981.
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carried a blood taint due to his slaying of Laban, Nephi did not
pollute the land, for he did not remain in it. 7
The crucial question, however, is whether or not the law
of Exodus 21:13-14 would have applied to the case of Nephi's
killing of Laban. In order to determine the answer, we must
cilfefully examine the two key elements that are mentioned there.
The first involves the slayer's state of mind. As will be
explained, the slayer must not have been lying in wait, or in
other words must not have come presumptuously (having
planned the deed out in advance) to kill his victim with guile.
The second involves the role of the divine will: God must deliver
the victim into the slayer's hand. Whether it was necessary to
satisfy both of these elements, or only one, in order to prove that
a killing was legally excusable under the law of Moses,S
Nephi's slaying of Laban probably satisfies both. After discussing these two elements, I will consider briefly biblical
precedents and traditional attitudes in Jewish law which, under
certain circumstances, allowed one person to be killed in order to
save the lives of a whole city or community. I will then end with
evidence from the Book of Mormon and also from Moses'
killing of the Egyptian in Exodus 2 to corroborate the conclusion
that Nephi's killing of Laban was not tantamount to murder
under the law of Moses.
7
For discussions of the ancient Israelite concerns about blood
guilt and its polluting taint, see Henry McKeating, "The Development of
the Law on Homicide in Ancient Israel," Vet us Testamentum 25 (1975):
57-65; Jacob Milgrom, "Sancta Contagion and Altar/City Asylum," in
J. A. Emerton, ed., Congress Volume, Vienna 1990 (Vetus Testamentum
Supplement) (Leiden: Brill, 1981): 278-310. "Shedding an innocent man's
blood, even unintentionally, involved bloodguilt, and no manslayer was
considered clear of this guilt"; Moshe Greenberg, "The Biblical Concept of
Asylum," Journal of Biblical Literature 78 (1959): 127. Regarding the
doctrine of pollution that emerged in Greece shortly after the time of Lehi,
see Robert J. Bonner and Gertrude Smith, The Administration of Justice
from Homer to Aristotle, 2 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1930;
reprint New York: Greenwood, 1968), 1:53, 194--95,203-5.
S It has been argued that the satisfaction of either one of these two
elements was sufficient for a killing to be considered unintentional, since
the WtlW in verse 13, usually translated as "but," makes better sense
grammatically and contextually when translated as "or," especially when
compared with a similar construction in verse 16 where the WlZW can only
mean "or." Bernard S. Jackson, Speakers Lectures, Oxford University, 1985,
unpublished manuscript, VIII.5-8.
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1. Nephi's state of mind. The basic facts regarding
Nephi's state of mind in this case are well known. He entered
Jerusalem late one night, probably unarmed, hoping to obtain
the plates of brass. He did not know beforehand what he should
do. He stumbled onto Laban drunk in the street. He was
constrained repeatedly by the spirit of the Lord to kill Laban, and
eventually he cut off Laban's head with his own sword. In
killing Laban, Nephi sought no revenge, but acted reluctantly,
without hatred, and in good faith.
It is evident that the ancient concept of premeditation (if we
may use such a term) was different from the concept of
premeditation under modern American or British law. The
modem concept merely requires awareness and determination,
and such determination need not have been formulated any
earlier than the instant at which it is given effect. The archaic
concept of premeditation, however, required a murder to have
been preplanned, thought out, schemed, or implemented through
some kind of treachery, ambush, sabotage, or lying in wait.
"Lying in wait" is the term employed to describe the wily tactics
of a hunter stalking his prey (as in Genesis 10:9; 25:27-28;
27 :3, 5, 7, 33); and the word "presumptuously" expresses
"insolent defiance of law."9 Thus, Bernard Jackson has concluded: "Premeditation [in biblical law] means that the action in
question was the result of a preconceived design, not of a desire
formed on the spur of the moment. Thus, not every intentional
act is premeditated."lO
Several strong clues indicate that Nephi had the ancient
definition in mind when he wrote the story of Laban. He trusted
implicitly that the Lord in some miraculous unknown way would
be "able ... to destroy Laban," even as he had vanquished the
Egyptians at the Red Sea (1 Nephi 4:3). He expressly
emphasized the fact that he did not know what he was to do as
he entered the city of Jerusalem: "I was led by the Spirit, not
knowing beforehand the things which I should do" (1 Nephi
9 See Mayer Sulzberger, "The Ancient Hebrew Law of Homicide,"
Jewish Quarterly Review 5 (1914-15): 127-61, 289-344, 559-614, esp.
290-91, citing Deuteronomy 17:12-13; 18:20,22; Isaiah 13:11.
10 Jackson, Essays, 91; see also 154-55. On the meaning of human
intentionality, and its theological connection in Jewish thought with
conforming to the divine will, see Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, The Human
Will in Judaism: The Mishnah's Philosophy of Intention (Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1986); reviewed by Bernard S. Jackson, in Jewish Quarterly Review
81 (1990): ,179-88.
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4:6). This point is crucial, for it shows that Nephi had not
planned to find Laban and that he did not know that Laban
would be out with the city elders, where Laban would be, or that
he would be drunk. The occasion presented itself spontaneously. Nephi was completely surprised to find Laban. His
deed was not preplanned and, therefore, not culpable.
A later and more commonly found interpretation of Exodus
21: 13-14, however, would limit its application to accidental
killings irrespective of the slayer's state of mind. For example,
several biblical commentators, without examining or discussing
the point, readily assume that these verses only provide "that the
accidental homicide will have a place appointed for him for
flight"ll or that this grant of asylum was "limited to instances of
accidental homicide only."12 If such a limited understanding of
this text is correct, Nephi's slaying of Laban would not be
covered by the concepts of asylum in Exodus 21, for in no way
can this killing be described as an accident.
The limited interpretation of negligent or excusable
homicide in Exodus 21:13-14 and its related texts, however, is
unpersuasive. While it is true that Deuteronomy 19:4-5 gives as
an example of an excusable homicide the case where a man and
his neighbor are chopping wood and an axe head accidentally
flies off its handle and kills the neighbor, this does not mean that
the definition of excusable homicide includes only freak
accidents. If that were the intent, there would have been no need
for each of the three defmitive sections to require that the slayer
had not "hated" his neighbor in time past (Deuteronomy 19:4),
had not come "presumptuously upon his neighbor to slay him
with guile" (Exodus 21:14), or had not injured him in "hatred"
or with "enmity" (Numbers 35:20, 22). Put another way, as
Jackson has concluded: "Unpremeditated but intentional
homicide seems to be dealt with in the same way as purely
accidental homicide";13 in other words, the concept of excusable
11 Greenberg, "Biblical Concept of Asylum," 125 (emphasis added).
12 Alexander Rofe, "The History of the Cities of Refuge in Biblical
Law," Scripta Hierosolymitana 31 (1986): 207 (emphasis added). See also
Anthony Phillips, "Another Look at Murder," Journal of Jewish Studies 28
(1977): 121. As far as I am aware, those who hold this opinion do not
discuss the matter in depth. Menachem Elon is ambiguous: "The death
penalty is prescribed only for willful murder [citations] as distinguished
from unpremeditated manslaughter or accidental killing." Principles of
Jewish Law (Jerusalem: Keter, 1975), 475.
13 Jackson, Speakers Lectures, VIII.8.
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homicide includes more than purely accidental killings. Ben Zion
Eliash concurs: although it is ''unclear what the exact relationship
is between the manslayer's [state of mind] toward the victim, or
his motive to kill, and the classification of that murder as either
intentional or unintentional," it is clear that "even a death brought
about by an intentional blow is not intentional homicide unless
that blow was accompanied by enmity."14 Accordingly, if
Nephi's intentions were neither maliciously nor hatefully
preconceived, he would well come within the definition of a
protected slayer under the law of his day.
Evidently for this further reason, Nephi certified in some
detail that he had no desire to kill Laban and that he did not do
the deed of out malice because of any of Laban's offenses
against him and his family. Nephi reasoned with himself, "I also
knew that he had sought to take away mine own life; yea, and he
would not hearken unto the commandments of the Lord; and he
also had taken away our property" (1 Nephi 4: 11), but he
recognized that none of these rationalizations would justify the
slaying of Laban either at law or before the justice of God. He
resisted the distasteful assignment, saying in his heart, "Never at
any time have 1 shed the blood of a man" (1 Nephi 4:10). He did
not act out of hatred or enmity, although the meaning of the later
term is somewhat unclear.1 5
14 Ben Zion Eliash, "Negligent Homicide in Iewish Criminal Law:
Old Wine in a New Bottle," National Jewish Law Review 3 (1988): 65-98;
quotation on 70-71. Regarding Eliash's equating of "enmity" with "the
intent to kill," see the discussion of Rosenbaum, below.
15 It has been argued that the ancient concept of enmity ('8bah)
went well beyond personal hatred and was a technical term that requires "a
different kind of antipathy than that which arises in the daily course of
human events." Stanley N. Rosenbaum, "Israelite Homicide Law and the
Term 'Enmity' in Genesis 3:15," Journal of Law and Religion 2 (1984):
149. Rosenbaum suggests that this rare Hebrew term originally referred to a
state of belligerency that had been declared by a head of state against an
enemy of the people and that such a conflict can "only be resolved by the
death of one of them," ibid., 148-49. With respect to Genesis 3:15,
Rosenbaum suggests that God acted like such a king in declaring "enmity"
between Satan and the seed of Adam and Eve, for "the real fruit of [Satan's]
deception which took place in Eden was murder," ibid., 150, and this
conflict will not be resolved until either Satan or the king is dead. His
theory implies that only God or the king as the divine representative can
rightfully declare such a state of enmity, and he infers that the royal power
to declare '8Mh had been perverted by individuals in antiquity and thus "the
purpose of the legislation [in Numbers 35:21-22] was to prevent individuals
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In addition, Numbers 35: 11, 15, and Joshua 20:3, 9,
which seem to require that the killing occur "at unawares,"
should not be understood to limit the ability of a person in
Nephi's situation to flee to a city of refuge and seek exculpation
simply because he had been conscious of his action at the time it
took place. The Hebrew word translated "unawares" is
shegagah. Meaning "to sin ignorantly," this word also occurs in
Numbers 15:28 (compare Mosiah 3:11). It derives from the
word shagag, meaning to stray, sin, miss the mark, be deceived,
or err, but not necessarily unconsciously. Depending on how
these words are construed, they may imply that the person acted
perhaps negligently but at least unaware of the consequences of
his action, or that he miscalculated or misjudged. Others in
Jerusalem might have judged Nephi to have acted in error,16 and
ancient legal distinctions may have existed between various
kinds of mistakes (i.e., ignorance of the law, mistakes of fact,
misjudgments of consequences, etc.), but no one could have
doubted that if Nephi sinned he did so unaware of it being a sin
and acted in good faith. Gauging by later Jewish law, which
may shed a little further light on the subject, "a murder by
someone under the mistaken belief that his actions were
permissible" was considered grossly negligent, but the slayer
was not subject to punishment;17 at least, it has been argued, he
"should be treated less severely than one who kills another in
ignorance of the more fundamental command not to kil1."18

from declaring W)ah against one another," ibid., 151. This observation, if
correct, would bear on the slaying of Laban, for it was indeed God-and not
Nephi-who declared such a state of enmity against Laban. When Laban
was killed by Nephi it was not under any kind of prohibited enmity that he
as an individual bad arrogated to himself the power to declare.
16 For an interesting discussion of the ancient legal and literary
treatments of tragic errors as opposed to morally insignificant accidents, see
David Daube, "Error and Accident in the Bible," Revue internationale des
droits de l'antiquite 2 (1949): 189-213. Daube, 209, concludes that no law
developed distinguishing between error and accident because "it is
exceedingly difficult to mark off from any irrelevant error that sort and
degree of error which you want to consider as exonerating a man."
17 Eliash, "Negligent Homicide in Jewisb Criminal Law," 88,
citing Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Nezikin 6: 10.
18 Arnold Enker, "Mistake of Law and Ignorance of Law in Jewish
Criminal Law," 2, summary of paper for the Conference of the Jewish Law
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Thus, Nephi's action would probably have come within the
additional protection of wrongs committed "unawares," if it
were viewed as a wrongdoing to any extent
The foregoing conclusion, based on an examination of the
Hebrew terminology, is confirmed on other grounds by the
Greek word ,that was used in the Septuagint to translate shegligah
in Numbers 15:28. The Greek word is akousios, a contracted
form: of aekousios, literally meaning "unwillingly." Its root is
hekousios, from hekon, denoting action that is "voluntary,
willing, acting of free will," within one's control; and thus its
opposite, akousios, is action that is "against the will, constrained,"19 "intended but not desired."20 This term was used as
a legal term by Antipho, Plato, and Aristotle to refer to
"involuntary action," including such actions as "involuntary
murder" or jettisoning the cargo of a ship in order to save the
vessel and its passengers. Obviously, its meaning was broader
than the English word involuntary.21 Aristotle recognizes that
many difficult philosophical questions are raised by "actions
done through fear of a worse alternative, or for some noble
object," and he concludes that these "mixed" actions approximate voluntary conduct at the time they are committed; but his
main interest is not juristic and thus he does not pursue or
resolve the issue. Aristotle's discussion, however, shows that
the issue was a live one in the ancient world: where an action
was truly undesired by the human agent, it certainly could be
argued that it was equivalent to involuntary conduct for purposes
of assessing legal culpability so long as the circumstances were
meritorious. 22
Such concepts coming from the Greek world only a few
centuries after the time of Nephi offer a valuable point of
comparison in assessing Nephi's state of mind. Nephi says,
"And I shrunk and would that I might not slay him" (1 Nephi

Association, Paris, July 1992, full paper forthcoming in the Jewish Law
Annual.

19 Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English
Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968),27,53,514-15, 749-50.
20 W. F. R. Hardie, Aristotle's Ethical Theory (Oxford: Clarendon,
1968), 153.
21 Antipho, III, 2, 6; see generally, Aristotle, Ethics III, 1,8-9.
22 The entire third book of the Nicomachean Ethics wrestles with
the problems of classifying an action as voluntary (hekousia), involuntary
(akousia), or mixed (mikte). See Hardie, Aristotle's Ethical Theory, 152-59.
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4: 10). This affinns that Nephi's action was strongly against his
will and his desire, and hence was involuntary under either the
Hebrew or Greek conceptions. Moreover he states that he was
"constrained by the Spirit that I should kill Laban" (1 Nephi
4:10). "Constrain" was a strong English word in Joseph Smith's
day, meaning "to compel or force; to urge with irresistible
power, or with a power sufficient to produce the effect" and "to
produce in opposition to nature."23 Being "constrained," Nephi
should not be viewed as acting willingly according to his
predilections, but obedient to a higher authority to achieve the
lesser of two evils. Thus Nephi concludes this section of his
account by saying, "And now when I, Nephi, had heard these
words, ... I did obey the voice of the Spirit" (1 Nephi 4: 14,
18). Accordingly, Numbers 15:28; 35:11, 15; and Joshua 20:3,
9 would have encompassed Nephi's action legally within the
concept of "involuntary" conduct and would not have taken him
outside the principles of asylum or of mitigated culpability.
Having found that the definition of excusable homicide
was broader than purely accidental killings and was not limited
by what modern readers would consider to be acts committed
"unawares," we must next ask whether that law in Exodus 21
was broad enough to include even a slaying with a sword.
Indeed, the application of Exodus 21 to the slaying of Laban
should not have been precluded in Nephi's mind by Numbers
35:16, even though that slaying was by the sword. Numbers
35: 16 states: "If he smite him with an instrument of iron, so that
he die, he is a murderer." This provision, however, must be
read in its surrounding context. The purpose of Numbers 35:1624, is, in essence, to establish the rule that the burden of proof
must be borne by or for the avenger of blood who pursues a
killer to a place of refuge,24 and that text sets forth several
evidentiary considerations that were to be weighed by the judges
in reaching their judgment. 25 If it could be proved that the killer

23 Webster's American Dictionary of the English Language (New
York: Converse, 1828).
24 Numbers 35 also establishes the right but not the duty of the
slayer to seek refuge, although all aspects of the avenger's standing in the
ensuing legal proceeding are not specified. Eliash, "Negligent Homicide in
Jewish Criminal Law," 68.
25 This view is consistent with the conclusion others have reached
that Numbers 35 was written or used in connection with the judicial reforms
of Jehoshaphat, c. 900 B.C., to guide judges in handling cases of asylum.
"The pass;:tge may be attributed to Jehoshaphat's reform"; see Rosenbaum,
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was not entitled to the protection of the sanctuary, the congregation was to judge between the slayer and the avenger of
blood (Numbers 35:24). Verses 16-18 seem to speak categorically, creating rules of strict liability that were to operate without
regard to the slayer's state of mind: They provide that if the killer
struck the victim with an instrument of iron, hit the victim by
throwing a stone, or struck the victim with a weapon of wood,
the killer was to be put to death. But while the use of such
dangerous instruments, weapons, or projectiles might raise a
strong presumption that the slaying was not accidental but
preplanned, verses 20-23 show that the earlier statements were
not intended to create an automatic judicial outcome based on
that single fact alone. The text continues, "But if he thrust him of
hatred, or hurl at him by lying of wait, that he die; or in enmity
strike him with his hand, that he die: he that smote him shall
surely be put to death" (Numbers 35:20-21). These qualifications show that "hatred" or "lying in wait" must still be proven
in addition to the probative-but not necessarily conclusiveevidence supplied by the nature of the weapon used.26 The text
concludes that if the killer "thrust him suddenly without enmity,
or have cast upon him anything without lying of wait, or with
any stone, wherewith a man may die, seeing him not, and cast it
upon him, that he die, and was not his enemy, neither sought his
harm," then the congregation shall exonerate the slayer and
allow him to remain in the city of refuge until the death of the
reigning high priest (Numbers 35:22-23). Thus, it is possible,
under some circumstances, for a person to be killed with an
instrument of iron and for that not to be counted automatically as

"Israelite Homicide Law," 151, citing Albright and Childs. Indeed,
Jehoshaphat appointed priests and elders to judge "between blood and blood"
in all the walled cities of Judah (2 Chronicles 19:5-11). However, the rules
in Numbers 35 direct the congregation in general and not a select body of
priests or judges in these evidentiary matters (see Numbers 35:24-25).
26 Elon, Principles of Jewish Law, 475, asserts, to the contrary,
that either element alone was sufficient: "willfulness or premeditation is
established by showing either that a deadly instrument was used (Num.
25:16-18) or that the assailant harbored hatred or enmity toward the victim
(Num. 35:20-21)." This reading, however, ignores Numbers 35:22-23,
which provides that a sudden thrust without enmity is excusable, even if it
is made with a deadly instrument.
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a homicide requiring the death penalty or other criminal
sanctions. 27
Obviously, the ground in antiquity between the two extremes of in.tentional homicide and negligent manslaughter was
wide enough to raise several legal questions that cannot be
answered today with certainty. Although we cannot reformulate
a precise law of negligent or excusable homicide with any degree
of certainty for the biblical period (and it is doubtful that a
codified version of the foregoing principles ever existed),28 it is
abundantly clear that several elements in Nephi's state of mind
were relevant factors in proving that a slaying was excusable and
protected by ancient Israelite law. Thus, although "the Bible
does not contain any abstract principles through which one could
determine exactly what criteria the court should use in determining whether a murder was intentional or unintentional,"29 it
is clear that culpable slayings under biblical law had to involve
some preplanned, treacherous, or hateful state of mind and that
such a requirement was lacking in Nephi's case.
2. God's deliverance of Laban into Nephi's hand. In the
end, Laban was killed for one and only one reason, namely
because the Spirit of the Lord commanded it and constrained
Nephi to slay him, for "the Lord hath delivered him into thy
hands" (1 Nephi 4: 11, 12; see also 1 Nephi 3:29). Looking
beyond Nephi's personal state of mind on the matter, the
ultimate reason for his action was God's deliverance of Laban
into Nephi's hands. As the Spirit stated, it was the Lord who
caused Laban's death: "the Lord slayeth the wicked to bring
forth his righteous purposes" (1 Nephi 4: 13). And, parenthetically, the distinctive biblical punishment for inveterate, unrepentant apostates was execution by the sword (Deuteronomy
13:15).
The killing of Laban was not the only time in ancient Israel
when God sanctioned certain slayings to promote the national
existence and welfare of the righteous. During the conquest of
the Promised Land, Israel was commanded to kill the inhabitants
of the region in order to occupy that land and to establish Israel,
and accordingly Jewish law recognizes a special legal
classification of certain mandatory wars required when God
WELCH, SLAYING OF LABAN

27 For further reasoning along the same lines, see Eliash,
"Negligent Homicide in Jewish Criminal Law," 70-71.
28 Ibid., 69-71.
29 .Ibid., 69.
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commands)O The wars of the kings were optional and limited,
but the requirements imposed by God in certain circumstances
were mandatory) 1
Some people have wondered why God needed to have
Nephi kill Laban instead of telling him simply to put on Laban's
clothes and go forth in disguise to get the plates. Leaving the
-drunken Laban alive, however, would probably have created
serious problems in several ways: (1) Laban could have
awakened, stumbled home, or could have been helped home by
someone else who found him drunk in the streets; if Laban had
reentered his house while Nephi was there pretending to be
Laban, Nephi would have been extremely vulnerable as a
housebreaker at night. (2) Even if Laban spent the night in the_
streets, the next morning he would have regained his senses and
would have been furious. He would have led a search party to
pursue and kill Nephi and his brothers and recover the plates of
brass. With Laban dead, however, his family and kinsmen
would have gone into mourning and would have immediately
attended to the funeral and burial. They were less motivated to
recover the plates than Laban would have been (especially since
they had already inherited Lehi's gold and silver from Laban).
(3) Few members of Laban's family were probably much aware
of the negotiations and conflicts between Laban and the four
sons of Lehi. With Zoram gone, people in Jerusalem could well
have assumed that Zoram was the one who had killed Laban,
since the city of Jerusalem had every reason to believe that the
four sons of Lehi had been scared out of town earlier and had
never returned. If Laban had not been killed, however, he would
have known Zoram and the circumstances well enough to have
suspected what had happened and to have led an effective
pursuit against Nephi and his brothers. These reasons explain
why it was virtually essential to the completion of Nephi's task
that Laban be killed, and with a little imagination several other
reasons can probably be suggested.
Be that as it may, Laban was not killed for any short-term
practical need of the moment. As Nephi stood marveling over
the drunken Laban, he must have been quite astonished. He was
30 For further details, see my "Law and War in the Book of
Mormon," in Stephen D. Ricks and William J. Hamblin, eds., Warfare in
the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S.,
1990),49.
31 George Horowitz, The Spirit of Jewish Law (New York: Bloch,
1953), 147-48.
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drawn immediately to Laban's sword, which he removed from
its sheath. The splendor of the workmanship and the sharpness
of the steel blade left an indelible impression on the young man's
mind. As Nephi stood marveling at this weapon, the Spirit
constrained Nephi that he should kill Laban (1 Nephi 4:10).
Nephi balked. The Spirit then said to him again, "Behold the
Lord hath delivered him into thy hands" (1 Nephi 4:11). Three
times Nephi tried to rationalize the commanded deed, but the
Spirit said again, "Slay him, for the Lord hath delivered him into
thy hands" (1 Nephi 4:12).
The words of the Spirit were apparently a verbatim quote
from Exodus 21:13, "And if a man lie not in wait, but God
deliver him into his hand." These words or their equivalent, in
my opinion, would have been recognized by Nephi as coming
from the Code of the Covenant. Growing up in Israel as a young
boy, Nephi would certainly have learned this passage from
Exodus 21. Deuteronomy 6:6-7 required righteous parents in
Israel to teach their children the law of Moses, to talk of these
words when they sat at the dinner table, to recite them as they
walked down the path, to repeat them before going to bed, and
to speak of them upon rising in the morning. One of the most
important texts of the law of Moses was Exodus 21-23,
essentially an elaboration of the familiar Ten Commandments.
Coming. early in the first chapter of the Covenant Code was the
text cited by the Spirit to Nephi.
The Hebrew verb in Exodus 21:13 translated as "deliver"
(Jinnah) occurs only four times in the Hebrew Bible. Mayer
Sulzberger sees in this phrase a "subtle intimation that Divine
wisdom" causes events to occur "between persons not hostile to
each other, in order to attain ends of justice which the narrow
wisdom of human courts would be unable to reach."32
Accordingly, this rare Hebrew expression or its equivalent
indicated to Nephi in essence that God had caused Laban and
Nephi to meet that night,33 and that Laban's death was
32 Sulzberger, "The Ancient Hebrew Law of Homicide," 292.
33 The Hebrew may be translated, "God [ha-.8lOhfm] caused him to
meet," Jackson, Essays, 91 n. 98; but this expression is otherwise
unattested and thus its meaning is not entirely certain. Eliash renders this
phrase, "and the Lord caused it to come [by] his hand," see "Negligent
Homicide in Jewish Criminal Law," 69. Paul Hoskisson has suggested in
private correspondence, 2 June 1981, that the Hebrew should be understood
to mean that "God has caused the opportunity to come upon him," namely
the one killed. The Greek Septuagint translators three centuries after Nephi
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occasioned by an act of God, but not as that term is understood
in its modem sense. 34 Especially if the Spirit used this rare word
and not one of the more common Hebrew words for "deliver"
(for example, na1an, "to give over"; or hi$$il, "to snatch, rescue"), the connection between the Spirit's words and Exodus 21
would hav.e been far more obvious in Hebrew than it is even in
English.
The implication of the Spirit's instruction could not have
been lost on Nephi: he had not been lying in wait and the Lord
had delivered Laban into his hands. Therefore, in order to
accomplish the Lord's purposes, under this unusual and
extraordinary circumstance, the killing was on both counts
legally justifiable and religiously excusable. It was the kind of
killing that would be protected by the mercy of God in a place of
refuge within God's jurisdiction.
3. Better that one man perish than a whole nation. The
Spirit, finally, gave the following explanation for Laban's death:
"It is better that one man should perish than that a nation should
dwindle and perish in unbelief' (1 Nephi 4:13). This point of
view concerning the relative rights of the individual or the group
also has a long tradition in biblical and Jewish legal history.
The Old Testament lays a narrative groundwork for the
legal view that, under rare appropriate circumstances, a single
person can be exposed to certain death for the benefit of the
whole. David Daube has shown that in early Israel there was
little moral constraint protecting the individual in such a case:
Clearly, no such scruples are entertained by the
Judeans in Judges [15:9-13] who, fearing what their
mighty Philistine neighbours might do to settle

rendered these Hebrew words alia ho theos pared6ken eis tas cheiras autou,
literally "but God delivered [him] into his hands." Despite the possible
translational nuances here, the message should have been clear to Nephi in
any case: God had caused him to stumble onto Laban, or had caused this
outcome to come upon Laban, or had delivered Laban into his hands.
34 God's involvement for purposes of Exodus 21: 13 should not be
confused anachronistically with the modern legal notion of "act of God,"
which has come to mean "an act occasioned exclusively by violence of
nature without the interference of any human agency." Black's Law
Dictionary, rev. 4th ed. (St. Paul, MN: West, 1968), 43.
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accounts with the indomitable Samson, propose to
deliver him up in fetters.3 5
And the case of Sheba, a rebel against King David in 2 Samuel
20, provided a further instance where peace was offered to an
entire city in ,exchange for the life of a single man (2 Samuel
20:21-22).
This point of law, along with its biblical precedents and
ethics, was hotly debated between the Pharisees and Sadducees
at the time of Christ: The initial position of the Pharisees was
"unbendingly negative: no one to be surrendered ever, even
though extinction will ensue,"36 while the Sadducees (notably
Caiaphas in condemning Jesus) were more liberal (John 11:50;
18:14).3 7 Eventually the view of the Sadducees prevailed, as
evidenced in the Genesis Rabba: "It is better to kill that man
[Ullah] so that they may not punish the congregation on his
account."38 In the rabbinic period, Talmudic law went on to
puzzle deeply over the meaning and implications of these
notions. Used judiciously, these debates confirm the fact that
surrendering one person to be killed for the benefit of the entire
group was a topic addressed in biblical law.
In the Talmud, unpremeditated homicide was eventually
subdivided into five categories: negligent, accidental, nearly
avoidable, under duress, or justifiable.3 9 For purposes of
comparison with Nephi's case, justifiable killings included (1)
those that prevented one man from killing another (and by
analogy, Nephi's slaying of Laban prevented him from causing
Lehi's people to perish spiritually) and (2) surrendering a
specific named individual to be killed when heathens threaten to
kill a whole group unless that one is delivered up.40 While the
rabbis passionately and compassionately debated the limited
circumstances under which the life of a specified individual
could be sacrificed for the benefit of the group,41 and whereas
35 David Daube, Appeasement or Resistance (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1987), 79.
36 Ibid.
37 See ibid., 86-88.
38 Genesis Rabba 94 on 46.26, cited in ibid., 87.
39 Elon, Principles of Jewish Law, 476.
40 Ibid., 476.
41 See TY Terumot 8:10, 46b, in The Talmud of the Land of Israel:
A Preliminary Translation and Explanation, Alan J. Avery-Peck, trans.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988),6:418, which reads:
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one case from the fourth century A.D. distinguished between an
individual and a group ordered to put a man to death (the
individual must first offer himself to be killed),42 there can be
little doubt that the possibility of killing one person for the
benefit of the whole was recognized under early Jewish law and
th_at it was consonant with the rationale expressly stated in
Laban's case ("better that one man should perish than a nation
should dwindle and perish in unbelief," 1 Nephi 4: 13).
Indeed, logic was on the side of the rabbis who held that
this rule applied especially when the victim had already
committed a crime worthy of death, and this raises the further
possibility that Laban was justifiably consigned to die because
he had committed such a crime. Falsely accusing a person of a
capital offense was a capital crime under biblical law
(Deuteronomy 19:19), as it had been in the ancient Near East
since at least the time of Hammurabi (Code of Hammurabi 1).
Since Laban had falsely accused Laman of being a "robber" (a
serious capital offense)43 and had sent his soldiers to execute the

It is taught [T. Ter. 7:20]: [As to] a group of men who
were walking along and gentiles met them and said, "Give us
one of your number that we may kill him, and if not, 10, we
will kill all of you"-let them kill all of them, but let them
not give over to them a single Israelite. But if they singled one
out, such as they singled out Sheba the son of Biehri [2 Sam.
20]-let them give him to them, that they not all be killed.
Said R. Simeon b. Laqish, "Now this applies [only] if the man
[already] is subject to execution, as was Sheba the son of
Biehri." But R. Yohanan says, "[It applies] even if he is not
subject to execution, as was Sheba the son of Bichri."
Similarly, it was permitted for a group of women to tum over one
who was unclean to be raped in order to protect the cleanness of the others.
Ibid. While it was allowed to sacrifice the welfare of one for the whole, the
rabbis taught that "the law for pious ones" advised against doing so. Ibid.,
419. Others held that the person singled out for death had to have "already
forfeited his life to God by committing a capital offense against God's laws
for which he had not yet been punished," although this opinion was not held
unanimously. Haim H. Cohn, Human Rights in Jewish Law (New York:
KTAV, 1984),38.
42 David Daube, Collaboration with Tyranny in Rabbinic Law
(London: Oxford, 1965),26-27.
43 Bernard S. Jackson, Theft in Early Jewish Law (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1972), 13; against robbers "the laws of war operated," 16. I
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sons of Lehi on this pretext (1 Nephi 3:13, 25), Laban
effectively stood as a false accuser. Such an accusation, coming
from a commanding officer of the city, was more than an idle
insult; it carried the force of a legal indictment. Since Nephi and
his brothers were powerless to rectify that wrong, God was left
to discharge justice against Laban.
Corroborating factors. Three pieces of circumstantial
_ evidence corroborate the view that the prevailing law in Nephi's
day counted the slaying of Laban as something less than
culpable or capital homicide. 44
First, it is significant that Nephi's brothers never accused
him of breaking the law. Laman and Lemuel had ample reason to
accuse Nephi. If he had broken the very law that he so
scrupulously claimed to observe, Laman and Lemuel would not
have let that pass unnoticed. They accuse him of usurping
power, of trying to become a ruler and a teacher over them, of
trying to trick them by his cunning arts and "foolish
imaginations" (1 Nephi 16:37-38; 17:20), but never do they
accuse him of murder. Moreover, their descendants taught their
children to hate and murder the Nephites because Nephi "had

thank Paul Hoskisson for recently reminding me of this point which we had
discussed several years ago. It is also probable that Laban was among those
who had wrongly accused Lehi of being a false prophet, which was also a
capital offense (Deuteronomy 13:5; 18:20).
44 In this paper, I have been concerned with the laws of the society
in which Nephi lived. God gave Nephi and all the ancient prophets and
apostles additional private rules that may have guided Nephi's actions or
shaped his subsequent retelling of the events in 1 Nephi 4. See D&C
98:23-38. It is unknown, however, whether Nephi received the two laws in
D&C 98 before or after the Laban episode; he could have received them at
the time he and his followers separated themselves from Laman and his
group, for those two rules deal with (1) defensively enduring threefold
attacks by enemies on the righteous and their families and (2) offensively
warning one's enemies three times and offering peace before going to war
against them. These rules of war fit the events in 2 Nephi 5, but they do
not apply precisely to the case of Laban. The statement "if he has sought
thy life, and thy life is endangered by him, thine enemy is in thine hands
and thou art justified" (D&C 98:31) might appear to have overtones of the
Laban episode, but it literally applies only to a case of self-defense, which
was not the case with Nephi and Laban since Nephi's life was not threatened
at the time he found Laban drunk in the streets of Jerusalem. If Nephi had
known this law at the time and had considered it as complete justification,
he might well have said so. He sees more in the case than this alone.
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taken the ruling of the people out of their hands" and robbed
them (Mosiah 10:15-17), but never do they depict Nephi as a
murderer. This strongly implies that they accepted Nephi's
explanation of the case as a justifiable killing.
Second, at or shortly after Nephi's coronation as king,
Jacob addressed the young Nephite assembly. He pronounced
ten woes upon those who work wickedness (2 Nephi 9:27-38).
His ten woes are quite obviously patterned after the Ten
Commandments. 45 One of these woes pertains to murder: "Wo
unto the murderer who deliberately killeth, for he shall die" (2
Nephi 9:35). The conspicuous insertion of the word
"deliberately" is an uncharacteristic qualification. Few of Jacob's
strict woes are accompanied by such a modifier. The thrust of
his point is to be sure that only those who deliberately kill are
considered guilty and punishable. Under Exodus 21:12-14, that
would require deliberation, lying in wait, or other similar
planning and hatred. Categorically cursing all people who
killed-particularly at the coronation of Nephi-would have
been extremely undiplomatic. People immediately would have
wondered, "But what about Nephi?" The answer is simple. As
has been shown above, Nephi had not killed "deliberately."
Jacob's curse implies that he understood Exodus 21:13 to
require a high degree of advance deliberation.
Third, of course, Nephi was not the only prophet in
scripture to shed a man's blood. Moses killed an Egyptian when
Moses saw the Egyptian beating a Hebrew slave; when he
looked around and saw that no one was watching, Moses killed
the Egyptian and buried him in the sand (Exodus 2:11-12).
Fearing that he might get caught, Moses fled to the land of
Midian. This background sheds further light on the meaning of
intentionality in the law of homicide in Exodus 21. Moses, the
lawgiver himself, just like Nephi could have argued that his
spontaneous action was not preplanned or premeditated in that
sense. This, again, is not to say that Moses had not committed a
slaying, but only that it was a protectable slaying. He fled and
took refuge in the wilderness of Midian, perhaps thereby
creating the very precedent out of which the strange procedure of

45 "Jacob's Ten Commandments," in John W. Welch, ed.,
Reexploring the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
F.A.R.M.S., 1992): 69-72.
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the cities of refuge emerged. 46 Only rarely, however, has any
connection between Moses' flight and the biblical asylum law
been suggested. One Jewish source imagined that Moses must
have been happy when he received that section of the law from
God, because "he that hath tasted of a food knoweth its flavor,"
and Moses "who had erstwhile been obligated to flee on account
-of having slain an Egyptian, knew the feelings of the man who
is pursued on account of a manslaughter that he had committed
unawares."47 Accordingly, the concrete cases of Moses and
Nephi offer us important practical glimpses into the meaning of
unintentional manslaughter in the biblical period.
Nephi's reference to Moses as he and his brothers moved
quietly toward Jerusalem that dark night turns out to be more
prophetic and more significant than Nephi probably realized at
the time. Nephi urged his brothers, "Let us be strong like unto
Moses.... Let us go up; the Lord is able to deliver us, even as
our fathers, and to destroy Laban, even as the Egyptians"
(1 Nephi 4:2-3). Although Nephi had the destruction of the
Egyptian army in mind (he assumed he would encounter
Laban's fifty), in the end it was not an army that Nephi
destroyed, but a single man. Nephi became strong like unto
Moses, following the archetype who set into motion the exodus
of Israel from Egypt. Even so, the slaying of Laban inexorably
sealed the destiny of Lehi's party as exiles from the land of
Jerusalem until they likewise arrived at their new Promised
Land. In retrospect, the parallel between the actions of Moses
46 Dating the biblical texts about the cities of refuge and
determining to what extent they were actually implemented is debatable. But
in any event, they predate Lehi and Nephi. Moshe Greenberg dates the
asylum laws before the reforms of Josiah c. 625 B.C.; see "The Biblical
Conception of Asylum," 126. Henry McKeating adduces evidence of a
custom of sanctuary in the early monarchy and shows that few are convinced
that these practices are not at least as old as the seventh century B.C. See
"Development of the Law on Homicide in Ancient Israel," 53-54. Whether
these laws were promulgated by Moses himself or patterned after him, his
flight to Midian could have influenced the development of the concept of
refuge.
47 Louis Ginzberg, The Legends o/the Jews, 7 vols. (Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1938), 3:416 and n. 869. See also
Rofe, "The History of the Cities of Refuge," 237, suggesting that Moses'
flight to Midian, Absalom's escape to Geshur (2 Samuel 13:37; 14:13, 32),
and Cain's becoming a wanderer on earth (Genesis 4:12-16) offer clear
evidence that self-imposed exile from society was an alternative for the killer
under ancient Israelite customary law.
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and Nephi was surely strengthened by the fact that both had
been involved in the excusable killing of a man.
Concluding observations. Over the years Hugh Nibley has
enjoyed telling a story about his Arab students in the early 1950s
who were required to take the basic Book of Mormon class at
Brigham Young University. Knowing that the Laban episode
had been troublesome to the moral sensitivities of many
twentieth-century readers, Nibley was puzzled when these
students found the story somewhat implausible but precisely for
the opposite reason he had expected. Instead of being troubled
that Nephi had killed the unconscious Laban, the students found
it odd that he had hesitated so long. 48 While the reaction of these
Arab students cannot be taken as evidence of the attitudes of the
inhabitants of the city of Jerusalem around 600 B.C., it does
reinforce the point that different cultures have unique values and
idiosyncratic legal expectations. Accordingly, modem readers
should be willing to consider not only the implications and moral
bearings of ancient scriptural events upon contemporary society,
but also to approach these developments in terms of the ancient
dispositions and legal norms that would have operated as
guiding principles in the lives of people years ago.
While nineteenth-century vocabulary and concepts are in
some ways useful in Book of Mormon ~xegesis, the Laban
episode is a case where the nineteenth-century environment
offers little help.49 Joseph Smith's nineteenth-century audience
48 John W. Welch, "Hugh Nibley and the Book of Mormon,"
Ensign 15 (April 1985): 52.
49 It is difficult to determine how the law of homicide was
understood in Joseph Smith's community. Under the earliest colonial laws
of New York, which were based largely on biblical precedents, a capital
homicide was defined as "wilful and premeditated." Earliest Printed Laws of
New York 1665-1693, John D. Cushing, ed. (New York: Michael Glazier,
1978), 124. Similarly, the Blue Laws of New Haven Colony (1656) spoke
of "willfull murder ... upon premeditated malice, hatred or cruelty, (not in
a way of necessary and just defence, nor by meere casualty against his will,)
he shall be put to death." Blue Laws of New Haven Colony 1656, compiled
by an antiquarian (Hartford: Case, Tiffany, 1838). In the nineteenth century,
even greater protection to life was given. Life "cannot legally be disposed of
or destroyed by any individual, neither by the person himself, nor by any
other of his fellow-creatures, merely upon their own authority."
Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England (Chicago: Callagan,
1872), 133. Laws, such as the Penal Code of the State of New York (1865),
minimized the extent of premeditated awareness that was required: §243: "A
design to effect death sufficient to constitute murder, may be formed
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was just as scandalized by Nephi's killing of Laban as is a
modem audience. Early Book of Monnon critics readily viewed
this episode as a clear indication that the Book of Monnon was
not inspired by God, a divine being who would never have
_commanded a true prophet to kill, having already commanded,
"Thou shalt not murder." That view, however, assumes only a
nineteenth-century viewpoint.
But when analyzed in tenns of ancient biblical law, the
case is framed within the appropriate set of legal tenns and
issues. This is not to say that the slaying of Laban presents us as
modem readers with an easy case: neither was it an easy case for
Nephi. In its ancient legal context, however, the slaying of
Laban makes sense, both legally and religiously, as an
unpremeditated, undesired, divinely excusable, and justifiable
killing-something very different from what people today
nonnally think of as criminal homicide.

instantly before committing the act by which it is carried into execution."
Homicide was excusable under these statutes only in certain accidents; in
lawfully correcting a child or servant; in doing a lawful act with ordinary
caution and without unlawful intent; when resisting an attempted murder; in
lawful defense; apprehending a felon, suppressing a riot, or lawfully
preserving the peace.
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A Correlation of the Sidon River and the
Lands of Manti and Zarahemla with the
Southern End of the Rio Grijalva
(San Miguel)
John L. and Janet F. Hilton
Abstract: We construct a detailed geographical
model of the Nephite homeland areas of Manti,
Zarahemla, and the river Sidon using the Book of
Mormon text of around 80 B.C. This model assumes that
these areas are located in Mesoamerica, that the names of
their surrounding seas do not necessarily correspond to
local compass directions, and that the directions stated in
the text are to be understood in the nontechnical normal
English sense. We then describe the southern end of the
Grijalva river basin, located across the southern part of the
Mexico-Guatemala border. We nominate this area as a
possible candidate for the ancient Nephite homeland
because it corresponds to the text's topography from the
most general to the most detailed parts of the description.
Furthermore, significant geographical and climatic
changes in this area over the last 2000 years are unlikely.
The number and detail of the topological matches
encourage further careful study.

Introduction
We believe the Book of Mormon is a history of unique
peoples who lived in a real place and time. We believe their
historical account has inestimable spiritual value. We might
understand their history and message better if we could
determine their physical surroundings. Mter studying internal
Book of Mormon geography for thirty-five years, fifteen years
of which included intense study, we are disappointed to
conclude that the text's internal geographical descriptions do not
produce a unique, complete geographical interpretation credible
to most scholars. Textual ambiguity leads readers to quite
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different geographical models based on the assumptions each
reader chooses to bring to the study of the text.
To delimit these assumptions, we have focused on the
Book of Mormon river Sidon, a river purportedly shallow
enough to cross on foot yet deep and swift enough to carry thou_sands of bodies out to sea (Alma 3:3; 44:21-22). This description is sufficieilt to define the limits for the size of this river. We
therefore began an extended study of the hydrology of the Book
of Mormon. 1
To prepare for the 1992 field study of the southern end of
the Rio Grijalva in Mesoamerica (formerly the Rio San Miguel),
we carefully studied recent detailed topographical maps of the
region and compared them to Book of Mormon geography. We
found that if the Grijalva's southern section corresponded to the
Manti-Zarahemla part of the Book of Mormon Sidon river, a
number of otherwise perplexing geographical relationships in the
text seem to be resolved.2 To our surprise, this location's
characteristics not only compare to the water flow that we
calculate to be necessary, but they also appear to compare to the
area's topology as described in the text, from the most general to
the most specific details. This model then follows from
consistently applied, plausible, researched assumptions-not
specific assumptions previously thought important but ones we
calculated according to the needed water flow, topographical
map detail, measured river water flow rate, and personal
discussion with natives now living on the rivers. But because
these assumptions permit detailed agreement between the text
and an actual physical location, we feel the model merits further
investigation.
More than one third of the Book of Mormon covers
Nephite activities in the time period from 90 to 70 B.C. For this
study we selected the Nephite homelands of this period: the city
of Manti, the local land of Zarahemla, and the river Sidon
because these regions possess extensive geographical descripJohn L. Hilton, "Book of Mormon Hydrology Working Papers:
Derived Information for the River Sidon Based on Pedestrian Fords near the
Cities ofZarahemla and Manti, 1991." Available from the author.
2 For example, among the problems resolved is the relationship of
Manti, Zeezrom, Cumeni, and Antiparah-all were "on the south near the
west sea" (Alma 53:22; 56:13); Antiparah was within portage distance of
the west sea (Alma 56:31); traveling from this area to east-coast Nephihah
would involve crossing "the head of Sidon" (Alma 56:25); and others as
discussed throughout this paper.
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tions, the most interrelated references, and physical details
recognizable on modem topographical maps. The hypothesized
physical location lies in the southernmost part of the MexicoGuatemala frontier northward from the Continental Divide to the
upper end of the Chiapas Central depression.

- Background
In recent years the ability to seriously compare a Book of
Mormon geographical model to the physical world has greatly
improved. At the same time, Book of Mormon scholars have
increasingly recognized the need for more careful examination of
the geographical information in the text itself. A detailed review
by John L. Sorenson3 of many of the early geographical studies
reminds us that much greater care is needed if consensus is to be
hoped for and the truth ultimately identified. The best overall
effort so far toward this needed careful scholarship is
Sorenson's own book An Ancient American Setting for the
Book of Mormon. 4 This paper accepts Sorenson's invitation to
probe deeper and presents models that finely detail the Manti
area and the Sidon river downstream to Zarahemla. We hope that
this "fine-tuning" and corresponding identification of a physical
area can help advance Book of Mormon geography.
This paper considers Book of Mormon hydrology and its
implications on river size. We interpret the crossing of the river
Sidon just above Manti (Alma 43:39-40; 44:22) to require not
only a restricted water flow consistent with an army hurriedly
wading across the river but also a river that could carry thou. sands of bodies out to sea. Calculated field measurements5
verified a minimum and maximum estimate of the needed water
flow rate. To carry thousands of bodies out to sea, the needed
water flow rate would measure about 10 cu rnIsec or greater; for
a river to accommodate pedestrian fording, we estimate the water
flow to measure less than about 72 cu rnIsec (for a river of
perhaps 25 to 60 meters wide with a hard, flat bottom).
3 John L. Sorenson, "The Geography of Book of Mormon Events:
A Source Book," F.A.R.M.S., 1990.
4 John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting for the Book of
Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1985).
5 Among the participants in the 1991 field exploration were
Ronald W. Lowe of the New World Archaeological Foundation, Janet F.
Hilton, and John L. Hilton. Participants in the 1992 exploration included
Ronald W. Lowe, Noel B. Reynolds, and John L. Hilton.
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Of course, numerous other sets of assumptions have been
and might be postulated to interpret this text. Other modem
locations (unknown to us) might also correspond to a textual
interpretation in the detail that we see here. Therefore, whether
the modem physical location of the Nephite sites of 80 B.C. has
been actually identified on our physical map must, of course, be
established by further studies. Because this geographical model
-predicts very restricted site locations, thorough archaeological
investigation might presumably establish whether Nephite-type
peoples occupied these sites at approximately 80 B.C.

Three Assumptions for the Models
a.
We assume that in 80 B.C. the Nephite homeland
was in Mesoamerica.
b. We assume the seas have names.
c.
We assume the directions stated in the English text
correspond loosely to the normal vernacular usage.
Repeated, careful readings of the text persuade us that the
terms east sea (or sea east) and west sea (or sea west) are likely
designated names rather than ones that give local directions,
similar to the North Sea's present name, which names a sea
south of Scandinavia and west of central Europe. Perhaps the
Nephite historians derived the east sea and west sea names from
the names the Mulekites gave the ocean they had just crossed
when they first came to America (presumably first landing
somewhere in the Gulf of Mexico) and from the name Lehi' s
colony gave the Pacific Ocean that they had crossed (consistent
with Helaman 6:10). Therefore, the seas' names could have a
correct directional meaning in only a few locations. As one
moves about in Mesoamerica, the names west sea and east sea
would lose all directional meaning. This concept helps when we
read "that Helaman did march [to] the borders of the land on the
south by the west sea"(Alma 53:22). We understand this to
mean that he marched south to the borders of the Nephite lands
by the Pacific Ocean.
This model accepts that the directions stated in the text
equate to typical modem usage (as understood by the translator):
that is, when the text reads the "wilderness to the west," it
means more or less west (as in, "the sun goes down in the
west"). Nonetheless, it must be remembered that in the Americas
(unlike directions specified in the text for travels in the Arabian
peninsula, e.g., I Nephi 16:13), the Book of Mormon only
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gives directions by specifying one of the four cardinal names
with no intermediate directional differentiation. Therefore, our
text-derived models will always have rather large absolute
directional uncertainty (e.g., at least up to plus or minus 45
degrees) . . In some cases the text uses terminology like
"northward" and "southward," presumably trying to make it
- clear that directly north or directly south was not necessarily
intended.
The remainder of this paper will consider three topics: (1) a
complete examination of relevant Book of Mormon references
and the construction of our model, (2) the matching of the text
model to the locations on the modem map, and (3) the detailed
comparison between the text and physical models for the battle
across the Sidon river immediately above the land of Manti in 74
B.C.

Construction of the Text Model Using Our
Assumptions
Figure 1 shows a map which roughly illustrates the
derived relative locations of the key regions: Manti, the river
Sidon, and Zarahemla.
A. The city and land of Zarahemla and the city of
Gideon. Families with herds could travel in approximately 21 to
22 days from the city Nephi to the large population center of
Zarahemla (Mosiah 18:4,30-32; Mosiah 23:1-3; Mosiah 24:1820; Mosiah 24:25).
After having been isolated from Zarahemla in the city of
Nephi for fifty or sixty years, King Limhi sent a scouting party
of men to contact their former countrymen in Zarahemla (Mosiah
8:7-9). They apparently unknowingly bypassed the whole
Nephite homeland area of Zarahemla and in some way
mistakenly overshot it through the "narrow neck of land" all the
way northward to the Jaredite ruins, "and they having supposed
it to be the land of Zarahemla returned to the land of Nephi"
(Mosiah 21:26). Therefore, when traveling from Nephi to
Zarahemla with only sketchy instructions, people could unknowingly bypass the Sidon river valley and Zarahemla and still
think they were on course.
The Mulekites occupied Zarahemla long before 130 B.C.
when the text first described it as the Nephite city-state of
Zarahemla. Within fifty years, Zarahemla had become the capital
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Figure 1. A hypothetical map showing the Manti-SidonZarahemla area of about 80 B.C. derived from a complete study
of the Book of Mormon text, where: (a) the area is in
Mesoamerica, (b) the seas have names (i.e., the east sea or sea
east, etc.), and (c) the text's directions are taken to be consistent
with the common English vernacular of the translator.
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of the Nephite nation which had gained control from sea to sea
(c. 80 B.C.). Therefore, the name Zarahemla can designate the
local area about the city or the whole nation governed from the
city; this paper most concerns itself with the local area of the
city.
During the campaigns of Helaman and his 2000 sons
(about 63 B.C.) near Manti "in the borders of the land on the
south by the west sea" (Alma 53:22), Zarahemla was the only
place mentioned where prisoners of war could be safely kept,
and "Zarahemla and the land round about" (Alma 57:6) provided
food, military supplies, and reinforcements during the years of
these Manti area battles.
Later (about 50 B.C.), without warning, a fast-moving
Lamanite army that managed to slip through the Nephite borderdefense cities undetected (i.e., militarily unimpeded) waged a
surprise attack on "the great city" Zarahemla. Zarahemla is
contrasted to the border-defense cities "round about in the
borders . .. where the strong armies" of the Nephites were
deployed, while Zarahemla itself was "in the heart of their
lands," "center of the land," and "the most capital parts of the
land" (Helaman 1: 15-27). When Zarahemla was thus
unexpectedly attacked, a guard was at the "entrance of the city"
and the "wall of the city" is first specifically mentioned
(Helaman 1:19-27). Again, the walls of the city are mentioned
in conjunction with Samuel the Lamanite's prophesying at
Zarahemla another fifty years later (Helaman 13:4; 16:2,7).
The capital city Zarahemla lay near the west bank of the
Sidon river (Alma 2:25, 27, 34). A major battle was fought on
the river's west bank (likely a little upstream from the city
Zarahemla)-which required the hurried crossing of the river by
a well-organized Nephite army of tens of thousands of fully
armed men (Alma 2: 12) at about the same time that the enemy
dead were cast into the river for sea burial (Alma 2:34; 3:3). At
the time of Christ's crucifixion, Zarahemla was burned and later
rebuilt (3 Nephi 8:8; 4 Nephi 1:8). Centuries after the
destruction at the time of Christ's death, Mormon wrote much of
the geographical description based on personal knowledge.
Upstream from Zarahemla, within hours' travel on the
other side of the river, lay the "hill Amnihu" adjacent to which
lay the valley of Gideon (see Alma 2:15-37). A few years after
the battles recounted in Alma 2, the Nephites built "the city of
Gideon in the valley that was called Gideon" (Alma 6:7).
Probably a little further upstream and across the river from the
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hill Amnihu was the land of Minon, on the same west side of the
river as Zarahemla (Alma 2:24-25).
B. Manti's direction and distance from Zarahemla and
its relationship to the river Sidon. The text lacks adequate
information to specify a distance between Zarahemla and Manti;
-it only establishes generally that these two cities were close
enough to depe.nd on each other for supplies but far enough
apart to isolate themselves militarily at times.
1. Manti was far enough from Zarahemla to be militarily
isolated. Full communication between the "strongholds" of the
city Manti and the capital city Zarahemla was at times a serious
problem. When politics divided the government at Zarahemla
(Alma 58:1-9), Helaman's embassy from Manti to Zarahemla
took months to produce even a token show of support from the
capital. Zarahemla's governmental instability delayed reinforcements and provisions. These delays were not surprising and
likely would have had little to do with the distance between the
two centers. At other times the two centers appeared close
enough together to allow soldiers, supplies, and prisoners to be
transported from one place to the other within days (for the
general setting, see also Alma 16:5-6; 56:24-25, 28, 35-42, 57;
57:6, 11, 15-17).
The text mentions no other Nephite centers on the river
Sidon between Manti and Minon, which was but hours' travel
upstream from Zarahemla (Alma 2:24). We conclude, therefore,
that traveling between Manti and Zarahemla normally took days.
2.
Manti was one of the cities on the south by the west
sea. The text named Manti as the first of four Nephite cities to be
captured by the Lamanites (and later the last to be liberated),
according to Helaman when he arrived with his 2000 sons "in
the borders of the land on the south by the west sea" (Alma
53:22). Apparently at the time of the invasion, the land of Manti
was not well defended, since the Lamanites chose Manti to
"commence an attack upon the weaker part of the people" (Alma
43:24). During the years of Helaman'slarge military campaign
in the area, the garrison about Manti likely grew to perhaps ten
thousand men or more, who depended on Zarahemla or Melek
for provisions (Alma 56:27; 57:6). Therefore, we conclude that
normally a comparatively small Nephite population inhabited the
Manti area, that the terrain was unsuited for the raising of
enough food to sustain the large army around Manti, that the
closest significant population center where appreciable food
could be raised was likely the Zarahemla area, and that the
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distance to Zarahemla did not preclude transport of the needed
provisions.
3.
Manti lays southward from Gideon and Zarahemla.
Gideon was located just across the river Sidon within hours'
travel from Zarahemla (Alma 2; 6:7-8 discussed above) and was
much closer to Zarahemla than Manti was. It follows then that
the general direction from Zarahemla to Manti was "southward,"
the same as it was from "Gideon southward, away to the land of
Manti" (Alma 17:1).
4.
Manti was on the west side of the river Sidon, near
the "head of the river Sidon." The Lamanites under the
command of Zerahemnah, as they withdrew from the Nephite
cities near the east sea coast, "took their journey round about in
the wilderness, away by the head of the river Sidon, that they
might come into the land of Manti" (Alma 43:22).
Captain Moroni organized a large army to defend Manti.
After the spies he assigned to watch the movements of the
Lamanite invaders informed him when and from where the
enemy was coming, he deployed troops just upstream from
Manti on the east of the river Sidon; then "the remainder he
concealed in the west valley, on the west of the river Sidon, and
so down into the borders of the land Manti" (Alma 43:32).
5. The south wilderness continues "away up beyond the
borders of the land of Manti." Zoram the Nephite military leader
asked for prophetic information about where he might rescue the
Nephites taken captive by the Lamanites as they destroyed the
city of Ammonihah. He was instructed by the prophet Alma who
lived in Zarahemla that "the Lamanites will cross the river Sidon
in the south wilderness, away up beyond the borders of the land
of Manti ... and behold there shall ye meet them, on the east of
the river Sidon" (Alma 16:6). And they took their army "over the
river Sidon ... and marched away beyond the borders of Manti
into the south wilderness, which was on the east side of the river
Sidon" (Alma 16:7).
6.
The city Manti had a side that faced the wilderness
from which Lamanite reinforcements came. A wilderness
flanked the side of the fort-city Manti, from which Lamanite
supplies could be expected and on which side Helaman camped
and decoyed the enemy army out of the city for a day-long
march. When he finally turned toward Zarahemla, the pursuing
Lamanites anticipated an ambush and started back before
camping for the night. Helaman continued on through the night
"forward by another way towards the land of Manti .... And
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behold, on the morrow we were beyond the Lamanites,
insomuch that we did arrive before them at the city of Manti. ...
And when the armies of the Lamanites did arrive ... they did
flee into the wilderness ... out of all this quarter of the land .
. . . And the Lamanites have fled to the land of Nephi" (Alma
58: 19-30, 38).
C. The river Sidon. The river Sidon was the only
American river identified by name in the Book of Mormon. Yet
we have no description of the river downstream farther than
Zarahemla other than that it empties into the sea.
A description of the geographical locations on the river
Sidon, starting from its highest headwaters and moving
downstream, follows:
1.
"Away above Manti" in the south wilderness the
river can still be called Sidon.
"Away above Manti" the river still has an east (and a
2.
west) side (Alma 16:6).
3.
There is a northward-flowing river identifiable as the
Sidon comparatively near to the west sea coast (Alma 16:7;
53:22; 56:31).
4.
Just upstream from the land Manti, there is an east
and a west side of the river (Alma 43:31-32).
5. Just upstream from the land Manti, open valleys
flank either side of the river (Alma 43:31-32).
6.
Just upstream from the land Manti, the river was
readily fordable by a large army fleeing under enemy attack, yet
it was also large enough to wash away thousands of dead
bodies.
7.
Near Zarahemla, it has an east and a west side (Alma
2:34).
8.
Near Zarahemla, the river could be crossed by an
army of tens of thousands of men to engage the enemy immediately, while it could also wash away a multitude of dead
bodies (Alma 2).
9.
The river generally flows northward (Alma 17:1).
10. The river Sidon empties into the sea downstream
from Zarahemla (Alma 3:3, 44:22).
Therefore, the text describes the river Sidon as flowing
northward with its high headwaters relatively near to the west
sea. Assuming a Mesoamerican location, the Sidon must then
flow inland from near the Continental Divide, which is relatively
near the Pacific Ocean. Then, as a good-sized river, it flows past
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Manti, down past Zarahemla, and with unknown variations
continues on to the sea.
D. The head of the Sidon river. Five references mention
the term head of the river Sidon (Alma 22:27 and 29; Alma
43:22; Alma 50:11; Alma 56:25). They all seem to refer to a
specific location that constitute a prominent section of the river's
headwaters.
1. Apparently, the most significant river crossing for a
Lamanite army at Antiparah near the west sea would be the
crossing of the head of Sidon, not the crossing of the river
Sidon itself if they wanted to return back into their own lands to
cross the continent and attack the city of Nephihah near the east
sea (Alma 56:25).
2. A Lamanite invasion for the purpose of occupying
the land of Manti came into the land "away by the head of the
river Sidon" (Alma 43:22).
3. Mormon gives three of the "head of Sidon" citations
as part of his difficult-to-understand general descriptions of
where the dividing line between the Lamanites and Nephites was
located (Alma 50:11; 22:27, 29).
4. When using our assumptions, we determine the
direction of the water flow of the head of the river Sidon to be
east to west, as understood from the last part of Alma 22:27.
This direction of the water flow of the head forms, of course, a
right angle to the' general direction of flow of the Sidon river
itself, which was from south to northward.
In the first part of Alma 22:27, the name "land of
Zarahemla" appears to designate the overall land of the Nephite
nation, which has a frontier against the overall nation of the
Lamanites, not the local land of Zarahemla. 6 In the latter part of
verse 27, the term "land of Zarahemla" must mean only the local
land about the city, because it is but one of a series of
6 The ftrst few lines of Alma 22:27 describe the overall lands of
the Lamanite king. When we assume that the seas have names yet that
general directions are to be taken in their broadly accepted sense, an
ambiguity in interpretation arises here: that is, either the overall Lamanite
lands extend from an unnamed sea to the east (i.e., in the Mesoamerican
context likely the Gulf of Honduras), or otherwise this "sea on the east"
becomes just another translational variation of the name for the regular "east
sea." Similar ambiguity in Alma 22:29 surrounds the term "east by the
seashore." Under our assumptions, the term possibly describes the seashore
of the sea named the "east sea," or otherwise it could mean east of some
place where the Nephites had previously been.
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enumerated locations, all of which were contained within the
overall "land of Zarahemla" nation. As we have assumed that the
names of the seas are not directions and, as seen above, that
Manti is necessarily southward from the local "land of
Zarahemla," we therefore derive a consistent interpretation of
this otherwiSe quite ambiguous textual geographical description
tltat describes the north to southward relative locations of the
east sea, the local lands of Zarahemla and Manti, and the head of
the river Sidon.
From these involved geographical descriptions, it is
difficult at times to identify what part provides the antecedent for
some of the description. The latter part of Alma 22:27 describes
a "narrow strip of wilderness," a no-man's-land separating the
Lamanite and the Nephite nations. This narrow strip of
wilderness "ran from the sea east to the sea west" and is
described from its "east sea" end "on the north by the land of
Zarahemla, through the borders of Manti, by the head of the
river Sidon, running from the east towards the west" (Alma
22:27). Since according to the text Manti is located southward of
(local) Zarahemla, we therefore determine that this narrow strip
of wilderness indeed ran directionally from "the north" toward
the south. Thus, in this description the strip of wilderness ran
from the sea east, which from this perspective was to the north,
on to the sea west, which from this perspective was to the south.
The narrow strip of wilderness then continued on "by
Zarahemla, on through the borders of Manti, and by the head of
the river Sidon, running from the east towards the west." The
antecedent for "runs from the east towards the west" cannot be
the "narrow strip of wilderness" described as running north to
south; therefore, it must be the direction the water runs in the
"head of the river Sidon."
.
The fifth reference to the head of the river Sidon appears
near the end of Alma 22:29, which apparently suggests that the
east to west head of the river Sidon is itself a part of the dividing
wildernesses separating the two nations.

The Modern Physical Model and Its Correspondences
to the Text Model
A. The modern candidate location for the ancient river
Sidon.
1.
Have the canyons or water changed? After careful
study and measurement, we have not been able to identify
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significant geological or climatic changes over the last 2000
years in the southern end of the upper Grijalva (San Miguel)
river basin. Unlike some other Mesoamerican locations, this area
does not appear to have changed in any way important to this
study. Soil erosion here is described as "slight to no erosion."7
Measurements reported in the "The Hydrology of the Book of
Mormon Working Papers"8 noted several scientific approaches,
all of which show the region to be stable for the period of time in
which we are interested.9
As all objective evidence supports the thesis that there has
not been appreciable change that would affect the size or cause
major relocation of the rivers over the last 2000 years, we utilize
the modem measurements of flow rates (made before the
construction of the recent dams or modem irrigation projects) to
estimate the water flow in these rivers in 80 B.C. Of course, the
exact shape of the river's meanderings through the alluvial
deposits that exist at the bottoms of the geologically "old"
canyons are expected to vary a few meters from year to year as
the high-water floods cause considerable local rechanneling.
2.
A physical model for the Sidon river valley. Figure 2
shows the section of the river that we suggest as a modem
candidate for the part of the ancient Sidon (the star and large dot
represent the proposed areas for Manti and Zarahemla
respectively). This figure locates the key rivers across the
southern parts of the frontier between Mexico and Guatemala.
3.
The cutoff from the head of the river Sidon valley to
the north of the hill Riplah. Our study of the topographical maps
alone could not explain to us how Zerahemnah's Lamanite
invasion of about 74 B.C. would logically arise from the
Lamanite country and go down into the east to west Rio Cui1co
7
Michael Brown, Robert Holtz, Clark Gill, James Weiller, and
Stanley Arbingast, Atlas of Mexico (Austin: Bureau of Business Research,
The University of Texas of Austin, 1970).
8
Hilton, "Book of Monnon Hydrology Working papers," 1991
9 These include: (a) radioactive carbon-14 dating of river-side
habitations before, during, and after the time of interest; (b) tree-ring
calibration of the radioactive carbon-14 dating measurements over the time
of interest; and (c) the identification of all wild animal bones salvaged from
the ancient garbage pits of the sites occupied during the time, which are
without exception from the same set of wild animals found in the region
when the first Spaniards came and are still found today. These upper Grijalva
valleys and mountains are described as geologically "old" (as different from
the low lands down near the Gulf of Mexico).
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valley into the Nephite lands, i.e., by "the head of the river
Sidon, that they might come into the land of Manti and take
possession of the land" (Alma 43:22), and yet the text makes it
clear that the invaders did not follow the Cuilco valley all the
way around its 90-degree tum into the Grijalva or Sidon valley
for the attack on Manti, since it says "the Lamanites came up on
- the north of the hill" Riplah (Alma 43:34), from which they
descended to the east side of the Sidon river just upstream from
Manti.
During our 1992 field exploration, we learned how this
could have happened. Our former uncertainty gave way when
we learned from the natives who live on the rivers that they often
climb up out of the end of the Rio Cuilco canyon, to cut across
the end of the east and west Cuilco mountain range, which
follows the north side of the east-to-west Rio Cuilco until it
makes a 90-degree tum to enter Mexico as a river flowing
northward. Our local informants explained that, when they
chose to climb up over the north side of the Cuilco canyon, they
could come down a mountain pass directly onto the east side of
the Grijalva, a little downstream from its confluence with the Rio
Agua Caliente as it flows northward. Thus, the western end of
the Cuilco mountain range that would be cut off could be
identified with the Book of Mormon "hill Riplah," so the descent
down the mountain pass would be around the "north" side of the
hill Riplah. Mter hearing this report from the native informants,
we realized that the southern end of the Rio Grijalva really
matches topologically as the river Sidon and that the text (as
interpreted according to our assumptions) fully corresponds to
the terrain.
4.
The main part of the river starts at the joining of its
two headwater streams. The likely location for the land Manti is
just downstream from the confluence of the Rio Cuilco, which
had been flowing from east to west, and the northward-flowing
Agua Caliente, where they form the southernmost end of what
on recent maps is identified as the upper end of the Rio Grijalva,
which flows northward. (See the star within the encircled area
on the map of figure 2.) The confluence is located just inside
Mexico on the Mexico-Guatemala border, about 20 kilometers
down the northern slope from the Continental Divide. On fair
days the Pacific Ocean, which is another 60 kilometers further to
the southwest, can be seen from the Continental Divide.
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Figure 2. A map showing the southern parts of the frontier
between Mexico and Guatemala. The area encircled identifies the
river basins recently studied. The star identifies this model's
proposed location for the area of Manti, with the upper end of
the Rio Grijalva modeled to the main stream of the Sidon river.
The Cuilco river, which flows from east to west, is proposed
here as the head of the river Sidon. The area of Zarahemla is
proposed here as being near the black dot downriver from
"Manti" in the modem Chicomuselo valley area.
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B. The modem candidate for the land of Manti. A little
below the confluence of the headwater streams on the west side
of the river could be the location for the land of Manti. It could
lie across the river from the modem village of Mexico Nuevo.
One kilometer further downstream from the river crossing near
Mexico Nuevo on the river's west side is the populated valley of
-the stream Lincum and the modem village of Cercadillo, which
thus becomes a potential site for the city of Manti.
The natives who live in the area describe significant ancient
unstudied ruins on both sides of the river and showed us
magnificent polished-jade axe heads, which they reported
finding in the area, evidence of archaic occupations possibly
from this Nephite time period.
C. Modem candidates for Zarahemla. If the location of
Manti is correct, then by looking downstream from the
confluence of the Cuilco and Auga Caliente rivers about 47 km
along the river (possibly 35 km in a straight line), we find the
first of three likely locations for Zarahemla. Here the valley
around this part of the Grijalva opens into a wide area that could
support a large. population. The large stretches of the flatter,
modem farm land flank the west side of the river as the text
depicts.
,
Coming down the river into the open valley area, one can
see an unusual hill sufficiently separated from the other hills.
This spectacular landmark with its unusual double column of
limestone rock rising perhaps 20 or 30 meters above the hill base
is located just on the east side of the river. Immediately
downstream from the hill is a valley, which could correspond to
the valley of Gideon, suggesting that this landmark hill might fit
as the ancient Nephite hill Amnihu, which lay across the river
and likely a little upstream of the city Zarahemla (Alma 2).
The hill Amnihu would have to have been sufficiently
different from other nearby hills that during his secret
negotiations with the Lamanite king, Amlici could have
identified it by description as a rendezvous area for the incoming
Lamanite forces sent to join Amlici's rebel army in what turned
out to be a very bloody, abortive attempt at a military coup.
Walking down the west side of the river, near the lip of a
natural ravine, we found a smooth-sided earthen pyramid
perhaps 10 or 15 meters tall. From its top we could see what
could have been several man-made earthen mounds, suggesting
that a large population inhabited the area at one time.
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We crossed the river and climbed the hill with some
difficulty (which we tentatively identified as the hill Amnihu)
and found at the base of the rock columns a number of discarded
potsherds and corn-grinding stones, which had apparently
(within hours) been thrown out of a two-foot square, deep excavation pit by artifact looters. These potsherds appear to resemble
pottery of the post-Book of Monnon time period. The view of
the river and large valley was very impressive and subjectively
seemed to compare to what we expected as a candidate area for
the city Zarahemla. A native was net-fishing near the middle of
the river with water below his waist; he apparently needed no
dugout to cross this location during this low-water time of the
year (i.e., May 1992).

The Detail Matching of the Modern Candidate
Physical Location to the Sidon River above the Land
of Manti
The Sidon river battle described in the Book of Mormon
(Alma 43:22-44:22) occurred slightly below the part of the river
that would correspond to the headwater streams, just above the
land of Manti. It was a carefully deployed ambush set up by
captain Moroni to repel an attack by a large Lamanite army intent
on capturing the land of Manti.
After the Lamanites evacuated their positions in the
lershon-Antionum area near the east sea, captain Moroni
requested and received the foreknowledge, through the prophet
Alma, that the enemy "took their journey round about in the
wilderness, away by the head of the river Sidon, that they might
come into the land of Manti" (Alma 43:22). We view this
entrance into the land of Manti from the head of the river Sidon
as coming down the beautiful, 40 km long, east-west valley of
the Rio Cuilco from the direction of Guatemala City (the
presumed direction of the [local] land and city of Lehi-Nephi).
"For they did not suppose that the armies of Moroni would
know whither they had gone" (Alma 43:22).
Captain Moroni set up his ambush just upstream of the
land of Manti to intercept the invaders, as they attempted to cross
the Sidon river and attack the land of Manti. See the schematic
representation of "Zerahemnah's invasion route" on figure 1.
The location of this ambush corresponds to one of two likely
places between 3 to 5 km below the confluence of the Rio
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CuilcolO and the northward-flowing river Agua Caliente. l l
Local informants, who live on both the Guatemala and Mexico
ends of the Rio Cuilco valley/canyon, gave us detailed
information about the present narrow foot trails that skirt the
cliffs on both sides of the downstream end of the Rio Cuilco
valley as the river makes its 90-degree turn, as well as the other
corner cutoff trail which continues "up over the top" of the end
-of the Cuilco mountain range. This cutoff is a hard climb but a
wider and shorter trail. We were told it could accommodate
carrying large packages or taking donkeys. Even today, with
good roads elsewhere, the Cuilco valley trails are used by foot
travelers traversing the country. Our informants said "wetbacks"
from Guatemala looking for work northward in Mexico or the
United States continue to use this natural corridor. Because a
road has never accessed the area, the informants explained that
they regularly used both trail systems. They described that there
were optional trail heads if one chose to go "up" from the Cuilco
river, maybe 8 km before the canyon's end, and climb the cutoff
trail, "over the top" of the end of the mountain (Le., modeled for
the Book of Mormon as the "hill" Riplah). The best descent
from up there would be the easier downhill slope through the
mountain canyon pass to the Rio Grijalva near the modern
village of Mexico Nuevo, after a 10 or 12 km up and down the
"hill" cutoff.
Our model has the invading Lamanites taking the "up over
the top" cutoff, "up on the north of the hill," which likely they
would have thought was much wiser militarily. As soon as
Moroni, who was waiting with his troops on the west of Sidon
just above Manti, was informed by his "spies" that the
Lamanites were taking the up over the top cutoff, he divided his
troops. He first secreted a part of them, under the command of
Lehi, on the east of the river "on the south of the hill Riplah,"
which would correspond to the southwest end toe of the Cuilco
mountain range. To reach this hiding place would require several
10 The Rio Cuilco measured a near minimum 1992 water flow rate
of 9.4 cu m/sec, just above the confluence. The minimum monthly water
flow rate is quite constant with a plus or minus 27% for the 95% extreme
years. A near minimum flow is expected for March through May.
Maximum flow rates are very irregular and are ten or more times the
minimum flow, usually occurring during August or September.
11 The river Auga Caliente has come northward down from the
Continental Divide to contribute about 0.5 cu m/sec of water at near its
minimum flow rate for 1992, perhaps a little less than a normal year.
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hours of climbing away from where Moroni was stationed on
the west of the river, so an independent military leader would
have been needed. We would think that once the enemy had
reached the top of the cutoff they could have camped for the
night if they had wanted to, since there is plenty of room. Then
they likely would have come down the easier Mexico Nuevo
descent, or they may have chosen one canyon further upstream.
-As soon as they had committed themselves to which canyon they
were coming down "north of the hill," captain Moroni's "spies"
would again signal where and when to set up the ambush in the
Sidon river valley below. Then Moroni divided his remaining
troops into two sections that he kept under his own command,
secreting them on the west side of the river, hiding either in the
undergrowth (if it was not during the driest time of year, when
there are few leaves) or in the dry gravel and sand washes along
the flowing river bed. His upriver army would prevent any
possible enemy escape to the west or up the river, and the other
downriver army would stop the enemy from escaping into the
land of Manti downstream.
Moroni's trap worked perfectly and the battle started with a
sharp engagement between the rear guard of the enemy column,
as Lehi swung his troops in behind them. Lehi's men with their
superior personal armament chased the rear of the invading
Lamanite army around the north of the "hill Riplah" across
whatever valley was east of the river where the rear of the
Lamanites "were driven by Lehi into the waters of Sidon."
Moroni and his army attacked the enemy in the west valley and
first turned the Lamanite force down towards the land of Manti,
where they recoiled off of the part of Moroni's army secreted
there; all the time Lehi's men on the east of the river prevented
any recrossing. In the end, the battle resulted in the killing of a
large number of combatants, "yea, the number of their dead was
exceeding great ... and their bodies were cast into the waters of
Sidon, and they have gone forth and are buried in the depths of
the sea" (Alma 43:40--44:22).
The matching of the textual and the physical models for
this battle "above Manti" are complete from the most general to
the most specific details:
1. This battle was fought near Manti which was "in the
borders of the land on the south by the west sea." The
Continental Divide is yet some little distance (i.e., 20 km)
further south of this proposed Manti. From the Continental
Divide on a clear day, one can see the west sea (i.e., the Pacific
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Ocean) which is about 60 km (less the lagoons and marshes)
further to the southwest.
2. The Lamanites came into this Manti area from what
appears to·have been the direction of the Lamanite homeland, by
way of the east-to-west flowing head of the Sidon river,
- identified as the modem Rio Cuilco.
3. The terrain permitted the enemy to climb "up" over
the cutoff across the comer of the mountain (i.e., "the hill
Riplah") just as they were approaching the end of the "head of
the river Sidon" before it makes its right angle to join the Agua
Caliente river to form the upper end of the Rio Grijalva (San
Miguel), the substantial-sized northern flowing river, which
corresponds to the main part of the river Sidon.
4. The Agua Caliente corresponds to that small part of
the Sidon river headwaters that flowed from the highest part
(away above Manti) of the south wilderness, where the smaller
river still had an "east" side.
5. The main river just above Manti has an identifiable
east and west side, across which this major battle was fought. .
6. The valley floors on the sides of the river are large
enough to accommodate maneuvering with large armies (e.g.
many thousand of combatants).
7. During seven months of a typical year the water flow
rate and river size is such that the enemy army could quickly
wade across the river, while it is always large and fast enough to
wash away the large number of the bodies of the dead.
8. The "over-the-top" mountain cutoff trail was long
enough to accept the full enemy column of several thousand
men.
9. There was a place to hide Lehi's men on the "south"
of the hill Riplah that would not be discovered by the passing
enemy column.
10. The mountain terrain is such that Lehi could easily
confine the flanks of the end of the enemy column after they
"came up on the north of the hill" Riplah and started down the
canyon leading to the Rio Grijalva or Sidon river, while Lehi's
men were chasing the enemy down to the east side of the river
valley and into and across the river.
The details of the text's "up," "south," "north," "east," and
"west"; the order of the deployment of Moroni's troops; and the
appropriate timely information from the "spies" appear to
correspond completely to the needs imposed by the terrain.
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Conclusion
It has been shown that by assuming that the seas' names
(i.e., east sea, sea east, etc.) are not meant to be statements of
local direction but rather the names of the oceans, that the events
described in the text took place in Mesoamerica, and that the
- directions stated in the text are to be understood as commonly
used in the English vernacular, we get a consistent internal textgeographical model of the Manti-Sidon-Zarahemla area.
A modem physical area has been identified as a candidate
for Manti near the Mexico-Guatemala frontier on the high end of
the north side of the Continental Divide. This area appears to
correspond completely to our construction of the terrain from the
internal text model.
The completeness of the correlation between the topology
of the southern end of the Grijalva (San Miguel) River Valley to
that of our understanding of the Sidon River Valley described in
the Book of Mormon suggests that there is a reasonable
probability that they may be one and the same. We feel this
possibility is compelling enough to move on to the next step by
beginning a rigorous archaeological investigation to determine
the dates and characteristics of the ancient inhabitants of the area.
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The Prophetic Laments of
Samuel the Lamanite
S. Kent Brown
Abstract: The wide-ranging sermon of Samuel the
Lamanite, spoken from the top of the city wall of
Zarahemla, exhibits poetic features in a censuring passage,
features that bear similarities to laments found in the Bible,
most notably in the Psalms. Like the laments in the Bible,
those in Samuel's speech show contacts with worship. In
distinction to the biblical laments, but like the
Thanksgiving Hymns of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the poetic
pieces in Samuel's sermon exhibit a set of prophecies that
find fulfillment in later periods, including the days of
Mormon, the compiler and editor of the Book of
Mormon.
Quite unexpectedly I have discovered that the recorded
words of Samuel the Lamanite include two laments, that is,
psalms or poems that express sorrow. From what I can learn, no
one else seems to have noticed them as poetic pieces. Measured
by the criteria for laments identified by scholars of the biblical
Psalms, the two from Samuel do not fit precisely.! However, in
my view, they exhibit enough characteristics to qualify as lament
literature. Samuel himself apparently identifies them as laments,
The standard work has been Hennann Gunkel's Die Psalmen
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1926), in which he identifies the
chief characteristics of laments among the biblical Psalms. These are
summarized both by Gunkel, in The Psalms, A Form-Critical Introduction
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1967), and A. R. Johnson in his important article,
"The Psalms," in H. H. Rowley, ed., The Old Testament and Modern Study
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951), 162-209, esp. 169-70. See also
the acclaimed work by Claus Westennann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms
(Edinburgh: Clark, 1965). A recent study that challenges many of the
assumptions and observations of earlier studies on psalmic literature is that
of Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry (New York: Basic Books, 1985).
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at least in his contemporary terminology, when he introduces the
first lament by saying, "And then shall ye lament" (Helaman
13:32). Moreover, a compelling point is made in a mirroring
lament uttered some forty years later over the destroyed city
Moronihah, a lament that Mormon introduces with the words,
"And in another place they were heard to cry and mourn" (3
Nephi 8:25; more on this below). As Richard N. Boyce has
noted, not only does one of the bases of the relationship of God
- and his people lie in their cry to God, but also the cry to God is
fundamental to the inspired and inspiring laments of the Old
Testament. 2 As I read this passage in 3 Nephi, it is a similar
notion that Mormon is expressing when he notes the cries of
lament that followed the destruction of the city Moronihah.
To be sure, because we must rely on Joseph Smith's
translation of the passage, we cannot be certain that we are
taking account of all of the nuances that may have been present
in the text preserved on the Book of Mormon plates. As a result,
we may not grasp the precise balancing that the composer
intended between the various parts of the poems, particularly in
the second and longer piece. Even so, the texts of the laments
are sufficiently clear, are apparently translated with sufficient
literalism,3 and are bracketed distinctly enough in the text that
one can offer a preliminary set of observations, including the
fact that there exist formal structural frames within each.4
The two laments appear near the end of chapter thirteen of
Helaman and form part of the long haranguing speech that
Samuel delivered from the top of the city wall of Zarahemla. As
I read the text, one cannot determine whether he sang, chanted,
2
Richard N. Boyce, The Cry to God in the Old Testament
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 1-5,68-69. A similar point is made by C.
Westermann, The Praise of God (Richmond, VA: Knox, 1965), 75. Walter
Brueggemann, "The Costly Loss of Lament," Journal for the Study of the
Old Testament 36 (1986): 63, has noted that "it is the cry of Israel (Exodus
2:23-25) which mobilizes Yahweh to action that begins the history of
Israel."
3
Judging the character of the translation of the Book of Mormon
text is largely a subjective matter. In the instance of the two poems under
review, the balanced poetic themes and other elements lead me to be rather
confident that Joseph Smith's translation was faithful to the text of the
hymns.
4 According to Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry, 6, one need only
have the frame of a formal structure to have a poem, at least according to
observations that can be made regarding Hebrew poetry.
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or spoke these pieces on the occasion of his prophesying, although the possibility of singing or chanting cannot be ruled out.
One of the more intriguing issues concerns whether these
laments may have been composed spontaneously by the prophet.
If so, such a composition would match what is known about the
uttered and written prophecies of biblical prophets whose works
- consist substantially or entirely of poetic or hymnic language.
We must reckon seriously with the possibility that Samuel had
the ability to compose such pieces more or less on the spot,
much as biblical prophets could. However, there exist indicators
in the second poem, and in later references to it, that he may
have depended on a source for that one (see below).5
1. The First Lament

The first poem is very short. Although it lacks the
extended development that the second exhibits, it displays fine
skill and balance in its conception. This first piece, which
appears to be an individual lament, can be arranged as follows,
repeating Samuel's introductory words that set it off:
And then shall ye lament, and say:

o that I had repented,
and had not killed
the prophets,
and stoned them,
and cast them out. (Helaman 13:32-33)
The phrase "the prophets" is the only noun, and seems to
constitute the middle element; as such, it is clearly emphatic.
5 From a brief examination, it is apparent to me that some
prophetic discourses in the Book of Mormon incorporate poetic features. I
have not yet determined how much of this kind of psalmic writing and
speech is due to the prophet who is speaking and how much lies in the
words of the Lord, or in words quoted by one of his agents, say, an angel.
Three persons who have produced studies that deal with poetic characteristics
appearing in the Book of Mormon text are Angela Crowell, "Hebrew Poetry
in the Book of Mormon," parts 1 and 2, in Zarahemla Record, nos. 32 and
33 (1986): 2-9, and no. 34 (1986): 7-12; Donald W. Parry, "Poetic
Parallelisms of the Book of Mormon," F.A.R.M.S. working paper, 1986;
and Richard Dilworth Rust, "Poetry in the Book of Mormon," in John L.
Sorenson and Melvin J. Thorne, eds., Rediscovering the Book of Mormon
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1991), 100-13.
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Even though Samuel's language is consistent with the fact that
he is addressing a crowd in Zarahemla, because of the plural
pronoun "ye," the "I" of this piece is abrupt and therefore should
probably be understood as a reference to an individual. Moreover, all of the verbs in the passage are in the first person
singular, agreeing with the pronoun "I." Hence, we are likely
-looking at an individual lament, possibly composed for solo
recitation.
In all individual laments in the Bible, the Lord is seen to be
somehow connected to the suffering of the composer, usually by
covenant. As a result, there regularly appears either an affirmation of the person's desire to repent, in order to come under
the protective umbrella of the Lord, or a defense of the person's
innocence, usually using legal terminology.6 In this ftrst lament,
the wish to repent on the part of the poet is broadly assumed.
Although short, the poem exhibits what Robert Alter has
called "parallelism of speciftcation," a very common feature of
biblical poetry in which the language pattern moves from a
generalized statement to one that is more speciftc or focused.
The result is that, when "the general term is transformed into a
specific instance or a concrete image, the idea becomes more
pointed, more forcefuL"7 We can see this sort of development in
the last three verbs of the lament: the notion of killing the
prophets becomes more specific by mentioning the action of
stoning them, and this latter is made more graphic by the idea of
casting them out, possibly specifying the location of execution,
and reflecting a legal necessity of taking a convicted person
outside a city before execution. 8
Whether the few preserved lines represent the whole piece
cannot be determined with certainty. To be sure, in his editorial
notes Mormon states that he has not repeated everything that
Samuel had spoken (Helaman 14:1). And it is not clear from the
passage in Helaman 13:33 whether Mormon had a longer piece
in front of him and therefore has reproduced only a few lines
from it. However, a passage that both echoes and expands the
6
Johnson, "The Psalms," 171.
7 Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry, 20-21.
8 Whether there is mirrored in the last line of the lament a
requirement that a person must be taken outside of a city or village for
execution must remain unresolved. However, we must be open to the
possibility that Samuel's words reflect such a legal necessity, already spelled
out in the Old Testament and elsewhere (Numbers 15:35; cf. Leviticus
24:14; Luke 20:15; John 19:17, 20; Acts 7:58).
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first lament, and also exhibits poetic qualities, may bring us
closer to resolving this issue. The piece consists of a lament over
the destroyed city of Moronihah.9 The passage can be arranged
as follows, including Mormon's introductory and summarizing
words, so that one can see its possible poetic features:
And in another place they were heard to cry and
mourn, saying:
A. 0 that we had repented
before this great and terrible day,
and had not killed
and stoned
the prophets,
and cast them out;
B. then would our mothers
and our fair daughters,
and our children
have been spared,
and not have been buried up in that
great city Moronihah.
And thus were the howlings of the people great and
terrible. (3 Nephi 8:25)
Several similarities and differences with the lament quoted
by Samuel immediately present themselves. First the similarities.
It is obvious that the same order of verbs appears-"repent,"
"stone," and "cast out." And the sentiment of the first verset lO
remains as it appears in Samuel. On the other hand, the
pronouns have been altered from "1" to "we." Further, the poem
has been expanded by the added second line in the first verset.
In addition, an entire second verset has been appended which
decries the loss of loved ones. In this second verset, one notes
the feature observable in the first part of this lament and in the
9 Donald W. Parry, The Book of Mormon Text Reformatted
according to Parallelistic Patterns (Provo, UT: F.A.R.M.S., 1992), 393,
has demonstrated that this lament is joined to another in the prior verse
concerning Zarabemla (3 Nephi 8:24).
.
10 I have adopted the terminology of Alter, The Art of Biblical
Poetry, 9, in calling units "versets" rather than "colons" or "stanzas," terms
that are more appropriate for the study and description of Western forms of
poetry. In his parlance, a verset designates "the line-halves, or the linethirds" found in the semantic parallelisms of Hebrew poetry.
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version of the lament in Samuel, namely, parallelism of
specification. In the case of the lament over Moronihah, the
verbal phrase "have been spared" is sharpened by the words
"not have been buried up." Moreover, the noun phrase "the
prophets" is one place removed from where it is in the version
preserved in the words of Samuel.
I cannot leave the discussion of Samuel's first lament and
-the responsum that is found in the last verse of 3 Nephi chapter
8 without discussing the apparently unusual order of the verbs
"stone" and "cast out." It seems that they reverse the order of
execution, for usually one first casts out and then stones the
condemned. Why would an author reverse them? The answer
may come from a narrative passage that preserves this proper
ordering of events in the case of executing a condemned person.
It is in 3 Nephi 9: 10 that we find what seems to be a more
natural order, "cast out" and then "stone."
I caused [these cities] to be burned with fire, and
the inhabitants thereof, because of their wickedness in
casting out the prophets, and stoning those whom I
did send. (3 Nephi 9:10)
In light of this passage, I judge that placing "cast out" last
in Samuel's lament, and in the lament preserved in 3 Nephi
8:25, constitutes poetic license. ll

2. The Second Lament
The second piece, which immediately follows the other in
the text, should probably be characterized as a communal
lament. As one would expect, it is written in the first person
plural, using the pronouns "we," "us" and "our." Moreover, in a
passage in which Mormon describes the fulfillment of the
prophetic features of this lament among people of his own day,
11 On the basis of Ether 8:25, a note of warning added by Moroni,
one could argue that the expected order would place "cast out" in the last
spot. For in this passage Moroni complains that the Jaredites, and others,
"have murdered the prophets, and stoned them, and cast them out from the
beginning" (emphasis added). However, it is just as possible that this order
in the expression is influenced by, or dependent on, the form found in the
lament of Samuel. That formal poetic expression among the ancients,
especially that associated with lamentation, continues to influence speech
has been pointed out by Walter Brueggemann in his essay, "The
Formfulness of Grief," Interpretation 31 (1977): 263-75.
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Monnon specifically uses the tenn "lamentation" to describe the
sorrowing that he had witnessed (Monnon 2:10-12).
Once again, Samuel introduces the text of the poem in a
way that its beginning and end are plainly set off.
Yea, in that day ye shall say:
A. .1. 0 that we had remembered the Lord our God
in the day that he gave us our riches,
and then they would not have become
slippery
that we should lose them;
B. 5. Behold, we lay a tool here
and on the morrow it is gone;
and behold, our swords are taken from us
in the day we have sought them for
battle.
Yea, we have hid up our treasures
10.
and they have slipped away from us,
because of the curse of the land.
e.
0 that we had repented
in the day that the word of the Lord
came unto us;
for behold the land is cursed,
15.
and all things are become slippery,
and we cannot hold them.
D.
Behold, we are surrounded by demons,
yea, we are encircled about by the angels
of him
who hath sought to destroy our
souls.
20.
Behold, our iniquities are great.
o Lord, canst thou not tum away thine anger
from us?
And this shall be your language in
those days. (Helaman 13:33-37)
Although the two laments recited by Samuel should
probably be seen as independent poems or hymns, they clearly
bear a relationship to one another. For they both point up the
estrangement from God that the composer-real or imagined by
Samuel-feels. Their independence seems assured, however,
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because the source of estrangement in the earlier lament comes,
first, from not repenting and, second, from actively opposing
the agents of the Lord, which opposition-as the poem readsis the result of not repenting. In the second lament, the
community will feel a distance from the Lord because, initially,
its members did not "remember" the Lord God and, thereafter,
because it did not repent as a group. As a result, the land is to be
cursed and, what is worse, the community is finally to become
"surrounded by demons" (line 17). In my mind this piece clearly
fits the character of a communal lament. The first person plural
is the initial indicator. Further, the expected connection between
the actions of the Lord and the suffering of the community is
clearly apparent. In addition, such laments typically exhibit a
sense of trust that those who recite them will be given a hearing
by the Lord. And that is the force of the last line, which assumes
that the Lord is listening to the petitioners.1 2 Moreover, such
laments have customarily been composed in the face of some
disaster that threatens the community, such as invasion or
famine. Obviously, this lament expects disaster, not only of a
physical type but also of a spiritual kind. Insofar as it does not
envision a specific incident from the past, it must be seen as
prophetic in its forward-looking anticipation of disasters to
come. This last detail, incidentally, has to be taken into account
in any determination whether Samuel was the author or was
borrowing an already-composed lament for the occasion of his
prophesying.
Clues exist that this latter lament was composed to be sung
or recited in worship. If so, Samuel was reciting it from
memory. What are those clues? Perhaps the most compelling
observation that Samuel was repeating a known communal
lament arises from comments made by Mormon regarding the
fulfillment in his day of the part of Samuel's prophecies that is
contained in, and virtually limited to, the second lament. 13 The
key passage is the following:
12 These characteristics of laments are noted in a variety of works;
see, for instance, Duncan Cameron, Songs of Sorrow and Praise (Edinburgh:
Clark, 1924), 125, 132, 136; and Johnson, "The Psalms," 166--67.
13 Just before quoting the two laments in verses 33-37, Samuel
declared that "the time cometh that [the Lord] curseth your riches, that they
become slippery, that ye cannot hold them; and in the days of your poverty
ye cannot retain them" (Helaman 13:31). But this passage clearly depends on
the second lament for its inspiration, as the verbal phrase "become slippery"
illustrates, a phrase that is otherwise unique to this lament.
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The Nephites began ... to cry even as had been
prophesied by Samuel the prophet; for behold no man
could keep that which was his own, [because of] the
thieves, and the robbers, and the murderers, and the
magic art, and the witchcraft which was in the land.
Thus there began to be a mourning and a lamentation
in all the land because of these things. (Mormon
2:10--11)
One first notes that the generally deteriorating situation had
led to complaints that Mormon characterized as "lamentations."
In addition, the content of these lamentations coincided with the
prophecy of Samuel, a detail that Mormon specifically noted.
This observation leads implicitly to the conclusion that these
lamentations were verbalized in commonly known expressions
of sorrow. And the expression that fits most closely is Samuel's
second lament. This lament incorporates a unique set of ideas
which appear in only two passages, Samuel's sermon and the
lamentations of Mormon's contemporaries.1 4 In a relevant
study, Walter Brueggemann has noted that the ancients expressed grief in formal ways, and that those formal expressions
persisted for generations within ancient societies. 15 In the case
14 One set of ideas associated with the second lament is that of the
loss of tool and sword, which is specifically tied to the notation that this
loss was due to "the curse upon the land" (lines 5, 7). Significantly, this
arrangement of concepts is also combined in Moroni's summary of events
that occurred in the last generation of laredite history: "If a man should lay
his tool or his sword upon his shelf, . . . behold, upon the morrow, he
could not find it, so great was the curse upon the land" (Ether 14:1). It is
not clear whether Moroni's language here is influenced by that of Samuel or
whether Moroni is saying that this set of observations was present in his
copy of the translation of the laredite record, and consequently that he is
simply summarizing what he found there in terms already present in the
translated copy. If the former, then one could conclude that Moroni has
adopted concepts expressed by Samuel in the second lament in order to
depict the laredite situation. If the latter, it may be that the link between
these ideas was already known to Samuel, or the composer of the lament,
through the general knowledge of the laredite record that was had among
Nephites and Lamanites (see Mosiah 28:11-13, 17-19; Alma 37:21,27-30;
63:12), and therefore may have served as a source of inspiration for the
lament. Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine which alternative is
closer to the truth.
15 Brueggemann, "The Formfulness of Grief," 265--67, 273-74.
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of Samuel, the fonnallament repeated in Helaman 13:33-37 lies
at the base of the expressions of grief uttered in Monnon' s day,
almost 350 years later.
Other clues point in the same direction. In the opening line
of the lament, the verb "remember" is one that frequently
denotes a recollection that takes place in worship settings at
wnich certain important events or doctrines are recited orally or
are recalled in the actions of the celebrants. And this sense
characterizes this verb in the Book of Monnon, as well as in the
Bible.1 6
Second, the phrase "the Lord our God" in line one may
point to a worship setting for this lament. In scriptural language,
particularly from the Old Testament, the Lord is often petitioned
in important celebrations by his title "Lord God," particularly in
the making of covenants. One immediately thinks of three crucial
moments in the history of the Lord's dealings with his children
where this name/title is invoked: in the account of the Garden of
Eden (Genesis 2:4-3:24), a series of events that has been
celebrated in worship for centuries; the covenant ceremony at
Mount Sinai, at the heart of which was placed the Ten
Commandments (Exodus 20:2-17); and the renewal of the
covenant led by Elijah on Mount Cannel in an attempt to tum the
hearts of the children of Israel back to the Lord God of their
fathers (1 Kings 18:30-39).
Walter Brueggemann has called the account of placing
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden and of their actions that led
to expulsion a "drama in four scenes"; Jerome Walsh has tenned
it a dramatic "series in seven scenes."17 As Brueggemann has
noted, in the prior segment of Genesis "there is no action or
development."18 It is only beginning at Genesis 2:4 that one
finds a narrative that can be acted out by dramatis personae, that
is, by persons whose acting re-creates the drama in the Garden
as a worship celebration of what has been done in the past.
Here, for the first time in scripture, the title "Lord God" is
introduced, and it appears in Genesis only in this passage. The
16 Louis Midgley, "The Ways of Remembrance," in Sorenson and
Thome, eds., Rediscovering the Book of Mornwn, 168-76.
17 Walter Brueggemann, Genesis: A Bible Commentary for
Teaching and Preaching (Atlanta: Knox, 1982),44-47; Jerome T. Walsh,
"Genesis 2:4b-3:24: A Synchronic Approach," Journal of Biblical Literature
96 (1977): 161-77.
18 Brueggemann, Genesis, 44.
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obvious celebratory and therefore worship traits cannot be
missed.1 9
The covenant-making ceremony at the holy mount invokes .
the name/title "Lord God" as the author and authority of the Ten
Commandments, the heart of the law received that day. The
Lord identifies himself as "the Lord thy God, which have
brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
bondage" (Exodus 20:2). Obviously, it is the Lord himself who
has tied this title to his miraculous act of delivering the Israelites
from bondage, an event that has been celebrated in family
worship settings for centuries (Exodus 12:1-28). Moreover, it is
reasonable to suppose that whenever one spoke of this event and
God's role in it, one would mean that it was the Lord God who
had performed the feat, even if one referred only to the Lord or
to the God of Israel. One need only think of the custom of
swearing an oath on the name of the "Lord God ... that brought
Israel up out of the land of Egypt" (2 Nephi 25:20; cf. Jeremiah
23:7).20

A third passage that bears on the question is found in 1
Kings 18, the narrative of Elijah's contest with the priests of
Baal, a passage full of references to worship and covenant
making. According to the account, after Elijah had made all the
necessary preparations for the miracle, he began his prayer by
saying, "Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel" (1 Kings
18:36; emphasis added). Besides recalling the name by which
the Lord had revealed himself to Moses at the burning bush
(Exodus 3:6), Elijah also employed the name/title that the Lord
had used of himself when sending Moses to bring the Hebrew
19 Two important studies on ritual in the ancient Near East are that
of Theodor Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, Myth, and Drama in the Ancient Near
East (New York: Gordian, 1961), and that of Ivan Engnell, Studies in
Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East, 2d ed. (Oxford: Blackwell,
1967). Engnell followed his disputed but valuable volume with an
important essay, " 'Knowledge' and 'Life' in the Creation Story," in Martin
Noth and D. Winton Thomas, eds., Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient
Near East (Leiden: Brill, 1955), 103-20, in which Engnell dealt with ritual
elements in the Garden of Eden account. See the cautioning words of
Howard N. Wallace concerning some of Engnell's assumptions in The Eden
Narrative (Atlanta: Scholars, 1985), 161-63.
20 In Jeremiah 23:7, and in the secondary passage at 16:14, the oath
runs, "The Lord liveth, which brought up the children of Israel out of the
land of Egypt." But it appears that the more complete name for God in the
oath is preserved by Nephi, a contemporary of Jeremiah.
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slaves out of Egypt, adding a covenantal promise on that earlier
occasion (Exodus 3:15-17). As Elijah continued to pray, he set
out the purpose for requesting the miracle: "that this people may
know that thou art the Lord God" (1 Kings 18:37), emphasizing
the connection between "Lord God" and the covenant that Elijah
-sought to reestablish with his people. 21 In the end, after the fire
had fallen from heaven and consumed Elijah's sacrifice, and
more, the gathered Israelites uttered the words that verified
renewing the covenant, "The Lord is God, the Lord is God" (1
Kings 18:39, NEB), a declaration that "re-echoes a cry long
established in the cult [worship]."22 Consequently, this
covenantal affirmation that the Lord is God clearly offers one of
the important contexts for the use of the name/title "Lord
God."23
Evidence can be marshalled that a significant number of
instances of the use of this name/title among Book of Mormon
authors points to worship contexts. For instance, at Alma 13: 1,
one reads that "the Lord God ordained priests, after his holy
order." Moreover, one sees a worship connection in Ammon's
establishment of synagogues among the Lamanites, "that they
might have the liberty of worshiping the Lord their God
according to their desires" (Alma 21:22). A sense of worship
and covenant brims in the following words of Alma the
Younger: "When I see many of my brethren truly penitent, and
coming to the Lord their God, then is my soul filled with joy"
(Alma 29: 10). In another passage, the soldiers of Moroni "cried
21 To be sure, the Hebrew text could be translated "that thou
Jehovah, art the God," a translation suggested by J. Hammond in I Kings,
The Pulpit Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1950),426. But the
definite article that precedes the word for God ("Elohim") should not blind us
to the fact that, in this covenant context, it is the name/title "Lord God" that
carries both authority and power in the minds and hearts of the participants.
After all, the Lord has been addressed thus a few verses earlier in 1 Kings
18:36.
22 John Gray, I & II Kings: A Commentary, The Old Testament
Library, 2d ed. (London: SCM, 1970), 402. Gray suggests that the precedent
for covenant renewal in this form is as old as Joshua (Joshua 24:18).
23 Other important passages, of course, consist of the restatement
of the Decalogue, in which God says of himself, "I am the Lord thy God"
(Deuteronomy 5:6, and the following verses). In Deuteronomy 5:2, Moses
makes the following point, using the title "Lord God": "The Lord our God
made a covenant with us in Horeb." In the Pearl of Great Price, one can also
compare the worship dimensions implied in the command, "Choose ye this
day, to serve the Lord God who made you" (Moses 6:33).
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with one voice unto the Lord their God" when facing a strong
Lamanite army (Alma 43:49). Examples could be multiplied of
both explicit and implicit association of the title "Lord God" with
worship and covenant making. 24
Thus, we conclude that the second lament was composed
to be sung or recited during communal worship. While some
may not want to rule out the possibility that it was composed on
the spot by Samuel, the evidence strongly suggests that Samuel
was quoting a known piece that continued to be recited as a
formal expression of grief and sorrow.

General Structure
The introductory and concluding observations by Samuel
serve as the inclusio of the poem. The frame or outline seems to
rest on the three strong wishes, here represented by the word
"0" that appears in the beginning, middle, and final lines. The
first and second occurrences are clearly parallel, both beginning
with the wish, "0 that we ...." A second frame seems to
consist of the two repetitions of the word "behold" in lines 5 and
17, with a third structure tied to the other three occurrences of
"behold" in lines 7, 14, and 20. Earlier in his sermon (Helaman
13: 17-20), Samuel had pressed home the point that the land, the
people, and their treasures would be cursed "because of their
wickedness and abominations." All of the elements that are to be
cursed-land, people, treasures-are repeated in this second
lament. Further, the references to property that has "slipped
away" and to "the curse of the land" at the end of verset B leads
by "catchword" association to verset C which concerns the
curse.
Not only do these structural elements support the view of
the poetic character of this piece, but the occurrences of the
verbal phrase "become slippery" that appear in versets A and C
24 One may ask wby I bave argued at length about the name/title
"Lord God." To be sure, this title appears in contexts that have little or
nothing to do with worsbip (e.g., Judges 11:21,23). But the point is that at
crucial junctures in God's relations with bis cbildren, wbich involve
worsbip and/or covenant making, bis title "Lord God" has been the
appellation by whicb he bas been addressed. See the suggestive list of
passages associated with worsbip in Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on
the Book of Genesis. Part I (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1961), 97-100 (Exodus
9:30; 2 Samuel 7:22, 25; 1 Cbronicles 17:16-17; 2 Cbronicles 6:41-42;
Psalm 84:8, 11).
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also point to the independent composition of this piece apart
from its context. Except for one further occurrence in Mormon
1:18, it is only in this second lament and in a verse immediately
preceding it (Helaman 13:31)-which could be expected from
Samuel as he was preparing his hearers for this lament-that one
finds the verbal phrase "become slippery." In the case of
Mormon, the 'person who edited Samuel's sermon, he was citing
in his own book the prophecy that is embedded in the second
lament to the effect that property in his day had become slippery
because of God's curse on the land, just as Samuel had
prophesied (Mormon 1:18-19). Thus the use of this verbal
phrase apparently arises in this lament and is found in no other
passage in the Book of Mormon except in sections that are
directly connected with the lament and its prophecy of coming
disasters.

Content
The first verset, of course, deals almost exclusively with
possessions or "riches." It is important to note that, for Samuel,
"riches" or possessions come as a gift from God (Helaman
13:21; and Mormon's words in Helaman 12:2). The fact that
they come from God gives him the right to hide them from
unrighteous custodians, as the lament spells out.
One can also sense a crescendo that builds through the
poem, beginning on a low level and rising to a pitch. It has to do
with the concept of the loss of riches set out in verset A. The
composer first notes that the Lord God had given "riches" (line
2), a term that is general in its application. Then the poem
becomes more specific, when it mentions the loss of "a tool"
(line 5). Next, it is "our swords" (line 7) that disappear. In this
movement from mentioning tools to swords I sense a slight
heightening of the drama of the lament. In general, a tool is not
critical for one's well-being. Even the loss of a tool used to
support life, such as a plow or scythe, is not critical since a
person has a "season" in which to plant or harvest, and thus can
acquire another tool within the "season" to replace the one lost.
But a sword, under certain circumstances, can be very critical
for protecting life and property. And one such circumstance of
needed protection is noted in line 8: "in the day we have sought
them for battle." Here one senses the desperation of those whose
swords have disappeared. After swords, the next item to be lost
consists of "our treasures" (line 9). To be sure, a treasure may
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not be critical for preserving life, but it may be necessary for
sustaining it. In addition, depending on the nature of the
treasure, it may be the kind of possession that helps to give a
person his or her identity or place in society. Moreover, the loss
of treasure may not only doom the individual to an ill fate, but
also have ' a debilitating effect on one's extended family.
_Furthermore, the word itself implies a loss of much more than a
tool or sword.
Mter treasures, it is "all things" (line 15) that are lost.
While we cannot know the sweep of this concept in the mind of
the composer, we can safely assume that it must include the
totality of one's personal wealth. Finally, the last loss consists
of the loss of "our souls" (line 19), the most tragic loss of all.
Thus the poem has led us from the concepts of God's gift, and
our loss of his gift of riches, to the loss of "all things," and
finally to the forfeiture of "our souls."

Parallelisms
One of the important characteristics of Hebrew poetry and
psalmody is the general balancing of component parts. Usually,
this feature will appear in the form of parallel language, either
stating the same idea in similar terms or setting out opposite
concepts. This trait can be seen in both laments. As I have noted
in the first, one sees a "parallelism of specification" in the
sequence of the verbs "to kill" and "to stone."
The second lament, on the other hand, exhibits what may
be termed synonymous and antithetic parallelisms, expected
parallels that characterize Hebrew psalmody. We have already
seen an example of what has been called a specifying or
intensifying parallelism, that builds from one concept to another,
in the series of items lost, beginning with the general idea of
"riches" and concluding with the loss of "our souls." In verset
A, one sees antithetic parallels between the following clauses:
"[God] gave us our riches" and "we should lose them." The
expression has to do with riches, but the point of view
alternates. On the one hand, God is the one who gives riches; on
the other, it is humans who lose them.
In verset D, one sees an instance of synonymous
parallelism, an expression that complements another by saying
essentially the same thing, but alternating the images. One can
see that the following clauses express similar ideas: "we are
surrounded by demons" (line 17), and "we are encircled about
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by the angels of him who hath sought to destroy our souls"
(lines 18-19). However, it may be more accurate to say that
these balancing ideas represent another instance of "parallelism
of specification," coupled with a circumlocution that defines
more clearly the meaning of the second of two general terms.
For the word "demons" seems rather general (line 17). But the
- balancing term "angels" (line 18), while also general, is
immediately defined more closely by the added phrase, "of him
who hath sought to destroy our souls" (lines 18-19).
A similar phenomenon occurs in verset B. The mention of
"the morrow" in line 6 is rather vague. Two lines below, one
reads of "the day we have sought them for battle" (line 8), a
much more specific reference which implies deeper
consequences.
Versets Band C are tied together by an instance of
chiasmus, a literary ordering in which the first and last
constituents match, and the components immediately adjacent to
the extremes also match, and so on to the middle of the piece
(i.e., a, b, c, c t, b t, at). In the case of versets Band C, there are
three elements that tie the two versets together directly, arranged
in a chiastic structure. First, something is said about the slippery
character of property (lines 10, 15). Within these notices, one
sees that the last line of verset B reads "the curse of the land"
(line 11). Three lines down in verset C we find the following:
"the land is cursed" (line 14). The order of the components of
these particular phrases is curse, land, land, curse. Taking
account of the fact that the notion of slipperiness stands at the
extremes, within which the idea of cursing appears, and within
which mention of "the land" occupies the center spots, one sees
the following chiastic arrangement: slippery, curse, land, land,
curse, slippery.
Between versets A and C, there is a clear parallelism in
language. One need only notice the reiterated opening words, "0
that we ..." (lines 1, 12), whose verbs ("had remembered" and
"had repented"), in Midgley's view, are roughly equivalent. 25 A
further parallelism consists of the subsequent repeated phrase "in
the day that ..." (lines 2, 13). Further, as we have already
noted, the final lines of these two versets both use the unique
verbal phrase "become slippery," followed by short refrains that
are roughly equivalent, and form something of a synonymous

25 Midgley, "The Ways of Remembrance," 170, 176.
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parallel: at the end of verset A, "that we should lose them" (line
4), and "we cannot hold them" at the end of verset C (line 16).
Between versets B and D, the parallelism breaks down. As
one can see from the arrangement above, each segment is
introduced by the word "behold," followed by another "behold."
Moreover, each incorporates a clause of explanation that begins
with the word "yea." However, there is no balance in the
-arrangement of the clauses associated with these terms. The
"yea" clause in verset B comes after the second "behold"
whereas the corresponding "yea" clause in verset D precedes the
second "behold." Part of the explanation for the differences
between versets Band D may well arise from the differing
subject matters, concern for the loss of property in Band
concern over the gripping power of the destroyer in the other. In
this case, however, we should not claim that no connections
exist between versets Band D. In fact, we may be looking at
what is termed an "emblematic" parallelism in which the first
subject has to do with the physical world (e.g., treasures,
riches, etc.) and the second uses a metaphorical device to point
to spiritual realities (e.g., demons, angels, etc.). A good
example of this kind of parallelism appears in Psalm 42: 1: "As
the hart pants after the water brooks, so my soul pants after thee,
o God."

Conclusions
In this brief foray into the world of Book of Mormon
poetry, it should have become clear that my focus has been
rather narrow. I have looked at only two pieces incorporated
within the prophecies of Samuel the Lamanite. But from my
investigation, I believe that I can conclude with some confidence
that Samuel himself was a poet. It is the first and shorter lament
that leads me to this view. It seems to be his own composition.
In the case of the second and longer piece, Samuel was likely
quoting a hymn that was already known. I arrive at this
observation principally because the formal expression of the
hymn was known by a later generation that lamented the loss of
properties, and secondarily because of the indicators of a
worship context that appear in the opening lines, namely, the use
of the verb "to remember" which is associated with the title
"Lord God."
As one might expect, one also sees features in these pieces
that mirror traits found in Hebrew poetry. My notations about
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these features have been anticipated in the work of several others
who have turned their attention to poetry in the Book of
Monnon. But the one element that has struck me most forcibly is
the prophetic character of these laments. The first lament, set off
in prophetic language by Samuel, finds fulfillment in the
responsum recorded by Monnon which followed the destruction
of the city of Moronihah. The second, of course, was fulfilled,
as MonnonTeminds us, in his own day. This prophetic character
reminds me of certain of the Dead Sea Scroll Thanksgiving
Hymns that also cast. prophetic words about the last days in
hymnic dress. 26 But that is a subject for another study.

26 See, for instance, Bonnie P. Kittel, The Hymns of Qumran
(Chico, CA: Scholars, 1981),56-80, esp. 71-73, on the hymn that appears
in the Dead Sea Thanksgiving Hymn scroll in column 3, lines 19-36,
particularly her stanza D. This hymn is number five in the numbering of
Geza Vennes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, 3d ed. (New York: Penguin,
1987), 172-74.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

"Thus Saith the Lord": Prophetic Language
in Samuel's Speech
Donald W. Parry
Ancient scriptures contain a number of revelatory speech
forms or formulaic expressions which are unique to the prophetic writings. l That is to say, the prophetic speech forms are
present in sections of scripture where God reveals his word
directly to the prophets (i.e., Isaiah, Amos, Nephi, Joseph
Smith). As might be expected, the same prophetic forms are also
present in the Book of Mormon, for it, too, consists of prophetic
writings.
To demonstrate the usage of prophetic language in the
Book of Mormon, we will take a brief look at the prophetic
writings of Samuel the Lamanite (Helaman 13-15). Six speech
forms will be identified:
1. Messenger Formula-"Thus saith the Lord" (found
thirty-nine times in the Book of Mormon, e.g., 1 Nephi 20: 17;
Mosiah 3:24; Alma 8: 17). Samuel twice used the expression,
"therefore, thus saith the Lord" (Helaman 13:8, 11). The
formula introduces oracular language, and hence is often found
at the beginning of a pericope or section. Either God or a
prophet is the speaker of the messenger formula. Its purpose is
to indicate the origin and authority of the revelation.2
2. Proclamation Formula-"Listen to the words of
Christ" (Moroni 8:8) or "Hearken to the word of the Lord"
(Jacob 2:27; Helaman 12:23) or "Hear the words of Jesus" (3
For a complete study on the subject, see David E. Aune,

Prophecy in Early Christianity and the Ancient Mediterranean World (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983),88-100.
2
Modem prophets have commented concerning the import of this
expression (Joseph Fielding Smith, Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith
(Salt Lake: Deseret, 1979), 136, Journal of Discourses, 23:370-72; Journal
of Discourses, 22:291-92; Discourses of Brigham Young, (Salt Lake:
Deseret, 1971), 38, 330.
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Nephi 30: 1). Samuel told his audience to "hearken unto the
words which the Lord saith" (Helaman 13:21). Similar to the
messenger formula, the proclamation formula is often found at
the beginning of a revelation or announcement. It is used as an
emphatic summons to hear the word of the Lord.
3. Oath Formula-"As the Lord liveth" (1 Nephi 3:15,
4:32; 2 Nephi 9:16; 25:20). The declaration is added to a
testimony to accentuate the words of the speaker. For instance,
Samuel stated, "as surely as the Lord liveth shall these things be,
saith the Lord" (Helaman 15: 17; cf. Helaman 13:26).
4. Woe Gracle-An accusation form usually found as
part of a judgment speech. Some forty examples of the woe
oracle are attested in the Book of Mormon (1 Nephi 1:13; 2
Nephi 9:27; 2 Nephi 15:21). The characteristic woe oracle
consists of the accusation, the addressee, the intent of the
accusation, and the promise of judgment. The prophet Samuel
uttered a number of woe oracles against the Nephites (Helaman
13: 11-12, 14-17, 24; 15:2-3). Helaman 13: 16-17, for
example, contains the following elements:

Accusation: Yea, and wo
Addressee: be unto all the cities which are in the
land round about
Intent: because of wickedness and abominations
which are in them.
Promise of Judgment: And behold, a curse shall
come upon the land, saith the Lord of Hosts
5. Announcement Formula-"I say unto you." The
revelation formula is well attested in the Book of Mormon. The
Lord speaks to his audience (an individual or group) in the first
person (3 Nephi 12:22; 20: 15), or a prophet speaks to his
audience using the formula, adding authority and emphasis to
the revelation. The formula is found at the beginning of a clause,
often accompanied with the particles "yea," "behold," or
"therefore." Samuel employs the formula three times (Helaman
15:6, 12, 14).
6. Revelation Formula-"The word of the Lord came to
me, saying" (Jacob 2:11; Alma 43:24; Ether 13:20). At the
beginning of Samuel's ministry to the Nephites, "behold, the
voice of the Lord came unto him" (Helaman 13:3). Samuel told
the Nephites that they would cry unto the Lord, "0' that we had
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repented in the day that the word of the Lord came unto us"
(Helaman 13:36).
Six prophetic speech forms present in Samuel's speechthe messenger formula, the proclamation formula, the oath
formula, the woe oracle, the announcement formula, and the
_revelation formula-are indicative of prophetic authority and
prerogative. These speech forms and others dealing with the
commission and divine workings of a prophet are also present in
other sections of the Book of Mormon. It is hoped that this brief
report will give birth to additional and in-depth studies on the
topic of prophetic language in the Book of Mormon.

Noms AND COMMUNICATIONS

"Secret Combinations" Revisited
Daniel C. Peterson
It has long been contended by critics of the Book of
Mormon that its "Gadianton robbers" are merely nineteenthcentury Freemasons, transparently disguised. 1 As one of their
chief arguments for that notion, such writers as David Persuitte
and Robert Hullinger have pointed out that the Book of Mormon
refers to the Gadianton robbers using the same phrase, "secret
combination," with which contemporary newspapers referred to
the Masons during the great anti-Masonic agitation of the late
1820s. 2
One can easily demonstrate, though, that the word "combination" was commonly used, in the nineteenth century and
earlier, in the sense of "conspiracy." Thus, its use for the
robbers of Gadianton seems to bear little real significance for the
question of Book of Mormon authorship, proving at best that the
text's English vocabulary is most likely that of a nineteenthcentury American. But this was never in doubt.3
However, in a 1989 article, Dan Vogel took the argument
even further. "At the time of the Book of Mormon's publication," he claimed, "the term 'secret combinations' was used
almost exclusively to refer to Freemasonry."4 According to this
For a survey and preliminary evaluation of the arguments
advanced for this proposition, see Daniel C. Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianton
Masonry'," in Stephen D. Ricks and William J. Hamblin, eds., Warfare in
the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S.,
1990), 174--224.
2
Robert N. Hullinger, Mormon Answer to Skepticism: Why
Joseph Smith Wrote the Book of Mormon (St. Louis: Clayton, 1980), 114,
nn. 30 and 31.
3 See Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianton Masonry' ," 189-90.
4
Dan Vogel, "Mormonism's 'Anti-Masonick Bible'," John
Whitmer Historical Association Joumal9 (1989): 18.
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view-which soon tends to lose its modest "almost"-it is the
phrase as a whole that uniquely denotes Freemasonry and, so,
points to a nineteenth-century origin for the Book of Mormon as
well as to the real identity of the (presumably fictional) Gadianton robbers.5
The obvious problem with such a view is that it is difficult
to see why the joining of a common adjective like "secret" to a
common term of the day like "combination" should be regarded
as a technical piece of esoteric jargon so distinctive as to
constitute a definitive test of authorship or a conclusive refutation of the Book of Mormon's historical authenticity. The
evidence supporting Vogel's claim, furthermore, seems to have
been drawn from an overly narrow sampling of documents, and
to be, simply, too sparse to sustain him. I noted this in 1990:
Vogel's own evidence-which consists of seven
anti-Masonic newspaper quotations-merely demonstrates what has been known for many years, that the
phrase was indeed sometimes employed in reference
to Masons. But this is a far cry from demonstrating
that such was its exclusive use....What is needed,
before one can confidently declare that the phrase
"secret combination" was never used in non-Masonic
contexts in the 1820s and 1830s, is a careful search of
documents from that period of American history that
have nothing to do with the controversy surrounding
the Masons. This has not yet been done. 6
I made a small effort in that direction for my 1990 article,
but the results, while they were interesting and suggested that
Vogel was probably wrong, remained inconclusive. A computerized search of available nineteenth-century federal and state
court opinions revealed ten occurrences of the phrase "secret
combination(s)," not one of which referred to the Masons.
Unfortunately, though, the earliest of these dated only to 1850,
5 On 26 August 1989, Vogel and his sometime coauthor Brent
Metcalfe, in a Salt Lake City conversation with me and my colleague, Prof.
Stephen D. Ricks, declared flatly that the phrase "secret combination" was
never used at the time of the translation and publication of the Book of
Mormon, except to refer to Freemasonry.
6
Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianton Masonry'," 191. Italics in the
original. ,
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fully two decades after the publication of the Book of Mormon.
This lack of pre-1850 references was, I believe, a merely
accidental effect of the fact that court decisions of the fIrst half of
the nineteenth century remain largely uncomputerized, and so
could not by easily searched. Following a somewhat different
research direction, I located a passionate 1831 attack on bar
associations, by a Massachusetts journalist named Frederick
Robinson, in which such phrases as "secret bar association,"
"secret brotherhood of the bar," "combination," "conspiracy,"
"secret society," and "secret fraternity" all appeared in close
proximity. It seemed mere bad luck that the precise phrase
"secret combination" did not actually occur. 7
However, the fact remained that a non-Masonic occurrence
of the precise phrase "secret combination" had not been located
prior to 1850. At this point, though, I elected to retire from the
issue. I am a medieval Islamicist, not an American historian. I
could only say in parting that the conservative character of legal
language, coupled with the fact that the phrase "secret
combination(s)" occurred at least ten times in court decisions
issued between 1850 and 1898, certainly suggested that exploration of older court materials would likely find earlier
occurrences of the phrase. 8 And there remained the tens of
thousands of pages of non-legal writing from Jacksonian
America, which I had neither the time nor the patience to comb.
"Can anyone doubt," I wrote rather resignedly, "that a more
extensive search in period writings will locate precisely that
phraseT9
Indeed, I have now quite unintentionally located precisely
that phrase, "secret combination," used in a plainly non-Masonic
context,-in a letter from late 1826. This establishes that the
phrase was being used to refer to things other than Freemasonry
before Joseph Smith obtained the plates from which he
translated the Book of Mormon, as well as after;
The 1828 presidential campaign sank to depths that make
today's "dirty campaigning" seem like a church choir rehearsal.
For example, Charles Hammond, the editor of the Cincinnati
Gazette and a fervent partisan of Henry Clay, advanced the claim
that Clay's rival, Andrew Jackson, had never actually been
legally married to his wife. Hammond was strident and shrill in
7
8
9

Ibid., 195-97.
Ibid., 191-93.
Ibid., 197.
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his accusations. "Ought a convicted adulteress and her paramour
husband to be placed in the highest offices of this free and
Christian land?" he demanded. This was just one of many brutal
charges and countercharges traded during the election
campaign-a leading Clay newspaper was the Washington
National Journal-but it was particularly resented by General
Jackson. And when his wife died at the end of the cam paign,
-Jackson held Clay personally responsible. "A being so gentle
and so virtuous," he said, "slander might wound but could not
dishonor." Indeed, Jackson had long felt that Clay was behind
such attacks. Even "the aged and virtuous female," he had
written to Sam Houston on 15 December 1826, could not escape
"his secrete [sic] combinations of base slander."l0
The importance of this passage should be obvious. Here,
as I have said, we have a non-Masonic occurrence of the term
"secret combination" from the period immediately prior to the
translation of the Book of Mormon. Indeed, the individual using
the phrase, Gen. Andrew Jackson, was himself a very
prominent Mason. 11 Had he known the phrase as referring
uniquely to Freemasonry, or even as predominantly associated
with Freemasonry, it seems highly unlikely that he would have
used it in this pejorative way against a despised opponent. Yet
by the date of Jackson's letter to Houston, 15 December 1826,
the hysteria surrounding the murder or disappearance of William
Morgan-which Brodie and others have imagined to be reflected
in the Book of Mormon, and during which, we are told, the
phrase "secret combination" referred exclusively to Freemasonry-was already approximately three months 0ld.l2
Thus we can now say without fear of contradiction that
non-Masons could be accused of involvement in "secret combinations" both before and after the publication of the Book of
Mormon, and even, most particularly, during the anti-Masonic
hysteria of the late 1820s.
It is not often that so neat a refutation ofa historical claim
presents itself. Yet, since my own desultory readings on American history and politics have supplied this counterexample, one
can confidently predict that a true search of period writings
10 Robert V. Remini, Henry Clay: Statesman/or the Union (New
York and London: Norton, 1991),340.
11 As was Henry Clay, although by this time he was not
particularly active in the organization. See Remini, Henry Clay, 333-34.
12 Remini, Henry Clay, 333; Fawn M. Brodie, No Man Knows My
History: The Life 0/ Joseph Smith, 2d ed. (New York: Knopf, 1975),63.
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would furnish many more. The claim that the Book of
Mormon's "secret combinations"-simply because they are
called "secret combinations"-necessarily betray their origins in
nineteenth-century anti-Masonic paranoia can now be definitively laid to rest

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

A Note on the Name Nephi!
John Gee
Over forty years ago, Hugh Nibley raised the issue of
Book of Mormon onomastica: Are the "personal names
contained in the story . . . satisfactory for that period and
region"?2 While an answer to the larger issue of all the names in
the Book of Monnon still awaits investigation,3 we seem to be
in a position to comment on the authenticity of the name Nephi,
the first name to occur in the Book of Monnon (1 Nephi 1: 1).
A Phoenician inscription discovered at Elephantine
contains the name of a certain KNPY.4 This, by itself, is mere
trivia., but the scholarly discussion of the name is of interest in
connection with the Book of Monnon. F. L. Benz has compiled
a list of the personal names in Phoenician inscriptions and their
derivations. He sees the name KNPY as the Phoenician fonn of
Krnfr. w, an attested Egyptian name. 5 This equation was later
I would like to thank Theron Stanford for assisting me in
obtaining a key source on short notice, and Matt Roper for his insistent
prodding.
2
Hugh W. Nibley, Lehi in the DesertlThe World of the
larediteslThere Were laredites, vol. 5 in The Collected Works of Hugh
Nibley (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1988), 1, citing W.
F. Albright.
3 On the methodology of this subject, see Paul Y. Hoskisson, "An
Introduction to the Relevance of and a Methodology for a Study of the
Proper Names of the Book of Mormon," in John M. Lundquist and Stephen
D. Ricks, eds., By Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W.
Nibley, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and F.A.R.M.S., 1990),
2:126-35.
4 Mark Lidzbarski, Ph6nizische und aramtiische Krugaufschriften
aus Elephantine (Berlin: Reimer, 1912), 24.
5
Frank L. Benz, Personal Names in the Phoenician and Punic
Inscriptions: A Catalog, Grammatical Study and Glossary of Elements
(Rome: Biblical Institute, 1972), 192. Hemann Ranke, Die tigyptische
Personennamen, 3 vols. (Gliickstadt: Augustin, 1935-77), 1:390. For an
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confirmed by G. Vittmann, who added that the Aramaic
spellings KNWP"and QNPY were also attested.6 Further, the
Aramaic KNWPY is attested in the Elephantine inscriptions. 7
Vittmann also noted that the name 'HRNPY, attested in Aramaic
inscriptions, was probably Egyptian 'nlJ-l)r-nfr. 8 The name
element N P Y seems to be the Semitic (Le., Aramaic,
_ Phoenician) transcription of the Egyptian nfr, a common element
of Egyptian personal names. 9 The medial p in the Semitic form
would have been taken as a IfI, so the vocalization of NPY as
Nephi poses no problem.!o
While both K~nfr. wand 'nlJ-l)r-nfr are attested Egyptian
names containing the element nfr, Nfr itself is an attested
Egyptian name.! 1 At this time (fifth century B.C.) in Egypt, the
final r had fallen out of the pronunciation of nfr,12 and this
remained the case in Coptic, where the form was noufi.l 3

early Demotic attestation dating from the reign of Amasis, see Wolja
Erichsen, Auswahl frUhdemotischer Texte, 3 vols. (Copenhagen:
Munksgaard, 1950), 1:21, line It.
6
G. Vittmann, "Zu den in den phOnikischen Inschriften
enthaltenen agyptischen Personennamen," G(Jttinger Miszellen 113 (1989):
95.
7
See A. E. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C.
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1923), inscriptions 26:9,21; and 50:7, pp. 89-90, 155.
8
Vittmann, "Zu den in den phOnikischen Inschriften enthaltenen
agyptischen Personennamen," 94. The name is found in Cowley, Aramaic
Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C., inscription 72:23, p. 183.
9
There are three-hundred ninety listed in Ranke, Die tlgyptische
Personennamen, 3:73-76.
10 E. Kautzsch and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 2d
ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §§6n, 13b, 21, pp. 33-34, 56, 75-76.
11 It is attested as a man's name from Dynasty 1 through the late
period (which Ranke takes as ending at the Alexandrian conquest of Egypt),
and as a woman's name in the Old Kingdom through the New Kingdom, and
the Greek period; Ranke, Agyptische Personennamen, 1:194.
12 Vittmann, "Zu den in den phOnikischen Inschriften enthaltenen
agyptischen Personennamen," 93. The Egyptian -r was weak from the
beginning; see Elmar Edel, Alttlgyptische Grammatik, 2 vols., vols. 34/39
of Analecta Orientalia (Rome: Pontific urn Institutum Biblicum, 1955),
§§127-28, 1:56; Walter Till, Koptische Grammatik (Leipzig: VEB, 1970)
. §39, p. 48.
13 The southern dialects have noufe, the northern noufi; Jaroslav
Cerny, Coptic Etymological Dictionary (Cambridge University Press,
1976), 116; Walter E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon,
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Though the name Krnfr. w has an /ul vowel following the n, the
verbal form of nfr. w is a stative (also known as a qualitative or
old perfective), whereas Nfr is probably a participle; thus, the
vowel was likely not the same. Demoticists indicate that the
vowel following the n in the participial form of nfr as well as in
the verbal form transcribed as nrnfr is an /EI (Coptic/Greek
epsilon). 14
With this we can make a suess at the pronunciation of the
name Nephi. Most European and Latin American Latter-day
Saints are already pronouncing the name more or less correctly
as /nEfIl or /nefIl, since originally it was most likely pronounced
"nere" or "nare" (rhyming with "heh fee/hay fee") rather than the
current "nefi." Nevertheless, the standard English pronunciation has a venerable history,15 and even this writer will probably
continue to use it.
To sum up, Nephi is an attested Syro-Palestinian Semitic
form of an attested Egyptian man's name dating from the Late
Period in Egypt. It is appropriate that Nephi notes early the
connections between Egypt and Israel at his time (1 Nephi 1:3),
for his own name is Egyptian. It is the proper form of a proper
name of the proper gender from the proper place and proper
time.

1939),240; Wolfhart Westendorf, Koptisches Handw6rterbuch (Heidelberg:
Winter, 1977), 133.
14 See Erichsen, Auswahl frUhdemotisher Texte, 2:71. For
examples of late period names with nJ-nfr see Ranke, Agyptische
Personennamen, 1:169; and Miriam Lichtheim, Demotic Ostraca from
Medinet Habu (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), plate 28, text
144, line 2; for the Greek transcription of the Egyptian name Nfr-I)tp as
Nephotes, see Heinz J. Thissen, "Agyptologische Beitrage zu den
griechischen magischen Papyri," in Ursula Verhoeven and Erhart Graefe,
eds., Religion und Philosophie im alten Agypten (Leuven: Peeters, 1991),
295.
15 Note the spelling of "Lehi" as "Lehigh" in M. J. Hubble's
interview of David Whitmer, 13 November 1886, in Lyndon W. Cook, ed.,
David Whitmer Interviews: A Restoration Witness (Provo, UT: Grandin,
1992), 210. Hubble was a non-Mormon and apparently had never seen the
name spelled and thus spelled what he heard. As David Whitmer had "cut
loose from [Joseph Smith and the Church] in 1837" (Cook, David Whitmer
Interviews, 6) likely his pronunciation of the names had not altered from the
initial period and thus the present American pronunciations of the names
Nephi and Lehi were set within the fIrst decade of the Church.
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